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ABSTRACT
A measurement of the electron charge asymmetry in p+p→W production in association
with jets at
√
s = 7 TeV is presented. The dataset corresponds to an integrated luminosity
of L = 5 fb−1 recorded by the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) detector in proton-proton
collisions at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). The sample represents a large increase in
statistical precision with respect to previous CMS results and describes a first study of
charge asymmetry measured in p + p → W + 1 jet events. Full comparisons to previous
results and theoretical predictions are provided and recommendations for extending the
analysis to produce valuable input for future Parton Distribution Function (PDF) models
are made.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
Nearly all phenomena observed in high energy physics can be explained via to the so-
called Standard Model (SM) of particle physics. One of the greatest achievements of this
theory was predicting the existence of the W± and Z0 bosons [1], which were discovered by
the UA1 and UA2 collaborations at CERN’s Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) in 1983 [2]
[3]. Studying these particles via their unique decay signatures allows us to measure many
different aspects of electroweak physics. Since protons participate in the weak force, the
p + p collisions of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN form an ideal platform for
studying electroweak physics at collision energies that surpass any other experiment to date.
The high collision energies (
√
s = 7 TeV) and rates (L = 3 × 1033 cm−2s−1) achieved
at the LHC have resulted in larger W/Z data samples than those achieved by previous
experiments from which current leading electroweak measurements are based on. Such an
increase in statistics opens the doors to a host of interesting studies to be performed via
W and Z decays. Not only does this increase in data allow researches to perform detailed
measurements at higher precision, but the larger data set enables the exploration of unique
corners of phase-space which were potentially excluded before due to insufficient statistics.
Thus, the LHC is in a position to both confirm behavior predicted by the SM, as well as
provide new experimental tests for the theory.
Since the W± boson carries electric charge, its direct production in p+p collisions enables
us to study the detailed configuration of the proton’s charged parton constituents (known as
2quarks). With an overall positive electric charge, there exists a natural asymmetry between
the positive u quarks and negative d quarks that constitute the valence quarks of the proton.
The magnitude of this asymmetry is strongly influenced by the relative kinematics of the
partons within the proton. Analogous to classic scattering theory, mathematical models
known as structure functions or Parton Distribution Functions (PDFs) are employed to
describe the kinematic behavior of these particles subject to scattering interactions [4].
Numerical approximations of these proton PDFs form a critical starting point from which
nearly all proton scattering simulations, including the p + p collisions of the LHC, are
derived. In addition to providing an accurate crosscheck for discoveries predicted by the
SM (e.g. higgs boson), these simulations facilitate searches for signatures of new physics
beyond the SM (SUSY, Technicolor, etc.).
Studying the charge asymmetry in the direct production of W bosons, as measured
via their leptonic decay channels, yields information that forms valuable input for the
fitting procedures which are utilized to generate the numerical approximations of the proton
structure functions. When this approach is combined with a measurement of the amount
of collimated hadronic activity (jets) in the event, the measurement gains sensitivity to
different W production modes and thus, different regions of the proton PDF are probed.
By conducting these studies with the aforementioned increase in energy and luminosity of
the LHC, information is obtained which will lead to the most accurate descriptions of the
proton structure functions to date.
Natural Units
In physics, it is often useful to formulate expressions in terms of the units of the physical
constants that arise naturally with the subject matter. As such, in particle physics, it is
useful to utilize the convention
~ ≡ c ≡ 1 (1.1)
3such that Einstein’s famous relationship between rest-energy and mass can be expressed as
E0 = mc
2 ⇒ E0 = m. (1.2)
With this convention in place, particle masses are expressed in units of energy and length
scales in units of inverse energy. Unless explicitly noted, the convention will be employed
throughout this study.
1.1 The Standard Model
Formulated over the last several decades, the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics
represents the total of our knowledge of the electromagnetic, weak, and strong nuclear
interactions [5]. The theory describes all matter as being composed of a number of spin 12
particles known as fermions. These are divided into two groups of six quarks and six leptons
as seen in Fig. 1.1. The leptons carry integral units of electric charge, expressed as a multiple
of the electron’s charge: either −1 for the electron and its heavier relatives (the muon and
the tau) and 0 for their associated neutrinos. The quarks on the other hand carry charge
that represents a fractional multiple of the electron’s charge. The top row of the table (up,
charm, top) have charge +23 , while the lower row (down, strange, bottom) have charge −13 .
The different columns of leptons and quarks in this table are referred to as flavors.
The Fundamental Forces
The quantum formulation of the four fundamental forces of nature describes the interac-
tions in terms of the exchange of a force mediating boson [5]. These bosons are depicted
in the fourth column of Fig.1.1. Electromagnetic interactions, which are experienced
by all particles that carry electric charge, are mediated by exchange of virtual photons.
Electromagnetic forces cause electrons to form bound atomic states with nuclei.
The strong interactions are experienced by the quarks alone and form the attractive
force that is responsible for protons and neutrons forming bound states within nuclei. The
4Figure 1.1: The Standard Model of elementary particles with the three generations of
matter, gauge bosons in the fourth column and the higgs boson in the fifth. Figure by MissMJ
[CC-BY-3], via Wikimedia Commons
5strong force is mediated by the massless gluon. The attractive nature of the interaction is
explained via color charge and unlike the photon’s role in electromagnetic interactions, the
gluon carries color charge as well. This enables gluons to interact with other gluons as well
as with quarks.
Both leptons and quarks participate in weak interactions. These are mediated by the
W± and Z0 bosons and are the only interactions which are capable of exchanging electric
charge and changing particle flavor. Naturally occurring radioactivity, in the form of nuclear
β-decay, is a readily observable example of the weak force.
All particles with mass experience gravitational forces. A full quantum treatment of
gravitational theory predicts the existence of a spin 2 boson, the graviton, as the force
mediating particle. However, due to the relative weakness of the scale of gravitational
interactions (F strong/F g ∼ 1039), direct experimental observation of gravity at the particle
level is nearly impossible. As such, for the purposes of most particle physics experiments,
the effects of gravity are considered negligible.
The symmetry governing the weak force predicts the mediating gauge bosons (W± and
Z0) to be massless. However, experimental observation of the limited range of this force
suggests otherwise. In 1964, the W and Z masses were explained by three groups [6] [7] [8]
of researchers via a spontaneous breaking of the general symmetry of the interaction which
later became known as the Brout-Englert-Higgs mechanism. The SM thus predicts the
existence of a field, know as the Higgs field, which facilitates the symmetry breaking of
the electroweak interactions, and its manifestation as a massive spin-0 scalar particle called
the higgs boson. The latter proved difficult to detect over the years, as the higgs boson
is highly unstable and has a very small production cross-section. However, in 2012 the
CMS [9] and ATLAS [10] collaborations announced the discovery of a particle consistent
with the proprieties of the predicted boson at the LHC at CERN. These observations were
later confirmed in 2013 to be consistent with a spin-0 higgs boson.
6Quantum Chromodynamics
Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) is the relativistic quantum field theory that fully de-
scribes the strong interactions. It is based around the central concept of a color charge
that has three possible values. For simplicity, these are called red, green, and blue. Since
anti-particles carry inverted quantum numbers of their respective matter particles, anti-
quarks are said to have anti-color. As discussed above, the bosons mediating quark-quark
interactions are called gluons and carry a color and an anti-color corresponding to the color
charges of the interaction it is responsible for mediating. This fact, which differentiates
the strong interaction from the electromagnetic force, is responsible for QCD’s two distin-
guishing features: quark confinement and asymptotic freedom. The former dictates that
the force between quarks does not diminish with increased distance as the two partons are
separated, while the latter predicts that the quarks interact weakly at short distances and
their effects are calculable via perturbation theory.
The net effect of quark confinement and asymptotic freedom is that all composite quark
matter is formed of stable states of color-neutral quark configurations known as hadrons.
The lowest energy configurations form bound states by combining three quarks (qqq) to
form a baryon or combining a quark and an antiquark (qq¯) to form a meson. In either case,
a color-neutral state is formed: either red + green + blue or red + anti-red, for example.
Hadronization and Jets
Quark confinement dictates that it is not possible to observe a single isolated quark. As
the distance between two quarks increases, the potential energy of the quark-quark system
increases linearly. At some critical point it is energetically more favorable for a new quark-
antiquark pair to be formed. Depending on how much energy was initially available at
the onset of a scattering interaction, this quark-antiquark splitting will repeat itself. The
system of quarks and antiquarks combines into a network of color-neutral hadrons that are
closely collimated along the direction of the initial scattered parton. This process is known
as hadronization or fragmentation. Thus, particle detectors measure a tight clustering of
7Figure 1.2: Reconstruction of early CMS dijet event with
√
s = 7 TeV collisions
charged and neutral particles that are often referred to as jets. An example of a dijet
event — where two jets are formed back-to-back in the transverse plane — resulting from a
p+p collision, as measured by the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) experiment, is visualized
in Fig. 1.2.
1.2 W Boson Production at the LHC
1.2.1 Decay and Measurement
The W boson has two classes of decay modes and either decays via hadrons (B = 67.6%) or
leptons [4]. In the former case, jets are observed in the detector, and the signature is not
easily discerned from other jet phenomenology. With the leptonic decay, the boson decays
8into a charged lepton accompanied by its associated neutrino
W+ → `+ + ν (1.3)
W− → `− + ν¯ (1.4)
so that lepton number is conserved in the interaction. The branching fraction (B) —
a fractional measure of how often a particular decay channel occurs — is roughly equal
between the three leptons, with the exact fraction of decays occurring via electrons measured
at B = 10.75± 0.13%
The leptonic decays offer the distinct advantage that electrons and muons are typically
readily identifiable objects for most particle detectors. The neutrino however, being essen-
tially massless and carrying zero electric charge, interacts only via rare weak interactions
and is difficult to measure. This presents a technical challenge since the two-body decay
cannot be fully reconstructed via the lepton measurement alone. Since the neutrino leaves
no identifiable trace in the LHC detectors, careful book-keeping of the transverse energy
deposits (ET) is done to measure the amount of energy unaccounted for in each event.
Taking advantage of the fact that 4-momentum must be conserved in the transverse plane
of the collisions, the missing transverse energy (6ET) for each event is calculated by forming
the negative vector sum of all energy deposits in a detector:
6~ET = −
∑
i
~EiT. (1.5)
It is not possible to perform the same calculation for longitudinal components, since a signif-
icant portion of the energy from the interactions is carried by particles in un-instrumented
regions very close to the beam pipe (i.e. high |η|).
The decay neutrino can carry a significant fraction of the W 4-momentum, which will
evidence itself as missing energy in the detector. Thus the signature for an electronically
decaying W boson is an event with an isolated lepton (not resulting from hadronic activity)
and large measured 6ET. With the longitudinal z-component of the neutrino unknown, the
9decay kinematics are only fully constrained in the transverse plane. That is, one cannot
reconstruct the full invariant mass of the mother particle. Therefore, it is often useful to
perform the reconstruction in the transverse plane to express a constraint on the mother
particle’s mass known as the transverse mass (MT). For a two-body decay, conservation of
4-momentum in the transverse plane yields
M2T = [ET(1) + ET(2)]
2 − [~pT(1) + ~pT(2)]2 . (1.6)
In the case of the electronic W decay, where we assume the electron to be massless (since
MW  me), this equation simplifies to
M2T = 2|~pT(1)||~pT(2)| (1− cosφ12) , (1.7)
where φ12 is the polar angle between the two decay particles in the transverse plane [4].
From this equation, we see that the maximum value of MT is the mass of the parent particle
(mW). Thus, transverse mass is an expression for the amount of matter which was converted
into momentum in the transverse direction. Fig. 1.3 shows an event display of a candidate
electronic W decay reconstructed with the CMS detector.
1.2.2 Inclusive Production
While many final states are possible as a result of the proton-proton collisions at the LHC,
the focus of this study is on the direct production of W bosons. These occur predominantly
via quark-antiquark annihilation as dictated by the Drell-Yan process of high energy hadron-
hadron scattering [11], which is also responsible for the production of the charge neutral
gauge boson Z0. In either case, the production typically occurs via one of the proton’s
valence quarks and a sea quark. Thus the production of charged W bosons is dominated
by:
ud¯→W+ and du¯→W−. (1.8)
The leading diagram for this process is depicted in Fig. 1.4.
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Figure 1.3: Reconstruction of CMS W → e + ν event with √s = 7 GeV collisions. The
arrow indicates the missing energy vector. Only the transverse component has a meaningful
resolution.
q
q¯
W±
Figure 1.4: Leading Feynman diagram for direct W± boson production
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Theoretical predictions for the production rates of W and Z bosons are determined
from calculations which take into account published parton-parton cross sections [4], proton
Parton Distribution Functions (PDFs), and higher order Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD)
corrections. A full discussion of these predictions as well as early measurements of the W/Z
production cross sections at CMS can be found elsewhere [12]. The framework for computing
these cross sections is well developed and with many of the input parameters (MW, weak
couplings, etc.) known to high accuracy, the values are known to NNLO in perturbative
QCD theory.
The Drell-Yan process is strongly influenced by the momentum fractions of the colliding
partons: the fraction of the hadron’s total momentum which the interacting parton carries.
In the production of the electroweak vector bosons, these momentum fractions (x1, x2) are
constrained via the boson’s mass and the rapidity (y) of the outgoing boson:
M2W/Z = sx1x2 y =
1
2
ln(x1/x2), (1.9)
where s is the squared Center of Mass (CM) energy of the p+p collisions. CMS has a lepton
acceptance of about |y| < 2.5, which implies that we are able to probe proton momentum
fractions in the range
10−3 < x < 0.14. (1.10)
This range is visualized along with the CTEQ6M proton PDF at Q = 100 GeV [13] in
Fig. 1.5.
1.2.3 Production with Jets
In addition to the direct production of W bosons, outlined above, it is possible to produce
the vector bosons in p + p collisions in association with jets. However, each jet introduces a
strong vertex to the associated production diagrams and thus the production cross section
is suppressed by a factor of the strong coupling constant αs(MZ) = 0.1184 for each jet
produced. The study of W/Z production rates in association with jets is a fine test of
12
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Figure 2: Overview of the CTEQ6M parton distribution functions at Q = 2 and 100GeV.
the main body of this paper, we concentrate on results obtained with the standard choices
described above. Comments on the effects of parametrization on the physics results will
be made in the text as appropriate. Some studies of results obtained with alternative
parametrizations are described in appendix D.
3. Results on new parton distributions
With the theoretical and experimental input, methods, and parametrizations described
above, we arrive at a standard set of parton distributions (the nominal “best fit”) together
with a complete set of eigenvector parton distribution sets that characterizes the neigh-
borhood of acceptable global fits in the parton parameter space. The study is carried out
mainly in the MS scheme.4 We now discuss the salient features of the results and the
related physics issues.
3.1 The new standard PDF sets
The standard set of parton distributions in the MS scheme, referred to as CTEQ6M,
provides an excellent global fit to the data sets listed in section 2.1. An overall view of
these PDF’s is shown in figure 2, at two scales Q = 2 and 100GeV. The overall χ2 for the
CTEQ6M fit is 1954 for 1811 data points. The parameters for this fit and the individual
χ2 values for the data sets are given in appendix A. In the next two subsections, we discuss
the comparison of this fit to the data sets, and then describe the new features of the parton
distributions themselves. Quantitative comparison of data and fit is studied in more depth
in appendix B.
4For the convenience of certain applications, we also present one standard set each of parton distributions
in the DIS scheme and at leading order. Cf. section 3.1.3.
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Sensitivity Range
Harder Parton
Figure 1.5: Overview of the CTEQ6M parton distribution function at Q = 100 GeV [13].
The solid blue lines depict the parton momentum fraction sensitivity range of CMS at√
s = 7 TeV. The dashed red line visualizes the relevant momentum range for the harder
(more energetic) parton in the W production process, which is ultimately responsible for
the charge of the produced W boson.
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Figure 1.6: Leading Feynman diagrams for W±+ jet production: a) t-channel, b) s-channel
& c) t-channel gluon radiation (i.e. qq¯ annihilation)
perturbative QCD calculations in itself and has been conducted in detail by the CMS
experiment [14]. The dominant production diagrams for the p+ p→W + j process are
depicted in Fig. 1.6.
1.2.4 W Charge Asymmetry
Since the momentum contribution from gluons dominates (see Fig. 1.5), the detailed kine-
matics of the W production processes is dictated by the valence quarks (u or d) in proton-
proton collisions. Careful examination of the PDF distributions for the valence quarks
reveals an asymmetry (Rud(x) = u(x)/d(x) > 1) that grows monotonically with increasing
values of x. A direct consequence of this asymmetry is that we experience increased pro-
duction of W+ with respect to W− at the LHC which is η dependent. This η dependency
is examined by measuring the charge and pseudorapidity of electronic W decays:
A(η) =
dσ
dη (W
+ → e+ν)− dσdη (W− → e−ν¯)
dσ
dη (W
+ → e+ν) + dσdη (W− → e−ν¯)
. (1.11)
This charge asymmetry is expected to follow the u/d PDF ratio closely. In fact, since it is
the hard parton in the scattering process that dictates the W charge, measurement of A(η)
in direct W production at
√
s = 7 TeV provides proton PDF sensitivity in the range
10−2 < x < 0.14. (1.12)
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The systematic uncertainty due to the modelling of
Drell-Yan production, t!t, and W ! !" is estimated by
varying the relative normalization of the EW backgrounds
to the W ! e" yield by the uncertainty on the Drell-Yan
production and t!t cross sections, and the effect on the
observed asymmetry is negligible. The values of N! from
the fitting procedure are insensitive to the presence of
pileup interactions because the 6ET distributions are ob-
tained from data.
In order to compare our results directly to theoretical
predictions, the observed charge asymmetry is corrected
for three detector effects: (1) electron energy scale and
resolution, (2) relative detection efficiency of positrons and
electrons, and (3) electron charge misidentification.
The electron energy scale and resolution can bias the
asymmetry because of the effect on electrons with trans-
verse momentum close to the threshold value of 35 GeV.
The electron energy scale and resolution are determined
directly from the Z=#" ! eþe$ data and are used to adjust
the simulated electron energy at the generator level. The
correction to the measured charge asymmetry is estimated
in each pseudorapidity bin by comparing the charge asym-
metry as determined in the simulation with the resulting
asymmetry after smearing. The corrections for the electron
energy scale and resolution are found to fall between
$4:4% 10$3 and 0:2% 10$3. The uncertainties on the
energy scale and resolutions are taken as sources for sys-
tematic uncertainties. The charge asymmetry is also cor-
rected for final-state radiation, and the uncertainty on the
correction is taken as an additional systematic uncertainty,
which is summed in quadrature with the uncertainty on the
electron energy scale and resolution.
Any efficiency difference between electrons and
positrons would bias the measured charge asymmetry.
The total electron efficiency (including electron
reconstruction, identification, and trigger efficiencies) in
each pseudorapidity bin is measured using the Z=#" !
eþe$ data, separately for e$ and eþ, using the tag-and-
probe method [1]. The efficiency ratio is calculated and
found to be between 0.96 and 1.03; the statistical uncertain-
ties on the efficiency ratios (0.01–0.03) are treated as sys-
tematic uncertainties. This is the dominant systematic
uncertainty in all the pseudorapidity bins.
The true charge asymmetry A is diluted because of
charge misidentification, resulting in an observed asym-
metryAobs ¼Að1$ 2wÞ. The electron charge misiden-
tification probability w is measured using Z=#" ! eþe$
events in data. The observed electron charge asymmetry is
corrected for the charge misidentification probability as a
function of j$j. The statistical uncertainty on the charge
misidentification probability is taken as the systematic
uncertainty.
Table I summarizes the systematic uncertainties in all
the electron pseudorapidity bins. The full systematic co-
variance matrix is given in Table II.
The measured charge asymmetry results are summa-
rized in Table III with both statistical and systematic un-
certainties shown. The statistical uncertainties in the
various pseudorapidity bins are uncorrelated.
The experimental results are compared in Table III and
in Fig. 2 to theoretical predictions obtained with the NLO
MCFM [24] generator interfaced with CT10 [3],
HERAPDF [4], NNPDF [5], and MSTW2008NLO [2]
PDF models. The theoretical errors are estimated using
the PDF reweighting technique [25]. The experimental
data are in agreement with the predictions from CT10,
NNPDF, and HERAPDF, while the predictions from
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FIG. 2 (color online). Comparison of the measured electron
asymmetry to the predictions of different PDF models for the
electron pT > 35 GeV. The error bars include both statistical
and systematic uncertainties. The data points are placed in the
center of the j$j bins. The PDF uncertainty bands are estimated
using the PDF reweighting technique and correspond to a 68%
confidence level.
TABLE III. Summary of the measured charge asymmetry re-
sults. The first uncertainty is statistical and the second is system-
atic. The theoretical predictions are obtained using MCFM
interfaced with four different PDF models. The PDF uncertain-
ties are estimated using the PDF reweighting technique. All
values are in units of 10$3.
j$j bin Measured Theoretical predictions
Asymmetry A CT10 HERAPDF MSTW NNPDF
[0.0, 0.2] 102! 3! 5 109! 5 106þ4$8 87þ3$5 107! 5
[0.2, 0.4] 111! 3! 5 114! 5 110þ4$8 89þ3$5 110! 5
[0.4, 0.6] 116! 3! 5 119! 5 115þ4$8 98þ3$5 116! 5
[0.6, 0.8] 123! 3! 5 126! 5 122þ4$8 103þ3$5 123! 5
[0.8, 1.0] 133! 3! 5 138þ5$6 132þ4$8 115þ4$5 134! 5
[1.0, 1.2] 136! 3! 6 146! 6 140þ5$8 128þ4$5 145! 5
[1.2, 1.4] 156! 3! 6 164þ6$7 153þ5$7 144! 5 158! 5
[1.6, 1.8] 166! 3! 10 195þ8$9 181! 5 179! 5 190! 4
[1.8, 2.0] 197! 3! 9 207þ8$10 196þ4$3 200þ6$5 206! 4
[2.0, 2.2] 224! 3! 11 224þ8$11 211þ5$3 213þ6$5 219! 4
[2.2, 2.4] 210! 4! 13 241þ8$12 225þ9$4 231þ6$5 231! 5
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Figure 1.7: Early 2011 W→ eν charge asymmetry results from [16]
The electron charge asymmetry in inclusive W production at 7 TeV was first studying by
CMS with the first 35 pb−1 of data collected in 2010 [15]. A more detailed measurement was
published by the collaboration with the first 840 pb−1 of 2011 data [16]. The final results
of this analysis are displayed in Fig. 1.7.
The usefulness of a study of the lepton charge asymmetry A(η) in W production at the
LHC has been well motivated theoretically [17]. This observable forms one of the domi-
nant inputs for global fits that are needed to produce PDF models for Monte Carlo (MC)
generation. Thus, in its inclusive form, the measurement represents a sensitive validation
for competing PDF models. Even the most modern models are based on input data from
W charge asymmetry measurements that were collected at the Tevatron, as summarized
in [18]. With the increased luminosities and higher W production cross-section of the LHC,
experiments like CMS are in a position to perform charge asymmetry measurements with
W data samples that are orders of magnitude larger. Not only do these increased statistics
provide the most rigorous test of leading PDF models to date, but they introduce the pos-
sibility of developing new models based on global fits which incorporate data with smaller
statistical uncertainties.
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1.2.5 W+ jet Charge Asymmetry
An interesting consequence of the greater statistics is the consequential increase in the
sample of W events containing at least one jet. In previous measurements, the αs sup-
pression of events containing one or more jets — roughly a factor of 10 — resulted in a
sample size that is inadequate for purposes of performing precision measurements. With
the 2011 dataset at the LHC, CMS has recorded roughly 100 times more W boson events
than the Tevatron experiments. This puts CMS in the unique position to perform novel
charge asymmetry studies on W + jet events. These events are influenced by different pro-
duction modes (Fig. 1.6) than those of direct W production and as a consequence, charge
asymmetry measurements with W + jet events are able to probe different aspects of the
proton PDF, which predict different results for the ratio of W+ to W−. In fact, due to the
dominant t-channel gluon exchange, there is a non-negligible contribution from processes
such as (d¯ + s¯ + c)→W+q¯ and (u¯ + s + c¯)→W−q¯, which are approximately charge sym-
metric [17]. In other words, in events where the W is created via a hard g→ qq¯ process,
where the antiquark goes on to make a jet and the quark forms a W with a sea antiquark,
the gluon splitting is a charge symmetric process, and the ratios of the sea antiquark PDF
contributions are greatly diminished. In addition, there are charge-dependent angular mo-
mentum (spin) effects that are different in the two cases (with or without a jet). Therefore,
we expect to see a suppression of the W charge asymmetry A(η) in events where at least
one jet is produced.
Detailed analysis of A(η) in W + n jets events can yield a sensitive new tool towards
searching for new physics, or Beyond Standard Model (BSM) physics [17]. By developing
robust methods to perform high-precision measurements of the charge asymmetry in such
events, simulations — and therefore PDFs — can be calibrated to accurately reproduce SM
expectations. With such a framework in place, sensitivity is gained in phenomena where
W+n jets forms a significant background process. Take for example any process that decays
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to a pair of W bosons, with one decaying via hadrons and the other into leptons:
pp→ X →W+W− →W±(→ `+ ν) + 2 jets (1.13)
The final state of this charge symmetric process is indistinguishable from direct boson
production: pp→W+W− → `+ ν + 2 jets. However, a significant deviation in such events
of A(η) from expected SM values could provide evidence for existence of a process pp→ X
that is either BSM itself or possesses production cross sections that are not in accordance
with SM predictions.
1.3 Theoretical Calculations of Differential W Cross-sections
Several tools exist to calculate the differential cross-section of W production in p + p colli-
sions. With the large rates of W and Z events that were expected at the LHC, a software
tool called FEWZ (“Fully Exclusive W, Z Production through NNLO in pQCD”) was de-
signed with the explicit intent of studying Electroweak (EWK) boson production in hadron
colliders at LHC energies and beyond [19] [20]. As the name implies, the tool utilizes next-
to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) terms (O[α2S ]) in perturbative QCD calculations. The
program has the ability to calculate cross-sections based on different PDF sets, including
full propagation of their respective uncertainties.
For this analysis, version 2.1.1 of FEWZ is utilized for all theoretical predictions of
the W charge asymmetry by computing ratios of the binned differential cross-sections as in
Eq. 1.11. Predicted values are computed with MSTW2008 NNLO [21], NNPDF2.1 [22], and
CTEQ10 [23] PDF models at next-to-leading order (NLO). The software input is configured
to match the kinematic selection (electron pT, MT, etc.) of the analysis. Since FEWZ only
calculates production process with up to two jets, the associated jet production of W bosons
is compared in the exclusive n = 1 jet case. While the software is capable of calculating
EWK boson production at NNLO, smooth distributions of dσdη could not be produced. Thus,
for the purposes of this analysis, the NLO calculations are adopted.
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1.4 Outline
In this analysis, a measurement of the electron charge asymmetry in W production at CMS
with 5 fb−1 LHC data collected at
√
s = 7 TeV is presented. This represents the most
comprehensive electron charge asymmetry measurement performed to date with CMS. The
possibility of binning this data as a function of observed jet multiplicity is explored and
discussed in detail. The accelerator and detector apparatuses are introduced in Chapter 2;
with the Hadron Calorimeter (HCAL) described in detail in Chapter 3. This introduction is
subsequently followed in Chapter 4 by a detailed discussion of the HCAL Data Acquisition
System (DAQ) electronics, that were designed and developed by Boston University. In
Chapter 5, the setup for the analysis is introduced, including the event reconstruction and
event selection criteria. The method for evaluating the charge dependent W boson rates
and the observed values are presented in Chapter 6. A full discussion of relevant systematic
uncertainties can be found in Chapter 7. Finally, Chapter 8 provides a summary of the
analysis, as well as recommendations for future improvements.
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Chapter 2
The LHC and the CMS Detector
2.1 The LHC Accelerator
The collisions described in this analysis were generated with the LHC, a proton-proton
collider situated at the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) in Geneva,
Switzerland. While a full description of the apparatus can be found by consulting the
technical design report [24], the details relevant to this study are summarized here.
Circular in design, with a circumference of 27 km, the LHC is the highest-energy ac-
celerator of its kind to date. Colliding protons at CM energies greater than
√
s = 7 TeV,
it is also the most energetic accelerator ever constructed. With the intention of providing
data to search for the Higgs boson or phenomenology beyond the SM, the collider was
originally conceived to operate at a proton-proton CM energy of
√
s = 17 TeV, and later
revised to
√
s = 14 TeV.. Due to safety considerations following a technical incident during
commissioning in 2008, the machine began operation at
√
s = 7 TeV in 2010.
The LHC utilizes existing CERN experiments to form its injection chain: Linac2, PS
Booster, Proton Synchrotron (PS), SPS [25]. This sequence, and the corresponding energies
at each stage, are visualized in Fig. 2.1. Protons are delivered in “bunches” ranging from
1010 to 1011 protons per bunch at the SPS operating energy of 450 GeV, with a minimal
bunch spacing of 25 ns. Once in the machine, the protons are accelerated in radio frequency
(RF) cavities to energies of 3.5 TeV per beam. The RF frequency of 400 MHz allows control
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Figure 2.1: Schematic overview of the LHC injection chain from [25]
of the protons to an order of magnitude better than their designed crossing frequency of
40 MHz. The beams circulate in two separate vacuum tubes except where they merge
into a single tube and are focused to collide at the 4 main experimental sites: A large
Ion Collider Experiment (ALICE), A Toroidal LHC Apparatus (ATLAS), CMS, and LHC-
beauty (LHCb).
The number of collisions of interest (or events), generated by the LHC within a given
time period is a function of the integrated luminosity L delivered by the machine:
N = Lσ, (2.1)
where σ represents the cross-section for the process of interest. Here, L forms the integral
of the instantaneous luminosity L0, which is a function of the machine’s parameters:
L0 =
γfkbN
2
p
4pinβ∗
, (2.2)
where f is the orbital frequency of the LHC (11246 Hz), kb the number of colliding bunches
per orbit, Nb the number of protons per bunch, n the normalized transverse emittance
(≈ 1.2pimm · mrad), β∗ the β-function of the beam — a measure of the beam size at the
interaction point (IP) 1, and γ the Lorentz factor of the colliding protons [26]. Table 2.1
1β∗ measures the distance over which the focussed beams will diverge in cross-sectional area by a factor
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Parameter Design Value 2011 Values
Proton energy [TeV] 7 3.5
Lorentz factor (γ) 7461 3730
β-value at IP [m] 0.55 0.1 – 0.15
Number of protons per bunch 1.15× 1011 1.1× 1011 – 1.5× 1011
Number of bunches per orbit 2808 1308
Peak Luminosity (L0) [cm
−2 s−1] 1.0× 1034 1.5× 1030 – 3.5× 1033
Collisions / crossing ≈ 20 4 – 16
Table 2.1: Relevant LHC machine parameters for 2011 data taking period compared to
initial design values
summarizes the design and 2011 operational values of the machine’s parameters.
While the LHC is designed to accelerate lead ions as well, the scope of this analysis
is restricted to the proton-proton collisions collected in 2011. This data corresponds to
L = 5.55 fb−1 as measured via the CMS luminosity system. A description of how this
measurement is obtained, as well as the calibration via the Van-der-Meer technique, is
found elsewhere [27]. Fig. 2.2 depicts the amount of data collected as a function of time
and highlights the increases in instantaneous luminosity that were achieved as the year
progressed.
2.2 The CMS Detector
The Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) detector is a multi-purpose detector built to operate
at the LHC at CERN. Together with ATLAS (A Toroidal LHC Apparatus) it forms one of
the two general purpose experiments of the LHC, designed to measure the full spectrum of
possible outcomes produced by its p+p collisions. They are situated equidistant at opposite
ends of the collider to ensure that each experiment receives the same amount of collisions
for any given bunch structure in the machine. CMS is situated in a cavern 100 meters below
the surface at IP5, near the French village of Cessy. A full description of the detector is
found elsewhere [26] [28], however, relevant details of the apparatus are summarized here.
of 2. Lower values correspond to a stronger focus at the IP.
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Figure 2.2: Total integrated luminosity as a function of time for the 2011 data taking period.
The difference between the LHC Delivered (blue) values and the CMS Recorded (yellow)
values is due to operational down-time for which the accelerator was producing collisions,
but CMS was unable to collect data.
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2.2.1 Design Philosophy and Challenges
At full design specifications, the LHC will deliver approximately 20 inelastic collisions per
bunch crossing at a rate near 40 MHz. A flux corresponding to 1000 charged particles
every bunch crossing (every 25 ns) will traverse the detector and produce significantly high
radiation levels, placing impressive demands on the radiation hardness of the materials
and electronics chosen for various components of the detector. As such, a modular design
philosophy was chosen for CMS, with most components of the detector replaceable via
in-situ dis-assembly during longer technical stops. In this manor, hardware components
can be exchanged or upgraded as radiation levels increase or available technology advances
throughout the life-cycle of the experiment.
2.2.2 Coordinate System
The coordinate system utilized by CMS has its origin centered at the IP, with the y-axis
pointing upward, the x-axis pointing towards the center of the accelerator ring, and thus
the z-axis pointing along the LHC beam axis counter-clockwise when viewed from above.
For the purposes of physics measurements, it is useful to express coordinates in terms of the
azimuthal angle φ (as measured from x in the x-y plane), the polar angle θ (as measured
from the z-axis) and the pseudorapidity η = − ln tan(θ/2) defined via the polar angle θ. In
order to take advantage of conservation laws, momentum and energy are often measured
and expressed in the plane transverse to the beam axis — in other words the x-y plane,
which is also the bending plane of the spectrometer magnet.
2.2.3 Detector Composition
A perspective view of the CMS detector is demonstrated in Fig. 2.3. The detector was
designed to provide: good muon identification over a range of momenta out to |η| < 2.5
with good dimuon mass resolution (≈ 1% at 100 GeV), good charged particle momentum
resolution and detection efficiency in the inner tracker, good electromagnetic energy resolu-
tion out to |η| < 2.5 with good diphoton and dielectron mass resolution (≈ 1% at 100 GeV),
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Figure 1.1: A perspective view of the CMS detector.
to measure precisely the momentum of high-energy charged particles. This forces a choice of
superconducting technology for the magnets.
The overall layout of CMS [1] is shown in figure 1.1. At the heart of CMS sits a 13-m-
long, 6-m-inner-diameter, 4-T superconducting solenoid providing a large bending power (12 Tm)
before the muon bending angle is measured by the muon system. The return field is large enough
to saturate 1.5 m of iron, allowing 4 muon stations to be integrated to ensure robustness and full
geometric coverage. Each muon station consists of several layers of aluminium drift tubes (DT)
in the barrel region and cathode strip chambers (CSC) in the endcap region, complemented by
resistive plate chambers (RPC).
The bore of the magnet coil is large enough to accommodate the inner tracker and the
calorimetry inside. The tracking volume is given by a cylinder of 5.8-m length and 2.6-m di-
ameter. In order to deal with high track multiplicities, CMS employs 10 layers of silicon microstrip
detectors, which provide the required granularity and precision. In addition, 3 layers of silicon
pixel detectors are placed close to the interaction region to improve the measurement of the impact
parameter of charged-particle tracks, as well as the position of secondary vertices. The expected
muon momentum resolution using only the muon system, using only the inner tracker, and using
both sub-detectors is shown in figure 1.2.
The electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) uses lead tungstate (PbWO4) crystals with cov-
erage in pseudorapidity up to |h | < 3.0. The scintillation light is detected by silicon avalanche
photodiodes (APDs) in the barrel region and vacuum phototriodes (VPTs) in the endcap region. A
preshower system is installed in front of the endcap ECAL for p0 rejection. The energy resolution
– 3 –
Figure 2.3: Schematic cut-away view of the CMS detector labeling various sub-detectors.
Two human figures are depicted to enable a perspective of the relative size of the apparatus.
Figure from [28]
and good missing transverse energy (6ET) and dijet mass resolution (≈ 10% at 100 GeV) via
hadron calorimeters with large hermetic coverage out to |η| < 5. In order to achieve these
design goals, an overall cylindrical geometry wa chosen with a si gle high-field solenoid
magnet.
The detector is logically and physically divided into various smaller components referred
to as subdetectors, each responsible for measuring a particular property of the collisions. The
system closest to the IP is the silicon inner tracking system of CMS, consisting of an inner
pixel detec or surrounded by the layers of t silic strip tr cker. With a cell size of
100× 150µm2, the pixel detector is responsible for delivering precision vertex information
among the the many hard-scatter events expected per bunch crossing at CMS. Consisting of
3 barrel layers and 2 endcap disks, the pixel system pr v des coverage in the region |η| < 2.5.
The silicon strip tracker surrounding the pixel system is composed of 10 barrel layers (4
inner and 6 outer) of single sided p-on-n type silicon micro-strip sensors with strip pitches
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ranging from 80µm to 180µm. The inner barrel provides coverage up to |z| < 65 cm while
the outer barrel of the tracker covers the region |z| < 110 cm. These barrel elements are
flanked by 3 layers of disks and 9 layers of endcaps which extend the range into the region
120 cm < |z| < 280 cm. This layout ensures that the CMS tracking system is able to deliver
at least 9 hits for a reconstructed charged particle in the full range of |η| < 2.4. For high
momentum (100 GeV) tracks, the resolution on the transverse momentum of reconstructed
charged particles lies around 1 – 2% up to η ≈ 1.6, beyond which the resolving power suffers
due to a decreasing lever arm.
Surrounding the inner tracking system of CMS lies the Electromagnetic Calorimeter
(ECAL): a homogeneous calorimeter consisting of lead tungstate (PbWO4) crystals which
are instrumented with Avalanche photodiodes (APDs). The subdetector is divided into
barrel (|η| < 1.479) and endcap (1.479 < |η| < 3.0) sections. The high density (8.28 g/cm3),
short radiation length (0.89 cm) and small Molie`re radius (2.2 cm) of the crystals result in
an energy resolution for the ECAL which is measured to be
( σ
E
)2
=
(
2.8%√
E
)2
+
(
0.12
E
)2
+ (0.30%)2 , (2.3)
where E is in units of GeV.
Just outside of the ECAL sit the barrel and endcaps sections of the Hadron Calorimeter
(HCAL), a sampling calorimeter whose design is discussed in detail in Chapter 3. Both
calorimeters, as well as the inner tracking system, are housed within the superconducting
magnet of the CMS detector. Cylindrical in shape, the solenoid field produced by the 4
layers of NbTi conductor windings is capable of reaching values of B = 4 T. At 12.5 m long
with a bore diameter of 6.3 m, this corresponds to a stored energy of 2.6 GJ — which makes
it the most powerful magnet, as measured by stored energy, to date 2. Cooled via liquid
helium, the operating temperature of the magnet sits near 4.5 K.
Beyond the CMS magnet, and outside of the calorimeter endcaps, lies the detector’s
muon system. Three types of gaseous detectors are used for muon identification in different
2This energy is equivalent to the kinetic energy of a Nimitz -class aircraft carrier traveling at 50 mph
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coverage regions: drift tube (DT) chambers for |η| < 1.2, cathode strip chambers (CSC) for
0.9 < |η| < 2.4, and resistive plate chambers (RPC) for |η| < 1.6. While the DTs and CSCs
provide full coverage for muon identification out to |η| < 2.4, the RPCs deliver a sharp and
fast signal that is used in the triggering system. In the barrel, 4 layers of DTs and 6 layers
of RPCs are spaced around a thick iron lattice structure that forms the return-yoke for the
CMS magnet. In the endcap, 4 layers of CSCs are sandwiched with 3 layers of RPCs 3 for
the first LHC run-period.
2.3 Triggering and Data Acquisition
The high instantaneous luminosity and 40 MHz collision rate of the LHC present a significant
challenge for data selection and storage. To handle these high rates, CMS has adopted a
two stage approach to data triggering. The first stage is a hardware layer known as the
Level-1 trigger (L1), while the second stage is a distributed software layer known as the
High-Level Trigger (HLT). With each layer, the sophistication of selection logic increases.
Thus, the 40 MHz raw event rate is decreased to 100 kHz at L1 and further down to 100 Hz at
HLT. The L1 trigger hardware is implemented via field-programmable gate array (FPGA)
and application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) technology while the HLT is developed
in C++ and operates on a dedicated computer server farm which resides within the surface
building above CMS. Events which pass HLT selection criteria for a given run are then
stored to disk on-site and transferred to redundant mass-storage units at CERN’s main
campus in Meyrin, Switzerland.
Both the L1 and HLT event selection logic is easily changed between runs of the machine.
Therefore, CMS is able to adapt to changes in beam conditions without saturating any DAQ
paths and generating excessive amounts of dead-time. This feature proved very important
for the 2011 run-period where rapid increases in instantaneous luminosity and collisions per
bunch crossing were seen. A given set of HLT criteria for event selection is known as an
HLT path. Each HLT path is seeded by at least one L1 trigger algorithm. The complete
3This represents a de-scoped configuration from the original designs [26] [28]
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collection of paths used for a particular data collection period, known as a run, is referred
to as a trigger menu or HLT menu.
In CMS triggers are never simply “raised” or removed from the trigger menu when they
begin to saturate the DAQ system. Instead, they are pre-scaled via an integer value which
suppresses the HLT path by a constant factor. New triggers are typically introduced with
higher thresholds before the lower threshold triggers become pre-scale, so that a continuous
range of non-pre-scaled triggers can be achieved for most physics objects of interest.
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Chapter 3
The CMS Hadron Calorimeter (HCAL)
The CMS detector is designed to measure a broad range of Standard Model physics, as
well as search for a variety of new and exotic processes. Most of these processes can be
characterized via signatures which involve jets and 6ET in the final state. For both, the
ability of the HCAL to measure hadronic activity with good spacial resolution over a large
range in energy, is critical. Its design provides a hermitic measurement of hadronic energy
out to |η| < 5.
3.1 Sampling Calorimeters
It is the goal of a calorimeter to measure the energy of all particles produced in the collisions.
The basic principle for any calorimeter is to allow the incident particles to interact with
some medium and generate showers [29]. Information about these showers (particle number,
shower size, etc) is converted into a measure of the incident particle’s energy. There are two
leading calorimeter design philosophies: homogeneous detectors and sampling detectors. For
the former, the entire volume of the detector is active and contributes to signal collection.
In the case of a sampling calorimeter, such as HCAL, the volume of the detector is divided
into passive segments which aid in particle absorption and active segments which provide
read-out facilities.
Sampling calorimeters provide many advantages over homogeneous designs. The passive
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medium can be altered in each segment along an incident particle’s trajectory in order to
optimize the material for different stages of the shower development. In addition, having
segmented readout along this direction allows for the measurement of the development of
the shower (longitudinal shower shape). While HCAL employs the same absorber material
in each cell, the readout is segmented along the longitudinal direction, providing the ability
to measure the shower development.
In addition to providing accurate measurements of the energy deposited by particles
resulting from the collisions at the center of the detector, modern calorimeters are instru-
mented with high-speed readout electronics. This allows the calorimeter signals to be used
in the detector’s triggering hardware. With such readout facilities, the detector is able to
make online event selections which utilize objects that are derived from calorimeter mea-
surements such as jets or energy imbalances ( 6ET).
3.2 General Description
A complete description of the design and construction of HCAL can be found elsewhere [28].
The detector is divided into four physically distinct sections: the barrel and endcap regions
(HB & HE), the outer calorimeter (HO), and the forward calorimeter (HF). The location
of each section is detailed in Fig. 3.1. The individual sections differ in composition and
readout. Both HB and HE utilize brass absorber material that is instrumented with plastic
scintillators. Brass is dense and non-magnetic, so it represents an ideal choice for HCAL.
HO effectively uses the CMS magnet, as well as the first layer of the iron return-yoke, as
an absorber and plastic scintillator as an active medium. HF collects Cherenkov light from
quartz fibers which run longitudinally through a steel absorber matrix. Due to carefully
designed overlaps in the transition regions, their composition forms continuous coverage in
the region: 0 < |η| < 5. That is, HCAL has no dead material along any projective line from
the IP throughout the this region.
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Figure 3.1: Transverse (r − z) schematic overview of CMS detector. The locations of the
four HCAL sections are labeled: HB, HE, HO, HF. Fig. 5.1 from [28]
3.2.1 Barrel Calorimeter (HB)
The barrel calorimeter is divided into two hemispheres or half-barrels (HB+ and HB-), and
is mounted within the volume of the CMS solenoid magnet. Each half-barrel is segmented in
the φ-direction into 36 identical wedges, which span a pseudorapidity range of 0 < |η| < 1.3.
The wedges consists of layers of brass absorber plates, running parallel to the beam axis
(z-axis), which are bolted together such that space for scintillator tiles exist between them.
The innermost and outermost layers are made of steel to add structural integrity to the
barrel. The thickness of the wedges along lines of constant η scales as 1/ sin(θ) and thus
ranges from 5.39 λI (at |η| = 0) to 10.3 λI (at |η| = 1.3).
Each wedge contains 17 longitudinal layers of scintillator tiles, which are divided into 4
segments in the φ-direction and 16 in the η-direction. The η segmentations are aligned along
constant lines of η, such that each segment within a given layer is projective (with respect
to the IP) to the corresponding segment of the next layer. The φ segments are arranged in a
staggered and overlapping manor, guaranteeing hermeticity along any given projective line
from the IP. The combined logical unit of the smallest corresponding η − φ segment from
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each layer forms a frustum with constant cross-section ∆η ×∆φ = 0.087× 0.087. Such a
combined structure of sampling material forms the smallest readout-unit in η− φ space for
HB and is referred to as a “tower”. Within each layer, the scintillators of a φ segmentation
are grouped into a single mechanical tray for ease of installation and commissioning of the
individual tiles. This structure provides the added benefit of facilitating easy replacement
of the scintillator material, should such an intervention become necessary in the future.
3.2.2 Endcap Calorimeter (HE)
The hadron calorimeter endcaps are located at each end of HB (plus and minus). Forming
a cap to the cylindrical geometry of the barrel, HE extends the coverage of the hadron
calorimetry out to η = 3. Similar in construction to the barrel calorimeter, the endcaps are
constructed out of 36 identical wedges that consist of alternating layers of brass absorber
and plastic scintillator. These wedges circumferentially surround the beam-pipe. The cross-
sectional shape of the absorber stack is designed to projectively minimize the coverage in
the overlapping transition region of HB and HE (see Fig. 3.1). The gap between the two
sections of HCAL is necessary in order to route readout cables, as well as other services, to
the inner tracking detector and electromagnetic calorimeter.
The alternating layers of absorber and scintillator are arranged into plates which are
bolted together in a staggered fashion, so as to minimize projective “dead” space with
respect to the IP. The 79 mm thick brass plates are spaced 9 mm apart in order to accom-
modate scintillator trays. Following the projective geometry of the wedge structure, the
scintillator trays are trapezoidal in shape and form a rigid structure for each layer within a
φ segment of the endcap. In this region, 18 layers of scintillator are used. The first layer
(Layer 0) consists of 9 mm thick Bicron BC408 while the rest of the layers (0–17) utilize
3.7 mm thick SCSN81. Much like the scintillator trays in HB, these trays are segmented
along constant lines of η to form 14 η segments for the endcap. Thus, at low η, the granu-
larity of HE matches that of HB at ∆η×∆φ = 0.087× 0.087. However, beyond |η| ≥ 1.6,
the granularity begins to transition towards ∆η×∆φ = 0.17× 0.17. This shift represents
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Figure 5.10: The HCAL tower segmentation in the r,z plane for one-fourth of the HB, HO, and
HE detectors. The shading represents the optical grouping of scintillator layers into different lon-
gitudinal readouts.
Table 5.4: Tower data for HB. The given thicknesses correspond to the center of the tower. Note
that tower 16 overlaps with HE.
tower h range thickness (lI)
1 0.000 – 0.087 5.39
2 0.087 – 0.174 5.43
3 0.174 – 0.261 5.51
4 0.261 – 0.348 5.63
5 0.348 – 0.435 5.80
6 0.435 – 0.522 6.01
7 0.522 – 0.609 6.26
8 0.609 – 0.696 6.57
9 0.696 – 0.783 6.92
10 0.783 – 0.870 7.32
11 0.870 – 0.957 7.79
12 0.957 – 1.044 8.30
13 1.044 – 1.131 8.89
14 1.131 – 1.218 9.54
15 1.218 – 1.305 10.3
16 1.305 – 1.392 overlaps with HE
– 130 –
Figure 3.2: Schematic view of HCAL tower segmentation in the r, z plane for one quarter
of the HB, HE and HO subdetectors. The shading highlights the optical grouping of the
readout for longitudinal scintillator layers. Figure from [28]
a compromise between ease of construction and the need for high spatial/energy resolution
for jets, since the latter is dominantly affected by pile-up effects in the forward region.
3.2.3 Outer Calorimeter (HO)
The outer calorimeter forms a “tail catcher” to HB for the purpose of flagging and measuring
late developing and penetrating hadronic showers and also confirmation of a minimum
ionizing signal for isolated muons. Since the CMS magnet constrains the overall dimensions
and material budget of the entire barrel calorimeter, EB and HB alone do not provide
adequate containment for hadron showers in the central region. By utilizing the magnet
solenoid coil (as well as the first layer of the iron return yoke), HO adds an additional 1.4–2.8
interaction lengths (λI) here. By instrumenting these additional absorber structures with
scintillating plastic, the outer hadron calorimeter is able to provide vital measurement of
the leakage energy generated by deeply penetrating hadronic showers. Fig. 3.2 shows the
location of the HO scintillator tiles with respect to the CMS magnet and both HE and HB.
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The HO provides coverage in the pseudorapidity region of |η| < 1.3. The mechanical
structure of the combined magnetic field return yoke and barrel muon system is utilized as
scaffolding for the outer calorimeter. Therefore, the geometry and layout of HO matches
that of the muon system. The return yoke is split into 5 rings along the z-axis (-2, -1, 0,
1, 2), with the central ring centered with respect to the IP. Thus, HO is segmented into
5 identically labeled rings as well. Throughout, the outer calorimeter is instrumented with
one single layer of plastic scintillator (Layer 1), with the exception of the central HO ring,
which has an additional inner layer (Layer 0), where particles pass through at angles near
90 degrees.
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Figure 1: The cross section view of the HF calorimeter shows that the sensitive area extends from 125
to 1300 mm in the radial direction. The absorber in the beam direction measures 1650 mm. Bundled
fibers (shaded area) are routed from the back of the calorimeter to air-core light guides which penetrate
through a steel-lead-polyethlene shielding matrix. Light is detected by PMTs housed in the readout
boxes. Stainless steel radioactive source tubes (red lines) are installed for each tower and are accessible
from outside the detector for source calibration. The intersection point is at 11.15 meters from the front
of the calorimeter to the right. All dimensions are in mm.
Table 1: The tower sizes, number of fibers, bundle sizes and the percentage of photocathode area utilized
are listed below for each tower. The air-core light guides are tapered to better match the photocathode
area for towers 1, 2 and 3.
Ring No (rin, rout)  ⌘    Nfib Abundle
Abundle
Aphotocathode
[mm] [degree] [mm2]
1 (1162-1300) 0.111 10 594 551 1.14
2 (975-1162) 0.175 10 696 652 1.33
3 (818-975) 0.175 10 491 469 0.96
4 (686-818) 0.175 10 346 324 0.66
5 (576-686) 0.175 10 242 231 0.47
6 (483-576) 0.175 10 171 167 0.34
7 (406-483) 0.175 10 120 120 0.25
8 (340-406) 0.175 10 85 88 0.18
9 (286-340) 0.175 10 59 63 0.13
10 (240-286) 0.175 10 41 46 0.94
11 (201-240) 0.175 10 30 35 0.71
12 (169-201) 0.175 20 42 52 0.11
13 (125-169) 0.300 20 45 50 0.10
Five multiwire proportional chambers (indicated as WC-A through WC-E) were located at 1.0, 2.2, 12.7,
14.7, and 15.7 m from the HF wedge. These chambers were used to reconstruct each incoming particle’s
track. The space resolution was better than 0.5 mm with over 90% track reconstruction e ciency.
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Figure 3.3: Cross-sectional view of the HF calorimeter. Figure from [28]
3.2.4 Forward Calorimeter (HF)
The forward calorimeters are located at the outer ends of the CMS detector and have an
overall cylindrical hape with an outer radius 130 cm and an inner radius of 12.5 cm. This
inner radius forms a hole for the beam pipe to pass through, parallel to the overall geometry
of HF. A schematic cross-sectional layout of HF is reproduced in Fig. 3.3. Unlike the rest
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of HCAL, the forward calorimeters make use of a steel absorber1, which is instrumented
with fused silica (quartz) fibers as the active medium. This cylindrical steel absorber of
each HF is divided into 18 wedges of 20◦, which are installed with their front face situated
11.15 m from the interaction point. The wedges themselves consist of 5 mm thick steel plates
containing grooves to house the quartz fibers. These plates are sandwiched together and
machined to from the overall wedge structure.
In contrast to the underlying scintillation mechanism of HB, HE and HO, the forward
calorimeter bases its energy measurement on Cherenkov light produced by showering parti-
cles. The steel absorber is densely stuffed with two classes of identical quartz fibers, which
run parallel to the beam pipe. Half of the fibers, known as “Long” fibers, run the entire
length of the absorber geometry. The remaining fibers run up to a plane 22 cm short of the
front face of the calorimeter and are appropriately called “Short” fibers. Together, they
measure the light generated by charged particles above the Cherenkov threshold within the
fiber (≈ 190 keV for electrons). The longitudinal segmentation facilitates distinguishing
between electromagnetic showers, which tend to deposit the majority of their energy in the
first 22 cm of the absorber, from hadronic showers, which extend further into the absorber
geometry.
Neighboring fibers are bundled together to form readout units (or “towers”) covering a
phase-space of approximately ∆η ×∆φ = 0.175× 0.175. Long and Short fibers are ganged
together separately, allowing for independent readout of these channels. Fig. 3.3 shows
in detail how the fibers from each tower are brought to cylindrical air-core light guides,
which allow the collected light to penetrate the shielding and be detected by a standard
photomultiplier tube (PMT). The shielding serves to protect the PMTs from particles
produced in deeply penetrating showers, which can not only damage the phototubes and
readout electronics, but have the ability to produce false energy signals by interacting
with the borosilicate glass windows of the PMTs. The light guides consist of hollow tubes
constructed from sheets of reflective Tyvek R©.
1This is possible since HF lies outside of the CMS magnet.
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3.3 Signal Path & Readout
A full overview of the HCAL read-out electronics is depicted in Fig. 3.4. Here we differentiate
between front-end electronics (FE) that reside on the CMS detector in the experimental
cavern, and back-end electronics which reside in the neighboring service cavern. It follows
as a consequence that FE electronics are exposed to high levels of radiation and strong
magnetic fields, which place challenging design constraints on the systems. Situated behind
a thick concrete shielding wall, the back-end electronics do not reside in such a harsh
environment and are not subject to such tight design constraints.
3.3.1 Light Extraction
Barrel, Endcap and Outer Calorimeter
The signals from the barrel, endcap and outer calorimeter are read out via a similar mech-
anism. In each case, a wavelength shifting (WLS) fiber is embedded into a groove which is
cut along the outer circumference of each scintillator tile. This fiber collects a fraction of
the light emitted within each tile and shifts the mean wavelength from the scintillated blue
to ∼ 520 nm, which is closer to the optimal frequency for the photodetector electronics.
Outside of the tile, each WLS fiber is spliced to a clear fiber which runs along the length
of the scintillator tray. At the end of the tray, the fibers connect to an optical patch cable
which leads the signal to the HCAL readout-box (RBX). The RBX handles readout of the
optical signal as well as distribution of the high-voltage, low-voltage and clock signals, used
for operating the readout electronics. In HB and HE, these boxes are located behind the
absorber material in the transition region at η ∼ 1.3, inside the CMS magnet’s cryostat.
An RBX reads out an entire HCAL wedge (4 φ segments) in the half-barrel (16 η segments)
or endcap (14 η segments).
The optical patch cable from each scintillator tray interfaces with the RBX via an
Optical Decoding Unit (ODU). With a few exceptions2 3, the ODU bundles the light
2The last two towers in the HB half-barrel (15 & 16) are segmented into two longitudinal depths.
3In HE, all towers have two depths of segmentation with the last two having three depths in order to
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from each tower into a single read-out pixel of the photodetector. In HB, HE and most
of HO4, multichannel hybrid photodiodes (HPDs) are employed as photodetectors. Due to
their relatively small size (∼ 3.3 mm from photocathode to silicon photodiode), the HPD is
largely insensitive to strong axial magnetic fields. This property of the device is important
due to the fact that the various HPDs are subject to fields from the CMS magnet which
range up to 3.8 T inside of the solenoid. With the photocathode held to −8 kV, gains of
approximately 2000 are achieved. A full description of the HPD can be found in [30]
Forward Calorimeter
In the case of HF, the PMTs which collect the Cherenkov light from the quartz fibers are
directly housed in specially designed RBXs, which differ in construction from those of HB,
HE, and HO. A single HF RBX contains 24 PMTs and reads out half of an HF wedge,
thus covering 10◦ in φ. Despite the difference in construction, the HF RBX shares the same
functionality as the aforementioned RBXs, which services the rest of the HCAL subsystems.
As such, the electronics responsible for digitizing the readout signals is identical between
all HCAL RBXs.
3.3.2 Digital Encoding
The HCAL signals are encoded on electronics which are housed within the volume of the
detector, except for HF where there is room to place the electronics on racks outside the
detector. This system of electronics is referred to as the front-end electronics and consists
of the aforementioned RBXs. Within the RBX, analogue signals from the HPDs and PMTs
are converted to digital signals via charge-integrating ADC electronics consisting of custom
designed ASIC called a Charge Integrator and Encoder (QIE) 5. The QIE measures the
charge accumulated during a 25 ns window across four capacitors of differing values and
converts this number to a seven-bit non-linear scale. The non-linear scale allows for mea-
facilitate corrections for radiation damage.
4For the 2010–2012 data taking period, some channels in the outer calorimeter have been read out via
silicon photomultipliers (SiPM) as part of an in-situ test for future upgrades
5In HF, specially designed cables carry the signals from the PMTs to QIE cards housed externally
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suring energy within the broad dynamic range required of HCAL (1 MeV–3 TeV). Global
synchronization is guaranteed via a clock signal that is fed to the QIE from the CMS trigger,
timing and control (TTC) system. The signal is tuned to the LHC clock for collision data-
taking periods. The 25 ns window is congruent to the accelerator’s 25 ns bunch-spacing and
is referred to as a time slice (TS).
The QIEs within the RBX are controlled via the channel control ASIC (CCA). Since
the encoded charge information is used by the reconstruction software in order to determine
the amount of energy deposited into an HCAL tower, it is critical for this information to
be synchronized across the detector. Within the global 25 ns timing structure, the CCA
allows for a per-channel adjustment of the integration phase. This fine tuning is necessary
to account for the difference in time-of-flight with respect to the IP when synchronizing the
entire calorimeter, as well as positioning the scintillation signal (which spans multiple TSs)
within the integration window. In addition, it facilitates corrections which are needed due
to different path lengths of readout fibers.
An additional feature of the CCA electronics is the ability to store and utilize pedestal
information. Any photodetector will have a non-zero amount of inherent leakage current on
top of which the actual signal pulse rides. Such intrinsic noise (or dark current) is referred to
as a “pedestal”. Prior to data taking, the CCA is configured with a previously determined
pedestal value for each of the channels (QIEs) under its control so that accumulated charge
due to the leakage current can be subtracted in-situ. The latter point is of great importance
for the regional calorimeter trigger (RCT), which cannot rely on off-line corrections for
accurate energy measurement.
The data from three QIE channels are combined into a 32-bit word, which contains
additional monitoring information. This data is subsequently transferred via a CERN
standard gigabit optical link (GOL) to the neighboring CMS service cavern, where the
DAQ electronics are housed. This raw data transfer occurs at a rate of 40 MHz.
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Figure 5.30: Overview of HCAL read-out electronics.
5.5 Read-out electronics and slow control
The overview of the full HCAL read-out chain is shown in figure 5.30. The read-out consists of an
optical to electrical transducer followed by a fast charge-integrating ADC. The digital output of the
ADC is transmitted for every bunch over a gigabit digital optical fibre to the service cavern, housing
the off-detector electronics. In the service cavern, the signal is deserialized and used to construct
trigger primitives which are sent to the calorimeter trigger. The data and trigger primitives are also
pipelined for transmission to the DAQ upon a Level-1 Accept (L1A) decision.
The optical signals from the scintillator-based detectors (HB/HE/HO) are converted to elec-
trical signals using multichannel hybrid photodiodes (HPDs) which provide a gain of ⇡ 2000. A
detailed view of the scintillator-based front-end read-out chain is given in figure 5.31. The optical
signals from individual sampling layers are brought out on clear fibres. The fibres correspond-
ing to a projective calorimeter tower are mapping via an optical decoding unit (ODU) to a cookie
that interfaces to individual pixels on the HPD. In the forward calorimeter, where the magnetic
fields are much smaller than in the central detector, conventional photomultiplier tubes (Hama-
matsu R7525HA) are used and quartz-fibre bundles are routed directly to the phototube windows.
An overview of the HCAL controls is given in figure 5.32. Several PCs in the CMS control
room operated through PVSS are used to control high and low voltages. The control system also
downloads pedestal DAC and timing parameters to front-ends and controls many of the calibration
and monitoring systems including the source calibration drivers, the LED pulsers, and the laser
system. These systems record temperature, humidity and other constants useful for correlation
studies of detector/calibration stability.
The configuration database contains the relationships or mapping for all HCAL detector com-
ponents: wedges, layers, read-out boxes (RBX), cables, HCAL Trigger (HTR) cards, and calibra-
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Figure 3.4: Schematic overview of HCAL read-out electronics. Figure from [28]
3.3.3 Data Acquisition Electronics
The raw s gnals from the front-end electronic are further processed in the CMS service
cavern, situated adjacent to the experimental cavern which houses the detector itself. This
set of electronics is based on indust y standard 9u VME 6 crates and is referred to as the
back-end (or VME) electronics. The racks which house these electronics are shared across
all CMS subsystems nd environme tal conditions (voltages, temperatu , humidity, etc.)
are closely monitored by CMS control room personnel.
As illustrated in Fig. 3.4, the entry point for the back-end electronics are the HCAL
trigger/read-out (HTR) boards. The HTR boards receive the optical data from the HCAL
RBXs (48 channels per HTR) and use programmable lookup tables (LUTs) to convert QIE
data into transverse energies for each HCAL tower. These calculated transverse energies
are called trigger primitives (TPs). The TPs convert the QIE data into transverse energy
via these LUTs, so that a crude estimation of the energy measured by a channel can be
made. The TP data is transmitted to the RCT via custom serial links. At RCT level, TP
6VMEbus is a c mputer bus standard that has been in use since the late 1980s
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information is combined from both ECAL and HCAL and processed in order to produce
calorimeter trigger information which is then transmitted to the CMS global trigger system.
When the HTR board receives a Level-1 accept (L1A) signal via the TTC system, it
formats the data indexed via the L1A into a packet for further transmission through the
DAQ system. This packet contains information which includes timing parameters, TP
data, the data payload for a programmable window of TSs, and monitoring information. A
zero-suppression algorithm is implemented in the HTR firmware which causes only those
channels to be read-out that contain signal which is above a programmable threshold. This
latter property is a critical tool for compressing the data and minimizing the size of the
read-out data for each event. These data packets are transferred via low-voltage differential
signals (LVDS) on custom patch cables to the HCAL Data Concentrator Card (DCC).
Each DCC collects data from up to 15 HTR boards. It forms what is known as the
front-end driver (FED) for HCAL. The DCC performs basic real-time quality checks on the
incoming data. This facility is useful for performing diagnostics with data that is either not
stored to disk (due to triggering conditions), as well as providing feedback on the health of
the detector in real-time. The data from all connected HTRs is synchronized by the DCC
and packaged to be sent via a CERN standard SLINK protocol 7 to the central DAQ system,
where the data is eventually processed by the CMS HLT. A more detailed description of
the HCAL DCC can be found in Chapter 4.
3.4 Calibration
The synchronization and calibration of the HCAL detector is achieved via a laser based
system and a network of light emitting diodes (LEDs). The laser system provides an
accurately timed pulse which is utilized to flatten the timing across the detector. The
LED system is employed to test and monitor gain settings of the photodetectors. Data
is collected with both systems during inter-fill periods, when the LHC is not expected to
produce a stable beam for extended periods of time. This way, a history of gain and timing
7The common CERN standard is SLINK32 but CMS extended this to SLINK64 to double the speed.
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settings can be recorded for the detector. In addition to these inter-fill calibration runs, the
laser system is activated during a calibration window that resides within the “abort gap”
of the detector. This is a gap of proton bunches (approximately 3.8µs in duration) within
the accelerator’s orbit that exists for safety reasons and is also utilized to perform mid-run
calibration activities by the detectors.
The HCAL laser system consists of a single UV laser that is moderated via programmable
filters and then sent to one portion of the HCAL detector at a time via optical splitters.
Light is directed from these splitters to the subsystems of HCAL via quartz fibers. In HB
and HE, the laser light can be directed either onto a scintillator block in a calibration module
housed within each RBX or to the scintillator tiles of a single longitudinal layer (layer 9 in
HB and HE). HO carries the same calibration modules in the RBXs, but lacks the facility
to inject the laser light directly into the scintillator tiles and can only have light injected
into the calibration scintillator block. Fibers from the scintillator block in the calibration
module run to the ODU discussed above. Each calibration module also houses the LEDs
which are interfaced with the same scintillator blocks.
In HF, the LED and laser light from the calibration modules is directly projected onto
the fibers which are read out by the PMTs. There is an additional feature which allows the
light to be directed down some of the quartz fibers which run the length of the absorber
material. From there the light is reflected back into the HF PMTs. By comparing the
incident light intensity to the reflected light intensity, the transparency of the quartz fibers
in the absorber of HF can be monitored. This latter facility is useful for monitoring radiation
damage of these quartz fibers, which cause the fibers to become opaque.
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Chapter 4
The HCAL Data Concentrator Card
4.1 Overview
The Data Concentrator Card (DCC) of the Hadron Calorimeter (HCAL) builds formatted
events and transmits them to the DAQ system of the CMS experiment. Upon receipt of a
level-1 (L1) trigger signal [31], the DCC assembles inputs from up to 15 HCAL trigger/read-
out (HTR) units [32]. The DCC performs consistency checks of the data, including repairs
for missing data blocks, or data blocks with mismatched event numbers [33]. A total of 32
DCCs are used to readout 9072 channels of the HCAL.
A detailed discussion of the HCAL detector is provided in Chapter 3. The focus of this
section is on the processing of the data from the readout in the calorimeter, their use in
the L1 trigger, and the path into the DAQ computers. Subsequently, the DCC hardware
implementation is discussed in detail, including its interaction with the CMS environment.
Finally, the software used to operate and monitor the DCC hardware is described.
4.1.1 Calorimeter Trigger and Readout Overview
Light from the HCAL HPDs or PMTs is digitized via the bespoke QIE electronics introduced
in Chapter 3. The QIE is clocked at the LHC radio frequency of 40.079 MHz, and provides
a 7-bit integrated charge amplitude code every 25 ns. Three QIE channels are multiplexed
on a single digital optical link which operates at a frequency of 1.28 MBits/sec (1.6 Mbaud
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link rate before 8B/10B coding). Bundles of eight such fibers carry the encoded data from
24 front-end channels off of the detector, routed to the CMS underground service cavern
(USC) where the HCAL trigger and DAQ electronics are located.
The trigger and DAQ electronics are housed in 16 9Ux400mm VME64x crates in the
USC. The HCAL crates contain the following types of modules:
CAEN Bridge PCI/VME bridge with optical links to DAQ
computers located in server racks within USC
TTC Fanout Distributes trigger, timing and control (TTC)
signals to other cards within the crate
HTR Receives HCAL front-end data, provides trig-
ger and DAQ pipelines
DCC Receives data from HTRs, builds events in re-
sponse to triggers, does error checking and
trigger throttling, and sends events to the
CMS central DAQ
The TTC Fanout receives an 80 Mbit/s encoded serial control stream from the LHC
TTC system [34]. The TTC system provides a 40 MHz reference clock, an L1 trigger signal
every 25 ns, and a control channel supporting both broadcast and individually addressed
commands. The TTC fanout outputs are carried on 8-conductor network-type twisted-pair
cables to other electronics cards within the same VME crate. The 4 pairs in the cable
carry the raw encoded TTC serial stream, 40 and 80 MHz recovered clocks, and the bunch
crossing zero (BC0) mark signifying the beginning of the proton orbits.
Each HTR receives two bundles of 8 optical fibers (24 front-end channels) carrying data
to each of two independent FPGAs. These FPGAs process data in two pipelines: a trigger
path and a DAQ path. In the trigger path, a digital filter algorithm extracts time and
charge from digitized calorimeter waveforms. The resulting charge is assigned to a single
bunch-crossing (BX) period corresponding to the deposited energy. The charge is converted
to transverse energy ET using a look-up table (LUT) which contains the polar angle of the
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Fib[15:13] Ch[12:11] Er DV CapID[8:7] QIE exp[6:5] QIE mantissa[4:0]
Table 4.1: The format of the 16-bit HTR data payload. The digitally encoded signal
amplitude is given as a mantissa in one of four linear ranges or ”exponents.” A calorimeter
cell is identified by fiber (Fb) and channel (Ch) numbers. An error (Er) bit signals data
frame synch loss, and a data valid (DV) bit indicates the inclusion of channel-idle words.
The capacitor identifier (CapID) specifies the integrating capacitor(1 of 4 in each QIE),
which each has its own calibration.
calorimeter cell at the nominal interaction point. Pairwise sums of these samples, converted
into ET, are transmitted to the regional calorimeter trigger (RCT) for use in the L1 trigger
decision [31]. In the DAQ path, raw data from the on-detector front-end electronics are
assembled into 16-bit words for each BX. If no Level-1 accept (L1A) arrives within a
512 BX period, the data are overwritten. If an L1A is received, the HTRs transmit their
accumulated data corresponding to that event over Hamming-encoded LVDS links to their
DCC. The data format is given in Table 4.1 for these 16-bit words.
The DCC, which is described below in detail, receives L1As with event numbers, which
queue up in a “first in first out” (FIFO) buffer, and in parallel, the data from the HTR in
response to the L1A. The DCC performs extensive error checking on the data, and stores
complete, formatted event fragments assembled from all its HTR inputs in a “spy” buffer
for VMEbus readout in addition to transmitting them to the central DAQ over the 64 bit
version of CERN’s simple link interface (SLINK) [35] [36].
4.1.2 DCC Requirements
The basic requirements for the DCC are as follows:
• Receive data from HTR over LVDS serial links at 40MHz rate of 16-bit words in
response to L1A triggers or calibration triggers
• Receive TTC stream encoding L1A, calibration triggers and other broadcast com-
mands
• Build event fragments from HTR data, checking for matching event numbers and
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performing other error checks. Handle a sustained rate of up to 100 kHz L1A rate or
200 MBytes/s to S-Link.
• Provide DCC buffer state information (ready, overflow warning, busy, out of sync)
output to CMS trigger throttling system (TTS).
As is normal in a complex evolving high energy physics experiment, further requirements
were added after the original specifications were defined. Since the DCC is implemented
using programmable logic, for the most part these additional requirements were straight-
forward to meet. One such requirement is the implementation of orbit gap calibration
triggers, when no collisions are meant to happen in the detector. During the LHC orbit gap
(reserved for possible emergency dumping of the proton beams), HCAL takes calibration
events to sample the signal pedestal, check the timing stability with fiber-optic-distributed
laser illumination, and monitor radiation damage to the forward calorimeter. A calibration
event of this type must be triggered and labelled differently than the collision events.
Another useful feature of the DCC is the readily implemented monitoring systems in
its FPGAs. Among these are internal counters tallying clock cycles spent by each DCC in
each of the various states. This tool proved invaluable during the commissioning phases of
CMS, HCAL, and DCC development. Due to the high data throughput demands of the
entire experiment, many data paths push the bandwidth capacity limits of the underlying
technology. Such a scenario often leads to bottle-necks (or “back-pressure”) under unfavor-
able conditions or glitches within the electronics. The aforementioned monitoring systems
remain a primary tool in the ever-rarer cases of field debugging as may arise during CMS
operation.
4.2 Hardware
4.2.1 History
A now-obsolete DCC version 1 was constructed using hardware originally designed for the
D0 experiment silicon track trigger system [37]. The silicon track trigger is comprised of a
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family of modules built on a common VMEbus motherboard with numerous daughter cards
mounted. This was an appropriate choice of technology in 1997 when the DCC version
1 design started. In 2004, a DCC upgrade was designed to eliminate all of the daughter
cards except the TTC and SLINK. The redesign took advantage of advances in FPGAs
to produce a more powerful, simpler, and robust unit. In mid-2009, the CMS HCAL was
configured exclusively with the current DCCs in advance of first collisions.
Figure 4.1: Photograph of the upgraded HCAL DCC.
4.2.2 Architecture and Operation
The DCC consists of a 9Ux400mm VMEbus board hosting two small daughter cards, the
TTC receiver and the SLINK transmitter. The former handles the clock signals and trigger
commands received from the TTC Fanout, while the latter is a CMS standard used to
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transmit data to the central DAQ system. Figure 4.1 shows a photograph of the DCC and
Fig. 4.2 shows the data path withing the module.
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Figure 4.2: Block diagram of the HCAL DCC data path.
HTR to DCC Links and LRB Receivers
Five identical input sections called link receiver blocks (LRBs) each receive and process data
from three HTR inputs. Each LRB consists of a Xilinx Spartan XC3S400A FPGA with an
attached 32 MByte SDRAM memory device. The HTR-DCC links are implemented using
a National Semiconductor Channel LinkTM serial LVDS transmitter on the HTR. Each link
uses 5 LVDS pairs: one 40 MHz clock and four data pairs operating at 280 Mbits/sec. The
links operate at a word rate of 40 MHz and transfer 28 bits of data in each clock period.
Of these, 23 bits are used: 16 data bits, 1 framing bit and 6 error-correction coding bits.
The error-correction bits implement a modified Hamming code which serves to correct all
single-bit and detect all double-bit errors. The framing bit marks the start of each event
fragment.
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The LRB FPGA deserializes the data, retains the event headers in a FIFO implemented
in on-board FPGA random access memory (RAM) for quick access, and stores the complete
events in a FIFO implemented in synchronous dynamic RAM (SDRAM). As the event
headers are processed, they are checked for overflow warning and busy flags sent by the
HTRs. If these are seen, they cause an immediate assertion of the corresponding overflow
warning or busy output to the trigger throttling system (TTS), warning it that the DAQ
cannot keep up with the trigger rate.
Event Builder Operation
The DCC event builder consists of a Xilinx Spartan XC3SD1800A FPGA with an attached
32 MByte SDRAM memory device. Figure 4.3 shows a diagram of the data buffering in the
DCC.
Rx InputLogic
Header FIFO
Event
Builder
256 evt
Event FIFO
256 evt
HTR Inputs
(15 total) 128 evt VME
FIFO SLink
TTCrx 1K
OFW, BSY, SYN
L1A FIFO
OFW, BSY, SYN from HTR
Figure 4.3: Block diagram of HCAL DCC data buffering scheme.
Each L1A received by the DCCs TTC receiver card is stored in the L1A FIFO with
the event number (EvN), bunch crossing number (BcN) and orbit number (OrN) along
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with information about the state of the TTS system. The number of L1As in this FIFO
directly controls the state of the TTS outputs. When the FIFO contains more than 96
L1As, overflow warning is asserted, and when the FIFO empties to fewer than 64 L1As the
TTS state returns to ready.
The DCC expects to receive one event fragment per L1A from each HTR on each
input (fiber and channel). The event builder FPGA retrieves triggers from the L1A FIFO
sequentially and attempts to build events from the event data in the LRB FIFOs. If all
enabled inputs have corresponding blocks in the LRB FIFOs and the event numbers all
match, then the event is built in the format shown in Figure 4.4. Completed event data may
then be sent to the VME monitor buffer and/or the SLINK transmitter, by configuration.
If the SLINK output is enabled, data are stored in a short FIFO which feeds the SLINK
transmitter board. If the SLINK transmitter reports “link full” status, then the event
builder will pause until the status returns to normal.
The event format consists of four distinct parts. The first and last 64-bit words are
common to all subsystems in CMS. The second two 64-bit words form a header introduced
by the DCC, providing event identification and summary status words which can be used to
guide data unpacking software for physics event reconstruction. The next section consists
of a 32-bit word for each of the 15 inputs to the DCC, providing a word count and several
status bits indicating if a HTR sent correct data as well as the length of the data stream
(payload) to follow.
The event builder logic can automatically resynchronize the event stream if incorrect
or missing event numbers are received from the HTRs. The event builder will skip up to
16 incorrectly-numbered events or pause reading data from inputs with up to 16 missing
events. The event number matching is continuously monitored, and the DCC will eventually
resynchronize the event stream following any temporary error in event numbering. It should
be noted that for normal CMS data taking this feature is disabled and only the error
monitoring features are active.
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Byte 7 Byte 6 Byte 5 Byte 4 Byte 3 Byte 2 Byte 1 Byte 0
5 FED Number FOV 1 --
0 - Reserved - Orbit Number [31:0] 0 --
DCC Rev* DCC Status 0 HTR status 0 TTS
Spigot 1 Header Spigot 0 Header
Spigot 3 Header Spigot 2 Header
Additional headers  for spigots  4..13
-0- Spigot 14 Header
-0-
Spigot 0 Payload
Spigot 1 Payload
A -- CRC (16) -- Stat TTS 0 --
EvtTy EvN BcN
Format ver
Additional payloads (one for each header where nWords  0)
Evt_Length (64 bit words)
Figure 4.4: Schematic overview of DCC raw data format.
Firmware loading and VME bus control
The binary firmware files along with a corresponding CRC are stored in a flash memory
chip located on the DCC. During power-up, a complex programmable logic device (CPLD),
located near a flash chip, loads the firmware onto the FPGAs within the LRBs, the event
builder chip, as well as a VMEbus controller FPGA. The latter chip facilitates communica-
tion between the DCC and its associated controller PC. Initial programming is achieved via
a JTAG (IEEE 1149.1) connector, through which the CPLD and VME controller FPGA
are programmed. Following this, all firmware files can be stored onto the flash memory
chip from the controller PC via the VME FPGA. Since the VME controller is necessary
for all communications with the DCC, a backup copy of its firmware is stored in the flash
memory as well. In the unlikely event of bit decay within the flash chip, as evidenced by a
failed CRC check, the CPLD is programmed to load the backup copy of the VME controller
firmware. This safety feature is of great importance due to the infeasibility of the JTAG
interface for DCCs installed underground in the experiment.
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VME Monitor Buffer
The VME monitor buffer can hold up to 128 maximum-sized events. It has several modes
of operation. In pre-scaled mode, every nth event is stored in the VME monitor buffer.
Normally the event builder will not stop if there is no space in the VME monitor buffer; the
event is simply discarded. For diagnostic purposes, the event builder may be programmed to
stop when the VME monitor buffer becomes full. In addition, the VME monitor buffer may
be programmed to store the last 128 events seen, and to capture various error conditions
(i.e. mismatched event numbers) in the buffer for diagnostic purposes.
4.2.3 Production and Testing
The completed DCCs were tested in a test stand VMEbus crate at Boston University. The
test stand contained 8 HTR boards, allowing the testing of all 15 DCC inputs simultane-
ously. The SLINK output was received by the test stand computer using a receiver mounted
in a PCI bus slot.
Testing the HTR/DCC system at the full 100 kHz trigger rate, producing the full
200 MBytes/s DAQ output was a significant challenge. A custom trigger generator was
implemented on a Xilinx FPGA evaluation board. The trigger generator produces pseudo-
random triggers at a programmable rate, and receives the TTS buffer state information
from the DCC, and responds appropriately to TTS overflow warning and busy states by
reducing or stopping the rate of L1A issued. Special software was written to allow the
SLINK receiver to handle the full 200 Mb/s output rate from the DCC while checking for
correct CRC on each event received.
4.3 Software
The DCC software provides low-level hardware support for the DCC (initialization and
control), and contains an applications program interface (API) which can be used both in
the central DAQ online software environment (xDAQ [38]) and for stand-alone applications
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used for diagnosis, testing, and reprogramming.
The programmable logic of the DCC provides a crucial flexibility for its operation in the
field. This made it straight-forward to provide a register dump even while taking data at
full speed without interruption to the data taking. It was also instrumental in postmortem
studies when unexpected failures left the commissioning team hunting for the origin of
behaviors which stalled or crashed data taking.
4.3.1 C++ Support Classes
Low-level support for the DCC and other VMEbus modules in HCAL is based on the
hardware abstraction library (HAL) [39] which is used CMS-wide. The HAL provides
device-independent access to VMEbus and PCI hardware. The HAL requires an “address
table” which maps item names to VME or PCI bus addresses, along with additional bus-
specific information such as the VMEbus addressing mode.
The hcalDCC class performs two major functions: It configures the the DCC, and it
controls the DCC operation for data taking, providing the methods detailed in Table 4.2
4.3.2 Run-time Configurable Behavior
The DCC features a number of operation-determining parameters which are taken from a
configuration script. At the start of a run, the Run Control Management System (RCMS)
conducts the initialization and configuration of all CMS data-taking electronics according
to the values specified in their respective configuration scripts. A listing of the parameters
used to configure the HCAL DCC is reproduced in Table 4.3. The RCMS configuration
scheme is utilized whether the HCAL electronics are being used alone, a so-called “local
run,” or controlled and read out as part of the greater CMS detector, known as a “global
run.”
4.3.3 DCCManager
The hcalDCCManager is an instance of the base class, hcal::Application. This class im-
plements a state machine which is controlled by the receipt of simple object access protocol
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initialize() Set base address, reset hardware to known
(unconfigured) state. Check access to DCC
hardware. Read all firmware versions for fu-
ture reference.
setSpigotInUse() Set a flag to indicate that a particular DCC
input is to be enabled. No effect on hardware
until prepareForRun() is called.
prepareForRun() Set DCC configuration from information con-
tained in an instance of DCCConfigInfo class
contained in the hcalDCC object. The con-
figuration information is set by direct access
to members of this object, typically from an
external configuration script in the DCC man-
ager. In addition, active FPGA firmware ver-
sions are checked against the desired configu-
ration and reprogrammed if necessary.
startRun() Reset all monitoring counters and put DCC
in run mode, ready to accept triggers.
Table 4.2: HCAL DCC software control methods.
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Name Description Default
present DCC installed (bool) false
slot VME slot 2-21 0
enableSLINK Enable Slink-64 output (bool) false
monitorEventScaler Prescale for VME spy events (1-65535) and er-
ror capture control
1
spigotActive Enable HTR input 0-15 (bool) false
sourceId Source ID sent in CDF header (12 bits) 0xfff
addrTablePath Directory containing DCC HAL tables ∼daqowner/dist/hal
lrbAddrTableFile HAL address table for LRBs none
log12AddrTableFile HAL address table for LOG1, LOG2 interfaces none
log123ConfAddrTableFile HAL address table for PCI configuration
spaces
none
logicBoardAddrTableFile HAL address table for Xilinx on logic board [2] none
firmwareRevXilinx Firmware revision to load into Xilinx chip -1 (any)
firmwareRevLOG1 Firmware revision to load into PCI LOG1 in-
terface
-1 (any)
firmwareRevLOG2 Firmware revision to load into PCI LOG2 in-
terface
-1 (any)
firmwareRevLOG3 Firmware revision to load into PCI LOG3 in-
terface
-1 (any)
BcNOffset BcN offset (0..3563). (limited to -15..+15 for
older firmware) [3]
0
OrNOffset OrN at TTS OC reset (0...15) 0
TTS VME Stop event builder when VME buffers full false
TTC CMD Enable DCC response to TTC broadcast com-
mands
false
synchControl Value to write to synchronization control reg-
ister [4]
0x001c9090
enableRule5 Enable trigger rule “No more than 30 L1As
every 12000 BXs” (added in release 6.1.0)
false
GapCalibEnable Enable orbit gap calibration trigger features true
GapL1A LowLimit Lower BcN limit for calibration trigger in gap
(not included) minimum setting 3456
3485
GapL1A HiLimit Upper BcN limit for calibration trigger in gap
(included) maximum setting 3519
3494
Table 4.3: Parameters by which the DCC may be configured at the start of a run.
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(SOAP) [40] messages from a master HCAL function manager, in turn controlled by the
global DAQ. The manager classes are required to implement the full state machine, even if
many states have no hardware significance.
4.3.4 HyperDAQ Expert View
The hcalDCCManager class implements register-consulting callbacks which can present a
status display in a web browser. The framework which implements this is called “Hyper-
DAQ” and the individual status displays for modules are called “Expert Views”. For the
DCC this is a static formatted dump of DCC registers in HTML tables.
4.3.5 Monitoring and State Logging
The state and performance of the DCC is monitored in two ways: both directly through
its hardware registers, and indirectly through the examination of the raw data it transmits
successfully through the CMS DAQ.
The class hcalDCCMonitoring performs online monitoring via the VME bus. This object
bridges the DCC’s HAL file to the groups of items being monitored. The monitoring system
consults configuration files which not only define these tables of monitoring items, but also
the conditions under which they should be updated, such as the passage of a set amount of
time, or the (significant) change of values read back from these registers. An independent
xDAQ process logs the values from each table when it meets the conditions to be updated.
Data Quality Monitoring (DQM) is carried out on the data, as well. The DQM is
conducted both in real-time sampling mode, as the CMS detector is taking data, and in an
offline mode, as part of the full reconstruction process carried out on entire datasets. For this
purpose, the CMS experiment has designed and implemented a common API, a framework of
C++ classes, automated execution scripts, and a web-accessed graphical user interface [41].
This system is utilized to monitor everything from the health of detector electronics, through
errors encountered in reconstructing physics objects, to the distributions of simple physical
quantities. Customizations to this framework have been made to monitor the state of the
HCAL DAQ electronics. The classes HcalRawDataMonitor and HcalRawDataClient handle
the necessary specialization for consistency checking in the output of the DCC, drawing
attention to any error indicators inserted into the metadata by the HTR and DCC which
handled it.
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Chapter 5
W+ jet Event Selection
5.1 Datasets & Monte Carlo Samples
5.1.1 Data Samples
The data analyzed in this study corresponds to the full set of
√
s = 7 TeV p+p collision data
recorded in 2011. Fig. 2.2 depicts the chronological history of the data accumulation. From
a full
∫
L = 6.13 fb−1 of data delivered by the LHC, an integrated luminosity corresponding
to
∫
L = 5.33 fb−1 was recorded by CMS. At CMS, events are recorded into different
primary datasets, depending on which HLT paths were triggered. The primary datasets
used in this study are listed in Table 5.1. They are a reprocessing of the raw 2011 data
using version 4.4.4 of the CMS software framework (CMSSW).
Single continuous periods of data accumulation, with a given set of configuration pa-
rameters, are referred to as runs within CMS. Each is indexed by an incremented integer
known as the run number. Within a run, the acquisition period is divided into sequential
Luminosity Sections (LSs), which correspond to 218 orbits of the LHC: roughly 23.3 sec in
duration. The LS forms an intrinsic unit of accounting which arises naturally from the lumi-
Datasets for Analysis Run Range
/SingleElectron/Run2011A-08Nov2011-v1/AOD 160431 – 173692
/SingleElectron/Run2011B-19Nov2011-v1/AOD 175832 – 180252
Datasets for Z→ ee Studies Run Range
/DoubleElectron/Run2011A-08Nov2011-v1/AOD 160431 – 173692
/DoubleElectron/Run2011B-19Nov2011-v1/AOD 175832 – 180252
Table 5.1: List of primary datasets
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nosity measurement system and represents a sub-section of a run for which the instantaneous
luminosity remains unchanged to first order. As such, the LS forms the granularity for which
segments of a data run are validated. The central data validation team for the CMS Collab-
oration publishes global lists of good LSs per run number known as JSON files 1. Validation
consists of per-LS checks of the detector system monitoring (voltages, temperatures, etc.)
and read-out functionality (dead channels, corrupt data, etc.) The data for this analysis
was filtered using the JSON file: Cert 160404-180252 7TeV ReRecoNov08 Collisions11 JSON v2.txt
This filtering results in a set of data which corresponds to an integrated luminosity of∫
L = 5 fb−1.
The 2011 CMS data is logically divided into two runs of roughly equal luminosity:
2011A and 2011B. This division coincides with a maintenance period (technical stop in early
September 2011) of the LHC, after which performance of the machine was greatly improved.
As such, the pileup (PU) conditions are significantly different for the two periods and it is
often illustrative to differentiate between the two periods in order to pin down anomalies
that are strongly influenced by PU effects.
5.1.2 Monte Carlo Samples
All Monte Carlo (MC) samples used for this study are from the Fall 2011 central simu-
lation production reconstructed in CMSSW 4.4.4. The samples for the signal and EWK
backgrounds were generated with MadGraph [42] version 5.1.1.0, which performs matrix
element calculations in order to compute amplitudes of processes from diagrams and out-
puts events files at parton level. These parton-level events are interfaced to the CMSSW
detector simulation via a Pythia6 [43] plugin which performs the intermediate parton show-
ering and fragmentation steps. The MadGraph samples are based on the CTEQ6L1 [13]
PDF set. For the simulation of QCD and γ + jets backgrounds, samples were generated
withPythia6 before passing through the CMSSW simulation of the detector response.
The full list of MC samples used in this analysis is displayed in Table 5.2.
5.1.3 Trigger
The menu of HLT paths and associated pre-scale values changed frequently throughout the
2011 run period. This is a consequence of the increasing instantaneous luminosity achieved
1JSON or JavaScript Object Notation files are written in a text-based open standard of the same name
which is described in RFC 4627
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by the LHC and the corresponding increase in event PU. The HLT paths are classified
by the physics objects which they are designed to filter on, and their thresholds (typically
transverse momentum pT). For the example of electron triggers, in order to ensure that
L1As and HLT paths do not saturate the DAQ system with too many events, the pT
threshold must be raised or a pre-scale factor introduced in order to cope with the increases
in collision rates.
In 2011, the fake-rate for electrons at HLT level was substantially high due to ineffec-
tive electron identification (see Section 5.3.2) determination in the online HLT software.
This necessitated the introduction of a pre-scale for electron paths at a modest threshold
(pT ∼ 30 GeV) one-third of the way through 2011, therefore effectively pre-scaling W boson
decays. To combat this effect, a path requiring an electron pT > 32 GeV and a transverse
mass (MT) of at least 50 GeV, as determined via 6ET measured with the particle flow algo-
rithm [44] was introduced. The strategy for this analysis is to utilize the single electron HLT
paths of the type HLT Ele32 * (where 32 refers to the pT threshold of the electron) until a
non-unit pre-scale value was introduced for paths of this type. After this point (run number
167039), triggers of the type HLT Ele32 WP70 PFMT50 v*, requiring the isolated electron in
addition to transverse mass above 50 GeV, are employed. A list of HLT paths utilized to
filter the data, along with their associated run ranges, is reproduced in Table 5.3. For the
earliest runs in 2011, the 32 GeV single electron trigger had not yet been implemented, so a
27 GeV trigger is used. While lower threshold HLT paths with unit pre-scale are available
for early 2011 runs, the 32 GeV trigger is favored in order to simplify HLT efficiency correc-
tions that are necessary to calibrate the trigger response in simulation to what is measured
in the data (see Section 5.4.3). Given the minimal change in pT threshold, as well as the
relatively low amount of integrated luminosity collected during this period L = 6.3 pb−1
(roughly 0.13% of the total dataset), it is reasonable to assume that the inclusion of the
27 GeV HLT path will introduce a negligible effect in the overall electron efficiency.
For the Fall 2011 MC, the HLT Ele32 WP70 PFMT50 v4 path was utilized in the produc-
tion of the samples. Therefore, all simulation events are filtered on this path. This way,
a consistent and inclusive set of HLT and event selection criteria could be utilized for the
entire analysis, making comparisons for different run ranges more straight-forward.
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Run Range HLT Path(s) (logical OR for multiple)
160431–161176 HLT Ele27 CaloIdVT CaloIsoT TrkIdT TrkIsoT v1
161217–163261 HLT Ele32 CaloIdVT CaloIsoT TrkIdT TrkIsoT v1
163270–163869 HLT Ele32 CaloIdVT CaloIsoT TrkIdT TrkIsoT v2
165088–165633 HLT Ele32 CaloIdVT CaloIsoT TrkIdT TrkIsoT v3
165970–166967 HLT Ele32 CaloIdVT CaloIsoT TrkIdT TrkIsoT v4
167039–167913 HLT Ele32 WP70 PFMT50 v1
170722–173198 HLT Ele32 WP70 PFMT50 v3
173236–173692 HLT Ele32 WP70 PFMT50 v4
175832–178380 HLT Ele32 WP70 PFMT50 v4
178420–179889 HLT Ele32 WP70 PFMT50 v8
179959–180252 HLT Ele32 WP70 PFMT50 v9
Table 5.3: List of HLT paths for each range of run numbers.
5.2 Physics Objects and Event Reconstruction
5.2.1 Vertex Reconstruction
Interaction vertices are reconstructed in two steps [26]. Vertex finding algorithms are run to
determine a list of primary vertex candidates, while vertex fitting is performed to calculate
the best estimates for the vertex parameters. Online, primary vertex finding is performed
with hits in the pixel system. This provides a fast and reasonably precise means of deter-
mining vertex information at HLT level. This information is then used for the HLT track
seeding, as well as many of the other HLT algorithms. Offline, the full reconstructed track
information is used to search for primary vertex candidates.
Several vertex fitting algorithms are implemented in the CMSSW framework. The
default algorithm is based on the well-known Kalman filter formalism (Kalman vertex fitter),
which attempts to determine a statistically optimal estimate for the vertex parameters
while assuming that each independent measurement (i.e. each track) has errors that are
Gaussian distributed [45]. It is mathematically equivalent to a global least-squares fit.
Other algorithms include the adaptive vertex fitter, which down-weights tracks based on
their reduced χ2 distance from the vertex, and the trimmed Kalman fitter, which removes
tracks that are incompatible with the vertex candidate in an iterative algorithm. While the
Kalman vertex fitter is used to determine the list of primary vertices for each event, the
other algorithms find utility in other analysis algorithms, such as b-tagging. The final list
of primary vertices is ordered by the sum of the squared pT associated with each track.
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5.2.2 Electron Reconstruction
The offline electron reconstruction in CMS calculates the four-momentum of an electron
candidate via the measured curvature of an associated Gaussian Sum Filter (GSF) track [46]
and the energy by combining information from the ECAL and the tracking system [26].
Electromagnetic showers originating from incident electrons can deposit their energy into
several neighboring ECAL crystals. This reconstruction begins by identifying such clusters
of ECAL energy deposits that are consistent with with the deposits that would be expected
from an electron traversing the detector. For electrons, the presence of larger amounts of
material in the inner detector (up to 1.5 X0) leads to significant Bremsstrahlung effects. Due
to the strong magnetic field produced by the CMS solenoid magnet, the radiative losses of
electrons are expected to be spread along the φ direction. The clustering algorithms of the
offline reconstruction software take this into account and form clusters of clusters along the
φ direction, known as superclusters (SCs), which aim to recover the full deposited energy
of the electron.
Electron Seeding
Electron candidates are either formed from an ECAL driven seed or a tracker driven seed.
The latter was developed to regain lost reconstruction efficiency in cases of low transverse
momentum (pT < 5 GeV) or non-isolated electrons (e.g. electrons in jets). A full discussion
of this seeding method can be found elsewhere [47]. In the former case of ECAL seeded
electrons, SCs are generated from energetic deposits in ECAL [26]. Using a window defined
by the supercluster position, the inner pixel layers (and tracker layers in the endcap) are
searched for hits whose trajectory forms a match with the SC. This is made possible by
the fact that the energy weighted average of the crystal positions within the SC forms the
incident vector that the electron would have made at the ECAL if its direction had not
been altered by radiative effects. With this, the direction of the incident vector can be
propagated backwards through the magnetic field to determine if the inner detector hits
are a match.
In order to reduce fake rates, the supercluster seeds are required to pass a configurable
transverse energy (ET) threshold of 4 GeV and a hadronic veto. The veto is performed by
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summing the deposited energy of the HCAL towers within a cone of
∆R =
√
(∆φ)2 + (∆η)2 = 0.15 (5.1)
behind the SC and computing a hadronic-electromagnetic energy ratio H/E. Only SCs
with H/E < 0.15 are retained in the final electron collection. This final collection is formed
from all electron candidates which are produced via the ECAL driven seeding method, as
well as those produced via the tracker driven seeding; however, for this analysis, the ECAL
driven algorithm dominates.
Electron Tracking
The track finding for electron candidates is based on a combinatorial Kalman filter method
[33] with an intrinsic Bethe-Heitler model for the Bremsstrahlung energy losses. Electron
track hits 2 are initially collected with loose χ2 requirements in order to collect all of the
hits that standard Kalman filter tracking fits would miss due to excessive curvature from
Bremsstrahlung radiation. Any candidate trajectory is required to have at least 5 associated
hits and at most one missing hit, with a χ2 penalty levied for a missing hit. Subsequently,
a GSF fit is applied at each hit which models the energy loss according to the Bethe-
Heitler pdf via a superposition of Gaussian distributions. This result of this algorithm is a
multi-component trajectory at each measurement point, with a weight attributed to each
component which describes its relative probability. These weighted components are then
combined in a logical way to produce the electron track parameters which account for the
radiative losses. Finally, the difference between the magnitude of the track momentum at
the outermost measurement position is compared to the innermost measurement position in
order to estimate the fraction of energy radiated by the electron while traversing the volume
of the tracker. The measurement of fbrem is used during the electron selection process to
minimize background contributions.
Electron Energy and Momentum Measurement
Electron energy is measured by summing the crystal deposits identified by the cluster-
ing algorithm. The absolute energy containment of a SC depends on the amount of
Bremsstrahlung emission from the electron. Corrections based upon fbrem and the number
2Individual signals produced by charged particles traversing the tracking volume are referred to as hits
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of crystals in the electron seed are utilized to recover mis-measurements in energy scale
that arise from these effects. The corrected energy measurement is then combined with
the GSF track momentum measurement in order to obtain an improved estimation of the
electron momentum at the interaction vertex. The relative resolution of the electron energy
measurement, and its functional dependence on detector η, is demonstrated in Fig. 5.1. The
optimistic discrepancy in detector resolution modeled in the MC simulation is addressed
with offline scale and resolution corrections described below in Section 5.4.2.
5.2.3 Missing Transverse Energy Reconstruction
The importance of measuring the transverse energy balance in LHC events is outlined
in Section 1.2.1. Precise measurement of 6ET at CMS is greatly complicated by factors
such as pileup (PU). Robust algorithms have been developed [26] which take advantage
of the detector’s hermeticity and good forward coverage (e.g. HF) in order to produce
accurate estimations of 6ET within each event. Three different algorithms for measuring 6ET
have been developed for CMS: a solely calorimeter based 6ET computation, an algorithm
which corrects the calorimeter calculation with information gained from the tracker, and
an algorithm based on particle flow (PF) reconstruction [44]. For this study, only the PF
6ET is considered, as this has been shown to deliver the best performance in terms of both
6ET resolution and energy scale [49].
Even though the PF algorithm achieves this high performance by including information
from all of the subsystems to reconstruct individual particles, the 6ET resolution is typically
limited by calorimeter resolution. The resolution can be determined in data by consider-
ing cleanly reconstructed photon or Z → `` events. While such events do not contain any
genuine 6ET, missing energy can be induced by removing the the boson from the energy
summation and comparing the resultant 6ET with the well measured boson transverse mo-
mentum ~qT. In other words, the recoil (~uT) is compared to the measured boson, taking
advantage of the fact that ~qT + ~uT = 0. Fig. 5.2 shows the resolution curves that are ob-
tained using this method. Alternatively, the 6ET resolution can be estimated by examining
the individual x and y components ( 6Ex,y) in ordinary collisions and determining the width
σ of a Gaussian fit to these distributions. This measurement is performed as a function of
the total summed transverse energy deposits measured by the detector (
∑
ET). Fig. 5.3
shows how the 6ET resolution determined via this method depends on the amount of activity
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Figure 5.1: Relative electron energy resolution for the barrel and endcap obtained from
Z → ee decays in bins of η, as measured with √s = 7 TeV data in CMS. Performance
degradation is observed at the ECAL barrel boundaries, represented by the vertical dashed
lines. [48]
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Figure 12. Resolution curves for components of hadronic recoil calculated using PF /ET, measured in events
with one primary vertex, (left) parallel to the boson direction, and (right) perpendicular to the boson direc-
tion. Z! µ+µ , Z! e+e  and g events are indicated by open green squares, open red circles, and full
blue circles, respectively. The lower frame indicates the ratio of data to simulation. The vertical axis labels
at the far left apply to both subfigures.
type-I nor type-II corrections. The PF /ET response is lower than the Calo /ET response at low values
of qT because Calo /ET has type-II corrections while PF /ET has only type-I corrections.
Figure 11 shows the resolution curves from photon candidate events for uk and u? for data
and simulation, for all three reconstruction algorithms. Figure 12 shows the resolution as measured
in g , Z! e+e , and Z! µ+µ  events for PF /ET. The measured resolution must be corrected
for the scale to avoid a misleading result; e.g., the apparent resolution on u? is proportional to the
scale and therefore an algorithm with a scale that is smaller than unity could appear to have a better
resolution than one with a scale of unity without such a correction. Since only Calo /ET has been
corrected fully for the detector response with both type-I and type-II corrections, the resolution
measurements are rescaled, bin by bin, using the corresponding response curves of figure 10. The
data confirm the prediction from simulation that tracking information significantly enhances the
~/ET resolution. The resolutions measured in the different samples are in good agreement, but are
⇡10% worse than expected from the simulation. A similar difference in resolution for jets in the
2010 run is documented in [14]. The small discrepancies between data and simulation shown in
figure 9 are due to this difference.
6.4 Resolution in multijet events
The /ET resolution can also be evaluated in events with a purely hadronic final state, where the ob-
served /ET arises solely from resolution effects. Because the /ET resolution has a strong dependence
on the associated ÂET, it is presented as a function of ÂET . We characterize the ~/ET resolution
using the s of a Gaussian fit to the distribution of the x and y components of ~/ET (/Ex,y). In order
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Figure 5.2: esolution curves for parallel (left) and perpendicular (right) recoil components
measured with the PF 6ET algorithm in bins of the boson transverse momentum via early√
s = 7 TeV data with CMS [49].
in the detector.
5.2.4 Jet Reconstruction
Over the past few decades, many strategies have been developed for quantifyi g and measur-
ing jets in high energy particle collisions [50]. It is the goal of a jet reconstruction algorithm
to cluster detector information together in a logical way, so that the kinematics (direction
and energy) of the original parton which produced the jet ca be deduced. Naturally, there
exists a high level of ambiguity in correctly mapping detector hits to individual partons.
Take for exa ple a highly boosted W boson which decays into two jets in the detector. The
energy deposits may be so colli ated from this boost, such th t the detector and the associ-
ated jet algorithms are unable to resolve the information as two distinguishable jets. Due to
this ambiguity, it is important to note that no single jet reconstruction algorithm provides
an optimal solution to the problem. While different algorithms might have quantifiable
advantages in distinct categories, a measure of jet energy or jet multiplicity will always de-
pend on the particular algorithm and parameters utilized for the reconstruction. The CMS
Collaboration has implemented a variety of jet algorithms in the CMSSW reconstruction
framework [26]. Early analysis of LHC collisions has shown the anti-kT algorithm [51] with
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Figure 13. Calibrated /Ex,y resolution versus calibrated PF ÂET for Calo /ET, TC /ET, and PF /ET in data and
in simulation.
to make a meaningful comparison, we calibrate the measured /ET for the different algorithms to
the same scale using the response from figure 10. These corrections would not be needed if all ~/ET
algorithms had both type-I and type-II corrections.
We use the PF ÂET in plotting the /ET resolutions for all three algorithms, as it gives the best
estimate of the true ÂET, and hence is an accurate evaluation of the event activity. We calibrate PF
ÂET to the particle-level ÂET, on average, using the predicted average mean value as a function of
the particle-level ÂET from a simulation of events from the PYTHIA 8 event generator [22].
Figure 13 shows the calibrated /Ex,y Gaussian core resolution versus the calibrated PF ÂET
for different /ET reconstruction algorithms in events containing at least two jets with pT > 25GeV.
Both TC /ET and PF /ET show improvements in the /ET resolution compared to the Calo /ET, with
the PF /ET yielding the smallest /ET resolution.
Figure 14 shows the PF /ET distributions for different intervals of Calo ÂET and for jet multi-
plicities varying from two to four, normalized to the same area. The jets are required to be above
a pT threshold of 20GeV. The good agreement of the normalized shapes in figure 14 indicates
that PF /ET-performance in events without genuine /ET is driven by the total amount of calorimetric
activity (parametrized by Calo ÂET) and no residual nonlinear contribution from jets to PF /ET is
visible. Similar behaviour is also observed for Calo /ET and TC /ET.
6.5 Effect of multiple interactions
Pile-up, namely multiple proton collisions within the same bunch crossing, occurs because of high
LHC bunch currents and can play an important role in ~/ET performance.
Because there is no true ~/ET in minimum-bias events and because the average value for a
component of ~/ET in these events is zero (e.g., the x or y component), pile-up should have only
a small effect on the scale of the component of the measured ~/ET projected along the true ~/ET
direction. Pile-up, however, will have a considerable effect on the resolution of the parallel and
perpendicular components.
We investigate the effect of pile-up using multijet samples, g , and Z data.
– 19 –
i re 5.3: Resolution curve for 6Ex,y versus
∑
ET measured with the different 6ET algo-
rith s in data and simulation. The black curve represents 6ET measured with only the
calorimeter, while the red curve combines tracker information with the calorimeter mea-
surement. Of interest for this analysis is the blue PF 6ET curve [49].
PF information to provide superior performance in the CMS detector [52] [53].
For this analysis, jets have been reconstruc ed with the anti-kT algorithm (R = 0.5).
Detector calorimeter response is not linear and thus corrections need to be applied to
reconstructed jets in order to translate measured jet energy to true particle energy. CMS
employs a factorized solution to handle the problem of correcting measured jet energies
[26] [53]. Each level of jet energy corrections (JEC) scales the jet four momentum with a
fac or that depends on various observables of the jet (pT, η, et .). Th levels are applied
sequentially in a fixed order.
The first level (L1) corrects for the effects of pileup (PU) by subtracting the average
energy density in the detector (ρ) from the measured jet energies [54]. This correction
flattens the effect of instantaneous luminosity levels across all events. The next level (L2)
is a relative correction which aims to achi ve resp se uniformity in pseudorapidity η.
These correction values are derived both from MC truth, as well as dijet events in data.
Subsequently, level 3 (L3) corrections aim to flatten the jet response versus pT. This
represents an absolute correction of the energy scale back to particle level. The correction
values for this step are derived via MC truth, as well as pT balancing in events where an
isolated photon or Z b son is produced in association with a jet.
Despite the success of this factorized approach [52], an additional η dependent discrep-
ancy between data and MC (up to 10%) was measured in early CMS collisions. Thus, an ad-
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ditional correction level, known as L2L3Residual, was developed. This step supplies a pT and
η dependent correction that is applied to jets measured in data only. For this study, all jets
reconstructed in the MC samples with the full detector simulation have been corrected up
to L3, while the jets reconstructed with data have the additional L2L3Residual step applied.
For this analysis, the correction parameters published as Version 12 (Jec11 V12 AK5PF) by
the CMS JEC group are employed.
5.3 Event Selection
The triggers used for the analysis are outlined in Section 5.1.3. After meeting appropriate
trigger requirements, the events are required to pass a series of filters designed to reduce
noise that is introduced via anomalous effects. Subsequently, a set of selection cuts are
applied to the reconstructed electron, jet, and 6ET objects in order to classify the events.
The goal of these cuts is to enrich the W → eν signal and minimize contribution from
backgrounds. An integral part of the signal selection is a Drell-Yan veto, which also defines
the Drell-Yan control sample that is used for various calibrations and corrections. Finally,
an electron anti-selection is described, which is utilized to estimate the QCD contamination
in the signal region. These filters and selection cuts are described in detail below.
5.3.1 Event Filters
Bunch-crossing Timing (BPTX) Filter
The CMS experiment employs beam scintillator counters (BSCs), which are installed as
part of the beam and radiation monitoring (BRM) detectors [28], to monitor the bunch
structure of the LHC beam. The BPTX filter requires a timed coincidence between BSCs
which sit on opposite sides of the CMS interaction point (IP). Thus, the filter is designed
to select events that occur in time with a valid collision BX.
No-Scraping Filter
Continuous beam losses occur due to interactions with beam instrumentation and control
systems (such as collimators). These interactions can produce a spray of particles which
follow the colliding protons and traverse the volume of the detector, generating spurious
signals. This filter removes events that are either triggered or dominated via this effect by
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requiring that events with 10 or more tracks have a certain fraction (1/4) of tracks that are
above a certain quality threshold.
Good Vertex Filter
This filter looks through the collection of offline reconstructed primary vertices and requires
that the collection contain at least one vertex that meets a basic set of of quality criteria.
The intent of this filter is to minimize the impact of rare events which pass HLT requirements
due to electronic noise or other spurious effects, as opposed to an actual particle collision.
HBHE Anomalous Noise
The barrel and endcap of HCAL suffer from anomalous noise events (at a rate of about
1%) where entire HPDs produce signal (due to gas ionization in the acceleration gap of
the HPD causing unwanted electrical discharges) or entire RBXs produce signals (due to
unknown effects) [55]. In these cases, a large fraction of the CMS energy read-out is affected,
and it is impossible to accurately reconstruct such events. This filter utilizes the known
channel-mapping of the HCAL in order to remove events where entire read-out units produce
anomalous signals.
5.3.2 Electron Selection
Electron candidates with a transverse momentum threshold of pT > 35 GeV are considered.
Additionally, the candidates are required to lie within the fiducial acceptance of the detector
(|η| < 1.442 or 1.566 < |η| < 2.5).
Electron ID
Identification criteria are employed to reduce electron fake rates via a cut based approach.
The CMS Collaboration has derived sets of cuts to address electron ID, isolation, and
conversion rejection for different efficiency working points. The 70% efficiency working point
(WP70) is utilized in this analysis. Table 5.4 shows the value of these cuts for the ECAL barrel
and endcap. Where ∆φ (∆η) represent the differences in angle (pseudorapidity) from the
track’s position extrapolated to the calorimeter and the SC position and σiηiη the weighted
cluster root mean square (RMS) along the η direction, a measure of the electromagnetic
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Variable Barrel Value Endcap Value
ID
∆φ 0.02 0.021
∆η 0.004 0.005
σiηiη 0.01 0.031
Is
o
CIso 0.03 0.016
C
o
n
v missing hits 0 0
Dist 0.02 0.02
∆ cot θ 0.02 0.02
Table 5.4: Electron 70% efficiency working point selection cuts
shower shape. The combined isolation variable CIso is calculated as
CIso =
∑
pTrkT +
∑
pECALT +
∑
pHCALT − ρ× pi(0.3)2
pelectronT
, (5.2)
where the pT terms in the numerator are summed within an isolation cone of radius
R2 = ∆φ × ∆η = (0.3)2 in the tracker, ECAL, and HCAL respectively. The isolation
momentum is then corrected for varying PU conditions by subtracting the average energy
density in each event (ρ).
Electrons resulting from photon conversions arise from the large amount of material
contained in the CMS tracker and form a non-negligible background. A robust strategy has
been developed to identify and reject such conversion electrons [56] by looking for missing
hits in the inner tracker for the electron’s reconstructed track (signaling an electron that
formed within the tracker volume) and searching for partner tracks. The latter algorithm
seeks to identify tracks with opposite charge and track distance 3 or azimuthal angle that
is compatible with a second electron from a γ → e+e− interaction.
The advantage of the cut based electron ID approach is that the impact and performance
of the individual cuts can be readily analyzed by removing them one-by-one. In addition, it
allows for the simple inversion of cuts, which is utilized for the QCD estimation described
below. A description of the process used to tune these cut values for a specific efficiency
working point is provided in CMS internal documentation [57].
3As measured in the x-y plane at the point of closest approach or furthest distance along a line connecting
the focii of overlapping tracks
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Jet ID Variable Cut Value
Neutral Hadron Fraction < 0.99
Neutral EM Fraction < 0.99
Number of Constituents > 1
Additionally for |η| < 2.4:
Charged Hadron Fraction > 0
Charged EM Fraction < 0.99
Number of Charged Constituents > 0
Table 5.5: Jet Identification (JetID Loose) Criteria
Charge Consistency
Due to the material in the CMS tracker, scattering effects can confuse the charge identifi-
cation portion of tracking algorithms. Mis-identifying the charge can artificially suppress
any measured charge asymmetry. To minimize the impact of charge mis-measurement, the
electron charge is determined via three independent methods: the Kalman filter tracking
algorithm, the GSF tracking algorithm, and an algorithm which considers the sign of the
angle between the track direction at the vertex and the electron’s supercluster position. A
requirement that all three independent measurements yield a consistent result is made for
all electron candidates.
5.3.3 Jet Selection
For each event, the collection of jet candidates are cleaned of fake jets by requiring that each
jet pass a basic set of identification cuts. The values for these cuts are listed in Table 5.5.
Jet candidates above a pT threshold of 30 GeV are considered if the jet axis lies within
the detector’s acceptance (|η| < 2.4). Additionally, a minimum distance between jets and
reconstructed leptons of ∆R > 0.3 is enforced, with jets failing this criteria removed from
the collection of candidates.
5.3.4 Drell-Yan Veto
Sharing a very similar event signature (at least one isolated lepton), Z→ ee decays represent
a significant background source for W→ eν studies. With Z decays being charge symmetric,
contamination from such events can artificially dilute measured electron asymmetry. A veto
is applied to reduce the presence of such events by searching for a second isolated electron
with looser 95% efficiency working point (WP95) and pT > 15 GeV. If such an electron pair
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is present, the event is labeled as a Drell-Yan event.
5.3.5 QCD Background Anti-Selection
Fake electrons originating from QCD and γ+ jets events is another background source that
has no charge bias and can thus influence the measured electron charge asymmetry. Events
of this type are difficult to simulate due to the very large production cross section dictating
a need for impractically large MC samples to provide adequate statistics in high 6ET or MT
phase-space regions. Thus, a data-driven method is employed to estimate the 6ET shape
of such events. This method relies on inverting the isolation requirements of the electron
ID criteria, thus targeting events where the electron has likely originated from a jet or a
photon conversion.
5.3.6 Event Selection
Signal Region
Events are classified as signal events if they contain at least one electron which passes the
selection criteria listed above. In addition, events are required to have no isolated muons
with pT > 15 GeV and the signal electron is required to have an impact parameter with
respect to the primary vertex of |dB| < 0.035 cm. Finally, events are only selected in the
signal region if the electron forms a transverse mass of MT > 55 GeV. This latter require-
ment is motivated by the trigger conditions for the data taking period (see Section 5.1.3).
Jet multiplicity in the signal region is determined by counting the number of jet candidates
which pass the selection criteria listed above.
Drell-Yan Control Sample
Events which fail the Drell-Yan veto (i.e. contain an additional isolated electron) form
the Drell-Yan control sample. These events are subject to a different triggering strat-
egy in order to form a Z → ee sample for calibration studies. The run period contains
an HLT path which requires the presence of an isolated electron (with pT > 32 GeV)
in addition to a distinctly different supercluster (with pT > 17 GeV). The path is called
HLT Ele32 CaloIdL CaloIsoVL SC17 v* for 2011 run numbers up to and including 163869, and
HLT Ele32 CaloIdT CaloIsoT TrkIdT TrkIsoT SC17 v* after. A logical OR between this HLT
path and the paths for the signal region (listed in Table 5.3) is required for the Drell-Yan
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control sample. This sample is used for various corrections that are outlined below, as well
as confirmations of electron scale and resolution measurements. Unless stated otherwise,
no additional 6ET or MT requirements are made for events of this type.
QCD Anti-Selection Sample
Data events which contain at least one electron which passes all ID criteria with the isolation
cut inverted (as detailed above) are counted in the QCD anti-selection sample. The HLT
requirements from the signal region are relaxed, but the transverse mass cut (MT > 55 GeV)
is retained. This sample is used to determine the shape of various kinematic observables
for QCD processes. Note that no analytic method is utilized to normalize this data sample
to any production cross sections.
5.4 Corrections
5.4.1 Pileup Re-weighting
One of the most difficult aspects of analyzing p + p collisions is dealing with the additional
energy contributions from softer interactions that accompany the hard scattering process
of interest. These additional interactions are known as pileup (PU) interactions, and the
additional energy contribution is simply termed pileup or PU. The average number of
PU interactions per event is strongly influenced by beam conditions such as instantaneous
luminosity. Thus, as the LHC instantaneous luminosity increased throughout the 2011 data
taking period, so did the amount of PU contribution per event.
The number of additional PU interactions is determined per LS by measuring the in-
stantaneous luminosity and multiplying this value with the total p+p inelastic cross section.
Standardized CMS Tools are utilized to calculate this value from the measurements obtained
with the CMS luminosity system. The distribution of the number of PU interactions ber
BX for the 2011 data taking period, divided into 2011A and 2011B, is depicted in Fig. 5.4.
It is evident that the mean PU is greater in 2011B, and that the distribution is wider.
In order to accurately reproduce simulated measurements and provide a realistic com-
parison to data, MC samples must be generated with the same average PU distribution as
the data that one wishes to analyze. Since the data samples may very from one analysis to
the next, CMS has adopted a PU re-weighting strategy. The normalized data distributions
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Figure 5.4: Pileup Interactions for 2011 Data
(Fig. 5.4) are divided by the MC shape in order to produce an event weight for a given
generated PU value. The correction weights are derived for 2011A and 2011B separately
and applied to all MC samples. This results in weighted simulation samples for 2011A and
2011B which more accurately represent the PU scenarios of the respective data periods.
5.4.2 Electron Scale Corrections
The ECAL detector suffers from effects which introduce discrepancies between the data
and simulation. Dominant sources of these inconsistencies are channel inter-calibration and
crystal transparency loss. The latter is a time-dependent effect which is closely monitored
by the ECAL calibration system and stems from radiation damage with a rate that is
η-dependent. An approach for dealing with these discrepancies has been developed by
the CMS H→ γγ analysis group and is detailed in [58]. The method has been extended
to the offline electron reconstruction and involves correcting the absolute energy scale for
the data and deriving a residual MC energy smearing. A novel feature of this method is
the introduction of a regression algorithm which utilizes a boosted decision tree (BDT) to
correct the raw measured energy of the electrons in order to compensate for any lack of
shower containment by the ECAL crystals. The regression is trained on simulated electron
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events using the ratio of raw SC energy to true simulated energy as the target variable and
a variety of electron observables as input, including: η and φ position of the SC, as well as
shower-shape variables.
The absolute energy scale corrections are derived by tuning the SC energy scale in the
data to match the MC scale in Z→ ee events. These corrections4 are binned by cate-
gory of electron, pseudorapidity (η), and run number. This way the aforementioned time
and geometry dependence is properly addressed, while the Z mass constraint improves the
channel inter-calibration. The corrections are derived with a high-statistics Z→ ee control
sample that is collected during the same data taking period as the analyzed data sam-
ples. In each bin, the Z invariant mass distributions are formed via the regression energies
and fitted with a Breit-Wigner convoluted with a Crystal Ball function. The Breit-Wigner
parameters are fixed to the known mass and width of the Z boson, while the Crystal
Ball width is allowed to float in order to obtain a measure of the energy scale resolution
∆σ. For the MC smearing, the supercluster energy is modified via a Gaussian multi-
plicative factor centered in 1 + ∆E/E with the appropriate resolution factor ∆σ, where
∆E/E is the relative energy scale difference between data and MC obtained via the Z
mass: ∆E/E = (∆mdata −∆mMC)/mZ.
5.4.3 Electron Efficiency
While the CMS detector geometry is reproduced to a high level of accuracy via GEANT
models in CMSSW [26], subtle deficiencies in descriptions of geometry and detector re-
sponse still exist in the simulation, causing the simulated response to differ from the true
response of the detector. These discrepancies give rise to effects such as differences in se-
lection efficiency for various physics objects. For an inclusive measurement of W charge
asymmetry, most systematic effects due to measurement inefficiencies will cancel out in the
asymmetry quotient, however this assumption only holds true if the efficiency response is
well described across the full phase space of all of the observables used to bin the measure-
ment. Since this analysis extracts the signal yield by comparing the measured 6ET spectrum
to the simulated 6ET spectra of various MC samples, it is imperative that efficiency response
as a function of electron pT and η is accurately reproduced by the detector simulation.
Given the needs of the aforementioned signal extraction method, which is described in
4Based on a normalized MVA-variable called R9 which is used to describe both the amount of energy
radiated by Bremsstrahlung, as well as the quality of reconstruction.
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detail in the next chapter, the electron efficiency is parameterized as a function of electron
supercluster (SC) ET and η. The complete selection process is factorized into three distinct
sequential stages: the GSF electron reconstruction, identification & isolation, and HLT
trigger efficiencies. The total electron efficiency is a product of these three factors, such
that
 = Reco × ID × HLT. (5.3)
These efficiency terms are estimated using the tag and probe method [59]. A sample
of Z events is collected from the DoubleElectron primary dataset (see Table 5.1) , as well
as from the Drell-Yan MC sample. A binned likelihood fit is performed over the Z mass
spectrum in each ET, η bin to estimate the signal and background contributions. For the
MC samples, the events are weighted as described in Section 5.4.1 in order to reproduce
the PU distribution of the data collection period under investigation. In each case, the tag
electron is taken to be a trigger matched GSF electron passing the 80% efficiency working
point electron ID criteria. The tag electron is reconstructed from a collection of good ECAL
SCs which have been cleaned of ambiguous candidates that overlap with reconstructed jets.
Both tag and probe SC candidates are required to to have ET > 17 GeV.
Tag and probe pairs are formed using the the tag collections described above and probe
collections that are chosen to establish the measurement for each of the factorized steps.
Only one pair is produced per event. In the case that multiple probes form a match with
a good tag electron, a probe is chosen at random to form the pair. The pairs are required
to have opposite charge and charge consistency within each leg is required of both tag
and probe electrons (as described in the event selection criteria in Section 5.3.2). The
invariant mass of each pair is required to be within a window of acceptance given by:
60 GeV < m`` < 120 GeV.
The individual efficiency factors are measured independently for each electron charge in
22 electron SC bins that are symmetric with respect to the origin of the detector
ECAL barrel : [0.0, 0.2), [0.2, 0.4), [0.4, 0.8), [0.8, 1.0), [1.0, 1.2), [1.2, 1.4)
ECAL endcap : [1.4, 1.6), [1.6, 1.85), [1.85, 2.1), [2.1, 2.4).
Within each η bin, the electron probes are divided into 5 bins of SC transverse energy with
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binning
[0, 32), [32, 35), [35, 40), [40, 45), [45, 55), [55, 1000)
in units of GeV for the data. With a pT threshold of 35 GeV for the event selection, this
effectively translates to 4 ET bins for the purposes of the analysis. For the Drell-Yan MC
sample, the higher statistics allow for a finer binning of the SC ET in the region of interest:
[0, 32), [32, 35), [35, 37), [37, 39), [39, 41),
[41, 43), [43, 45), [45, 47), [47, 49), [49, 51),
[51, 53), [53, 55), [55, 60), [60, 70), [70, 80),
[80, 1000)
in units of GeV.
The reconstruction step is studied using the aforementioned clean collection of SCs as
a probe collection. A probe is marked as a passing signal event if it matches a candidate
from the reconstructed GSF electron collection. In order to measure the identification and
isolation efficiency, the same GSF electron collection is considered as probes. The probe
is then required to pass the same 70% efficiency working point isolation and identification
criteria that are applied in the offline event selection. Finally, to measure the HLT efficiency,
the probes are taken to be the collection of electrons which pass the aforementioned ID
criteria and required to match the trigger object which was utilized by the HLT algorithm
under investigation to result in a positive selection.
Recall from Section 5.1.3 that the trigger strategy is divided into two distinct periods
that do not coincide with the 2011A, 2011B division: one with an isolated single electron
trigger, and one where the HLT path requires an isolated electron in addition to the presence
of measurable transverse mass. For purposes of studying the efficiency of the single electron
trigger, a single electron HLT path 5 is utilized, which requires the additional presence of a
separate SC with transverse energy above 17 GeV [59]. This path is also used in conjunction
with the Drell-Yan MC to estimate the HLT efficiency of the simulation. It has very similar
electron identification criteria to the path utilized for the analysis (see Table 5.3). A more
careful approach, however, is required for the HLT run period which relies on the HLT
5HLT Ele32 CaloIdL CaloIsoVL SC17 v* and HLT Ele32 CaloIdT CaloIsoT TrkIdT TrkIsoT SC17 v*
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path requiring the presence of high transverse mass in the event. This trigger path is not
compatible with Z → ee studies, as electronic Z decays produce no real 6ET and therefore
have very low transverse mass. Thus, the efficiency is factorized into a combination of
the electron identification and threshold efficiency, and the efficiency of the online MT
measurement. Given known issues of problems with electron identification efficiency in the
higher PU later runs of 2011, it is assumed that the effects of the online MT measurement
are negligible, such that the overall trigger efficiency is dominated by the electron leg of
the HLT path. A single electron HLT path6 was introduced in late 2011B runs, which
shares identical identification criteria with the path requiring measured transverse mass.
An integrated luminosity of L = 885 pb−1 was collected under these conditions. Thus, this
latter trigger is sufficient for measuring the HLT efficiency for the full 2011B run period, as
the electron & transverse mass trigger was utilized throughout. For the 2011A run period,
a weighted average is computed, which is based on the relative event yield recorded with
each trigger strategy. Fig. 5.5 shows the trigger efficiency as a function of electron SC η
for each of these efficiency measurements, as well as the combination that is employed to
estimate the average trigger efficiency for 2011A.
Since the background rates are typically very low for this step (≈ 1%), the likelihood fit
is discarded in favor of simple pass/fail counting in order to estimate the HLT efficiency. The
efficiencies measured in data are summarized for each run period in Fig. 5.6 and Fig. 5.7. The
graphs demonstrate that the dominant factor in the electron efficiency comes from the ID
selection criteria, which is tuned to have an approximate efficiency of 70% for true electrons.
This efficiency diminishes (particularly in the endcap) for the later run period 2011B, where
the average amount of PU is greater. Increased PU leads to more energy leaking into the
isolation cone utilized for calculating electron ID criteria, resulting in augmented rejection
of true electrons. Although the isolation energy of the electron is corrected via the measured
average energy density of the event offline, the data demonstrates that the issue remains
present in online selection (i.e. at HLT level).
The efficiencies measured in the Drell-Yan MadGraph MC sample are depicted for each
run period via representative SC ET bins in Fig. 5.8 and Fig. 5.9. Just as for the data,
the ID efficiency dominates and there is a noticeable for the simulated PU weighting used
for 2011B. However, the HLT efficiency remains flat in both eras for the MC, even at high
pseudorapidity.
6HLT Ele32 WP70 v*
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of HLT efficiency for different run periods. Efficiencies are plotted
separately for positrons and electrons in bins of SC ET. The left-hand column depicts
the efficiency measured with the HLT Ele32 * SC17 v* paths (for early 2011A runs). The
central column shows the efficiency measurement performed with the HLT Ele32 WP70 v*
path (for late 2011A runs and all of 2011B). In the right-hand column, an average weighted
by event yield of the two triggers is presented, which is used to compute the average trigger
efficiency for the 2011A run period which saw a mixture of both HLT strategies.
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A comparison of the simulated efficiency as a function of the electron SC ET is presented
in Fig. 5.10. The efficiency values for data and MC are overlaid for representative η bins
in the barrel (0.0 ≤ η < 0.2) and the endcap (1.85 ≤ η < 2.1). These results demonstrate
that the efficiency response of the electron measurement in CMS does not exhibit perfect
agreement between the simulated MC and the measured data. In order to correct for this, a
set of scale factors is calculated to effectively tune the simulated MC response to match the
reconstruction, selection, and triggering conditions for the analysis. The correction factors
are calculated by forming the efficiency quotient (Data/MC) for each η and SC ET bin.
5.4.4 Vector Boson Transverse Momentum Tuning
A close inspection of the Z boson transverse mass distribution from the Drell-Yan control
sample reveals discrepancies between the simulation and the observed data. Since Z → ee
decays provide a robustly constrained signal that is readily measured with the CMS detector,
the conclusion is that the momentum distribution is not modeled to sufficient accuracy by
the MC generator (in this case MadGraph [42]). Therefore a series of event weights
are calculated by dividing the normalized Z pT distribution in data with the generated (i.e.
without detector simulation) pT distribution. It is assumed that the effect is equally present
in the W and Drell-Yan samples and the weights are applied to each MC event for these
samples by examining the generator level vector boson pT. Since the comparison of data to
MC must occur with the reconstructed data (i.e. with the full detector simulation), there
is naturally a resolution effect which prevents full agreement between data and MC. The
impact of this resolution smearing is minimized by reiterating the process until the ratio
of data and generator level Z pT from re-weighted MC events flattens. The results of this
process are demonstrated in Fig. 5.11.
5.4.5 Hadronic Recoil Correction
In order to improve the description of missing transverse energy ( 6ET) in W → `ν events,
a data driven method has been described by the CMS Collaboration [60] which examines
boson recoil from Z→ `` decays. The boson recoil is defined as the vector sum of all particle
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Figure 5.10: Electron efficiency as a function of SC ET in the barrel and endcap. The
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Figure 5.11: Z boson transverse momentum distributions for 2011A (left) and 2011B (right).
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transverse momenta excluding the decay lepton(s):
~u = −6ET − ~qT for Z decays (5.4)
~u = −6ET − ~`T for W decays. (5.5)
Here, ~qT is the transverse momentum of the di-lepton system originating from the boson
decay.
The recoil information from the Drell-Yan control sample is combined with information
from W and Z simulations (corrected for vector boson pT discrepancies as described above)
in order to derive corrections to the 6ET spectrum that are binned versus boson pT, primary
vertex multiplicity, and leading jet η. First, the measured 6ET is corrected for electron scale
by vectorially adding the corrections derived in Section 5.4.2 to the 6ET in both data and
MC events. Next, a known modulation of the 6ET spectrum that arises from slight mis-
alignments in the CMS tracker is removed in data and MC respectively. Finally, the data
driven technique based on hadronic recoil is used to calibrate the boson recoil response.
The recoil information is divided into a parallel u‖ and perpendicular u⊥ component
with respect to the original boson direction. For simulated W events, we determine the
boson direction via
~qW = ~p
RECO
e + ~p
GEN
ν . (5.6)
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In Drell-Yan events where the second electron falls outside of the acceptance region of the
ECAL, the second electron is not reconstructed and contributes to the 6ET. Thus, the event
is treated as signal-like and the boson direction is calculated via Eq. 5.6, substituting the
generated electron momentum for the neutrino. In the case of simulated Drell-Yan events
where the second electron falls within acceptance, the event behaves like a true zero-6ET Z
event and the boson direction is defined using the reconstruction information of the two
electrons, just as it is for the Drell-Yan control sample from the data.
φ Modulation
To correct the aforementioned φ modulation observed in the 6ET spectrum, the average
perpendicular recoil 〈u⊥〉 is examined as a function of boson φ for different numbers of
reconstructed primary vertices. Each distribution is fit to a cosine function
A⊥(n) = cos(φ− φ0,⊥(n)), (5.7)
where n is the number of reconstructed primary vertices and φ0,⊥ represents an absolute
phase offset. The functional shape of 〈u⊥〉 for n = 8 reconstructed vertices is displayed
in Fig. 5.12. Subsequently, the amplitude of 〈u⊥〉 is fit as a linear function of the PU, as
measured by the number of primary vertices reconstructed, while the phase is fit with a
constant function across all vertex bins. Fig. 5.13 demonstrates these fits, which are only
performed on the perpendicular component, as the resulting calculations with the parallel
component are conducted as a consistency check. It is apparent that the amplitude of
the recoil scales with PU while the phase offset remains constant across all vertex bins.
The phase modulation in the 6ET is corrected by adding a vector with the PU dependent
amplitude that points in a direction φ0 that is calculated to cancel out the average effects
measured above:
6Ex = 6Ex + (A(0) + kn) cos(φ0) (5.8)
6Ey = 6Ey + (A(0) + kn) sin(φ0). (5.9)
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Figure 5.12: Perpendicular component of recoil vector as a function of boson φ plotted for 8
reconstructed primary vertices in run periods 2011A (a) and 2011B (b). The fit parameters
correspond to Eq. 5.7.
Average Parallel Recoil
The average parallel recoil component (u‖) is measured as a function of transverse boson
momentum qT in bins of leading jet η, since the parallel component is particularly sus-
ceptible to hadronic radiation which accompanies the boson production. The jets for this
consideration are reconstructed via the same anti-kT method described in Section 5.2.4.
The same JetID Loose selection criteria are applied, but no pT threshold is utilized, such
that a “jet” is reconstructed in every event. The leading jet η bins are defined as: [0.0–1.2),
[1.2–2.4), [2.4–3.0), [3.0–5.0). Since u‖ is expected to be a constant fraction of the total
boson transverse momentum, we fit the average parallel recoil profile with the following
functional form:
− u˜‖(qT) = (c0 + c1qT)
(
1 + erf(αqβT)
)
. (5.10)
This procedure results in a response curve that is demonstrated for one of the leading jet η
bins in Fig. 5.14.
The most dominant effect on the 6ET resolution, and therefore recoil resolution, is the
event pileup. Thus, the resolution of the parallel and perpendicular components of the recoil
are determined as a function of boson qT for different numbers of reconstructed vertices.
Since the perpendicular component (u⊥) is expected to be zero independent of qT, and the
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the number of primary vertices for 2011A and 2011B
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parallel component scales with qT, distributions of u⊥ and u‖−u˜‖(qT; ηjet) are measured and
fit with Gaussian functions. An example of these distributions in the case of 8 reconstructed
primary vertices and boson transverse momentum in the range 20 GeV ≤ qT < 25 GeV is
reproduced in Fig. 5.15. The widths (σ) of these Gaussians are plotted as a function of
qT in each pileup bin to form resolution curves. Based on empirical evidence and guidance
from [61], a quadratic model is assumed for the resolution
σ(qT;n) =
√
N2n + S
2
nqT, (5.11)
where Nn and Sn are floating parameters determined via a fit.
With the response and resolution curves fully derived via the Drell-Yan control sample
and the Drell-Yan MC, the 6ET spectrum is corrected in simulated W and Z events. The
parallel component (u‖) of the recoil is shifted by the data/MC difference of the average
recoil and a smearing is introduced to both components to match the recoil resolution
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Figure 5.15: Parallel and perpendicular recoil variation distributions for 8 reconstructed
vertices and 20 GeV ≤ qT < 25 GeV for 2011A and 2011B.
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measured in data:
u‖ =
(
u‖ − u˜MC‖
) σData‖
σMC‖
+ u˜Data‖ (5.12)
u⊥ = u⊥
σData⊥
σMC⊥
. (5.13)
Once the recoil vector is tuned to the data, the event 6ET is recalculated via Eq. 5.4 and
Eq. 5.5.
5.4.6 Vertex Multiplicity Re-weighting
Even after calibrating the MC samples to the measured PU distribution observed in data,
there exists a residual discrepancy that is apparent in the number of reconstructed vertices.
Fig. 5.16 shows the distribution of the number of reconstructed vertices which pass a stan-
dard set of quality criteria as determined by the CMS collaboration. The distributions show
a trend in the data / MC ratio that lies mostly within the uncertainty attributed to errors
inherent to the luminosity and PU measurements. Accurate simulation of PU effects is
very difficult, particularly for large numbers of interactions per BX, since occupation in the
various sub-detectors (e.g. the tracker or the calorimeters) rises sharply with PU. While the
measurement of vertex multiplicity is also subject to subtle differences in efficiency between
data and MC simulation, it relies solely on one sub-system (the CMS tracker) and therefore
minimizes compound effects introduced by considering physics objects that are measured
with multiple systems. Therefor, a residual PU correction based on the vertex multiplicity
distributions is derived by dividing the normalized vertex multiplicity shapes in data with
MC predictions. The result is a series of event weights that is assigned to each MC event
based on the number of reconstructed interaction vertices.
5.4.7 Charge Mis-identification
Precision measurement of the W charge asymmetry in the electronic decay channel relies
on accurate measurement of the lepton’s charge. The charge is determined by examining
the curvature of the particle’s trajectory in the presence of the CMS solenoid’s magnetic
field. This process becomes more difficult with increasing particle pT, as the trajectory
straightens with higher particle energy. For relatively straight electron tracks, scattering
processes (Bremsstrahlung) can begin to dominate and confuse various tracking and par-
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Figure 5.16: Vertex multiplicity distribution for 2011A and 2011B data periods overlaid
with MC predictions before vertex correction weight is applied. The yellow error band in
the data / MC ratio plot represents an estimation of the systematic effect of measurement
uncertainty in the data driven methods for calculating the luminosity and PU for the data
sets.
ticle identification algorithms, resulting in mis-identified electron charge. The effects are
expected to worsen at locations where more material is present in the tracker. Fig. 5.17
shows how the material in the CMS tracker is distributed as a function of pseudorapidity
(η).
While the requirement of a consistent charge identification across three independent
measurement techniques (see Section 5.3.2) greatly reduces the occurrence of charge mis-
identification, there remains a non-zero probability to incorrectly measure the electron
charge. This effect is studied and characterized via the Z → ee control sample. A
method first presented in [15] and [16] is extended to measure the probability of charge
mis-identification in bins of electron SC η.
The Z → ee control sample is analyzed for same sign and opposite sign Z events. For
such events, the Z mass is required to lie within the range of 60 GeV < mZ < 120 GeV.
Both electrons are required to have SC ET > 35 GeV, pass the electron cut based 70%
efficiency working point (WP70) identification criteria, have a pseudorapidity (η) within
detector acceptance, and have a consistent charge measurement. The fraction of same sign
di-electron events Rij (where i, j are the η bins of the electrons) is calculated in the same
bins of η that are used for the efficiency measurements (see Section 5.4.3) and ultimately
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30% of the transverse momentum resolution while at lower momentum it is dominated by multiple
scattering. The transverse impact parameter resolution reaches 10µm for high pT tracks, domi-
nated by the resolution of the first pixel hit, while at lower momentum it is degraded by multiple
scattering (similarly for the longitudinal impact parameter). Figure 3.5 shows the expected track
reconstruction efficiency of the CMS tracker for single muons and pions as a function of pseudo-
rapidity. For muons, the efficiency is about 99% over most of the acceptance. For |h |⇡ 0 the effi-
ciency decreases slightly due to gaps between the ladders of the pixel detector at z⇡ 0. At high h
the efficiency drop is mainly due to the reduced coverage by the pixel forward disks. For pions and
hadrons in general the efficiency is lower because of interactions with the material in the tracker.
– 31 –
Figure 5.17: Material budget of the CMS tracker in units of radiation length as a function
of pseudorapidity (η) for the different tacking sub-systems. [28]
the analysis. The electron mis-identification probability ω is related to this rate via the
expression
Rij = ωi × (1− ωj) + (1− ωi)× ωj . (5.14)
A simultaneous fit is performed across all values of Rij in order to estimate ω. Fig. 5.18
shows the results of this fit for the 2011A and 2011B data taking. Since the charge mis-
identification probability ω is expected to be largely independent of PU and instantaneous
luminosity, the results are combined into a single fit performed across the full 2011 dataset.
The functional form of the probability follows the known material distribution as a function
of η. In the b rrel, he charge mis-identification is measured to be below 0.05%, while he
value reaches up to 0.4% in the endcaps.
A correction for the effects of charge mis-identification can be derived by considering
that the relationship between the true number of particles Ntrue and measured number of
particles NM can be expressed as:
N+true = (1− ω)×N+M + ω ×N−M (5.15)
N−true = (1− ω)×N−M + ω ×N+M . (5.16)
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Figure 5.18: Electron charge mis-identification probability as a function of electron SC η.
The results of measurement performed with the 2011A (violet circles) and 2011B (orange
squares) data are overlaid with the results of a fit performed with the full 2011 dataset
(black triangles).
From this, a charge asymmetry value that is corrected for charge mis-identification effects
can be expressed in terms of the measured charge asymmetry by inserting the aforemen-
tioned relationships:
Atrue = N
+
true −N−true
N+true +N
−
true
=
1
1− 2ωAM (5.17)
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Chapter 6
Event Rates and Results
While many of the selection criteria outlined in Chapter 5 are designed to reduce the amount
of events containing collisions which did not produce a W boson, the presence of such events
cannot be fully eliminated. Collisions where the measured electron originates from a true
direct W production (W → e + ν) are classified as signal events. However, events which
pass the aforementioned selection criteria, but come from any process other than direct
p + p → W production (tt¯,Z, etc.), are referred to as background events. In order to
measure the true W charge asymmetry, the fraction of signal events must be accurately
estimated within the raw event yield. This is achieved with a maximum likelihood fit of the
6ET spectrum, which aims to measure the amount of signal and background events in bins
of electron pseudorapidity (η) and charge.
Dominant background sources for this analysis include Z decays from the Drell-Yan
process, tt¯ events, and QCD/γ + jets processes. In the case of Z decays, the Drell-Yan
veto criteria (see Section 5.3.4) serve to minimize the influence of this process. However,
problems arise when the sub-leading electron of a Z→ ee decay either falls out of detector
acceptance (e.g. |η| > 2.4), or the second electron is not properly reconstructed. For tt¯
events, the dominant decay channel for the top quark is via a W boson and a bottom quark
(which manifests itself as a jet in the detector). While the electron measured for such decays
does in fact come from a W boson decay, the process differs greatly from direct p + p→W
production and therefore must be considered as a background source. Due to the presence
of at least two true jets in tt¯ processes, the impact of this background source is much greater
in the non-zero jet multiplicity bins. Finally, QCD interactions and γ + jets processes are
able to reproduce the desired signal topology when electromagnetic activity (e.g. from a
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jet) produces a false electron signal in the ECAL, or when a photon is falsely reconstructed
as an electron.
In this chapter, the raw event rates are presented along with Monte Carlo (MC) based
predictions of the relative rates of the signal and background processes. The overall per-
formance of the event selection criteria is demonstrated via histograms of relevant physical
observables. A method for estimating the signal yield in bins of electron charge and pseudo-
rapidity is then described. Finally, the measured electron charge asymmetry of the yield is
presented in conjunction with theoretical predictions of the W→ e + ν charge asymmetry.
6.1 Measured Detector and MC Performance
Due to the dissimilar run conditions for the 2011A and 2011B data taking periods, and
differences in correction methods necessitated by these conditions (see chapter 5 for details),
the event rates are considered separately for each data taking period. This division serves
to better characterize the effects of experimental conditions that differ greatly between the
two periods, such as PU scenarios or HLT menus. MC simulation predictions for the event
yield of various processes are also considered separately for 2011A and 2011B. While the
prediction for each process comes from the same set of generated MC events, different event
weights are applied in order calibrate the MC samples to the experimental conditions of
either the 2011A or 2011B data sets, as well as to normalize the total yield to the integrated
luminosity of each set. Thus, slight differences in event rates can be predicted via the same
MC input sample for each data taking period.
6.1.1 Electron Distributions
The overall agreement between the measured data and the MC based simulation is best
evaluated by considering histograms of the basic physical observables for the physics objects
relevant to the analysis. Fig. 6.1 and Fig. 6.2 depict the electron transverse momentum (pT)
and pseudorapidity (η) distributions measured in data overlaid with the aforementioned MC
predictions. The agreement is very good across the full energy spectrum of the electron.
In 2011A, a slight excess of data is observed at low pT (40 – 55 GeV), while in 2011B, a
deficiency of data is evident in the lowest pT bin. Inspection of the electron η distribution
reveals that these deviations are consistent with the data versus MC deviation that is
observed in the most forward η bins (|η| > 2). An overall scaling discrepancy is also apparent
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Figure 6.1: Electron transverse momentum (pT) distributions for 2011A and 2011B.
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Figure 6.2: Electron pseudorapidity (η) distributions for 2011A and 2011B.
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in the electron η distribution for 2011A, which is commented on in detail in Section 6.1.3
below. Despite the care taken to correct for differences between measured and simulated
electron trigger and reconstruction efficiencies (see Section 5.4.3), it is apparent that residual
discrepancies remain present. These deviations are attributed to the finite sampling of the
efficiency curves of the data (Fig. 5.10), as the observed data/MC discrepancy is greatest
in regions of phase space where the efficiency curves have large slopes.
6.1.2 γ + jets / QCD Simulation
It is worth noting that the MC samples for γ + jets and QCD processes serve as a rough
guideline at best. The large coupling factors, and thus large cross-section values, for these
types of interactions make them very difficult to simulate with sufficient statistics. Recall
that the number of expected events is given by the relation
N = Lσ ⇔ L = N
σ
, (6.1)
where in the case of MC N represents the number of events generated, and L determines
the representative integrated luminosity for the sample. The QCD cross-sections are 1
to 3 orders of magnitude greater than the cross-section for the inclusive W production.
Therefore the same number of generated events produce an amount of simulated QCD data
that represents an integrated luminosity 1 to 3 orders of magnitude lower than that of
the dominant W production process. Since it is not feasible to generate 10 to 1000 times
more MC events 1, the events weights are scaled to match the integrated luminosity of the
recorded data. The consequence of this cross-section based scaling is that events meeting
all of the selection criteria, although rare, will receive large event weights and produce
the choppy distributions seen in the figures. In fact, close inspection of the data / MC
ratio in the electron pT distributions (Fig. 6.1), for example, reveal that many of the ratio
oscillations about unity can be attributed to this effect.
6.1.3 Pileup and Vertex Multiplicity Distributions
Fig. 6.3 depicts the number of reconstructed vertices which pass basic quality requirements
for each run period. Recalling the vertex multiplicity based correction factors derived in
1The time needed for MC generation and full CMS simulation of an entire dataset is approximately one
month
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Figure 6.3: Vertex multiplicity distributions for 2011A and 2011B. These distributions
include all correction factors, including the MC weights derived in Section 5.4.6.
Section 5.4.6, it comes as no surprise to find that these distributions show a flat data to
MC ratio. However, in addition to a simple performance cross-check, the plots serve to
highlight an overall scaling issue in the 2011A dataset. The shift in this ratio, which is
largely independent of vertex multiplicity (and therefore PU), measures approximately 9%.
Such small deviations in the global luminosity scaling of the MC simulation do not present
a concern for the analysis, as this normalization is allowed to float in the fitting method
that is utilized to measure the total signal yield (as described below).
6.1.4 Missing Transverse Energy and Transverse Mass
As discussed in Chapter 1, leptonic W decays are characterized via measurement of an
isolated lepton in the presence of 6ET, resulting in non-zero MT for the event. The kine-
matics of the W decay dictate a 6ET distribution peaking near one-half of the W mass
(mW = 80.365± 0.020 GeV [4]) and an MT distribution which peaks at mW. The missing
transverse energy for both data periods is visualized in Fig. 6.4, while Fig. 6.5 shows the
resulting transverse mass distributions. The distributions show the expected W decay peak
and demonstrate very good agreement between the measured data and the simulated MC.
Once again, the aforementioned scaling offset in 2011A is apparent in the data / MC ratio
of the 6ET distribution.
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Figure 6.4: Missing transverse (6ET) distributions for 2011A and 2011B.
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Figure 6.5: Transverse mass (MT) distributions for 2011A and 2011B.
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Figure 6.6: Jet transverse momentum (pT) distributions for 2011A and 2011B.
6.1.5 Jet Performance
Jet reconstruction and correction methods have a strong influence on the overall 6ET per-
formance of the detector. Since the W yield is estimated by examining the measured 6ET
spectrum, accurate jet performance is integral to even the inclusive W charge asymmetry
measurement. Distributions of the transverse momentum (pT) (Fig. 6.6) and pseudora-
pidity (η) (Fig. 6.7) are produced for all reconstructed jets in each event which pass the
selection criteria outline in Section 5.3.3. The histograms demonstrate that excellent jet
performance is achieved, with very good agreement between the measured data and the
simulated MC. Counting the number of reconstructed jets above threshold (pT > 30 GeV)
results in a jet multiplicity distribution that is depicted in Fig. 6.8. Good agreement is
observed between the data and MC distributions, with small deviations in the data/MC
ratio attributed to threshold effects originating from the measurement uncertainty of the
jet energy scale (JES), resulting in bin-to-bin migration within these histograms. The log-
arithmic scale on the y-axis aids in demonstrating the expected exponential fall of the jet
multiplicity which stems from the additional strong vertex introduced to the production
diagrams by each additional jet (refer to Section 1.2.3 for details).
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Figure 6.7: Jet pseudorapidity (η) distributions for 2011A and 2011B.
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Figure 6.8: Jet multiplicity distributions for 2011A and 2011B.
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2011A Data W Drell-Yan γ + jets tt¯ QCD
Inclusive
W+ 1,988,154 1,795,699 23,118 19,390 7,485 82
W− 1,516,546 1,337,591 21,635 15,833 7,452 98
n = 1 jets
W+ 257,723 244,620 7,998 8,599 975 39
W− 217,687 198,706 7,824 7,320 974 47
n ≥ 1 jets W
+ 327,643 304,025 11,047 15,505 7,291 64
W− 278,151 247,488 10,850 12,956 7,259 67
2011B Data W Drell-Yan γ + jets tt¯ QCD
Inclusive
W+ 1,810,029 1,729,034 31,031 18,703 7,931 115
W− 1,400,370 1,302,089 28,949 15,407 7,937 96
n = 1 jets
W+ 257,991 258,317 11,183 8,239 1,077 58
W− 218,196 209,112 10,999 6,917 1,071 57
n ≥ 1 jets W
+ 329,803 321,624 15,130 14,895 7,712 72
W− 280,180 261,354 14,978 12,482 7,716 79
Table 6.1: Raw event yields for 2011A and 2011B listed for each jet multiplicity and mea-
sured W charge bin. The left-most column states the number of events recorded in each bin
within the data, while the additional columns show estimated predictions based on the MC
samples (rounded to the nearest integer) which are normalized to the integrated luminosity
of the data.
6.2 Raw Event Rates
The raw event rates measured in the data are summarized for both run periods in Table 6.1.
In both cases, the total event yield is broken down by W charge (as determined via the
measured electron) and jet multiplicity. For each combination of charge and jet multiplicity,
the estimated yield from different processes, as determined via the MC samples, is listed as
well. It should be noted that the estimates produced via the γ+jets and QCD MC samples
serve as a coarse guide and do not represent reliable estimations due to the issues described
in Section 6.1.2.
6.3 Background and Signal Estimation
The number of signal (W→ e+ν) and background events are estimated in each bin of elec-
tron η separately for positrons and electrons via a fit to the 6ET spectrum measured in the
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data. While the performance of the selection criteria is evaluated for each 2011 run period
individually, the full 2011 data sample is used to estimate the signal yield. The technique
outlined in this study represents an extension to a method that was first employed by the
CMS Collaboration for measuring the W charge asymmetry with the first L = 36 pb−1 of
data delivered by the LHC [15], and then again with the first L = 840 pb−1 of data recorded
in 2011 [16]. Shapes for the 6ET distributions of the signal and background processes are
generated in order to construct probability density functions for the Electroweak (EWK)
(W, Z, tt¯) and QCD/γ + jets processes. Probability density functions are generated for
positrons and electrons separately in each electron pseudorapidity bin. A summed proba-
bility function (EWK + QCD) is formed for each electron charge, with the total number of
events consistent with the QCD template constrained to be equal in each charge bin. This
latter requirement enforces the assumption that the QCD background is charge symmetric.
6ET Shape for Electroweak and tt¯
A template for the 6ET distribution of the EWK processes is derived from the MC simu-
lation. The 6ET distributions calculated with MadGraph W, Drell-Yan, and tt¯ samples
(see Table 5.2) are normalized via their respective NNLO cross-sections. These samples are
subject to all of the corrections outlined in Chapter 5. The distributions are summed into
an aggregate EWK 6ET spectrum, from which a probability density function is empirically
determined.
6ET Shape for QCD Background
Due to issues with the reliability of the simulation for such processes (see Section 6.1.2), the
QCD/γ+jets background distribution is estimated using an electron anti-selection outlined
in Section 5.3.5. Effectively, the electron isolation requirements are inverted in order to
select on events that are consistent with QCD contamination in the recorded data. The 6ET
distribution is measured in this subset of events and interpreted as the 6ET shape produced
by QCD/γ + jets processes.
W signal estimation
An extended binned maximum likelihood fit is performed using the aforementioned proba-
bility density functions. The fit is performed simultaneously for positrons and electrons in
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a given η bin, resulting in an estimation for the fraction of data events (fEWK) that are con-
sistent with the EWK 6ET shape. This number is multiplied by the relative W yield within
the MC samples utilized to derive the EWK distribution. In other words, the fraction of
W events in the data is written as
f±W(η) = fEWK(η)×
N±W(η)
N±W(η) +N
±
DY(η) +N
±
tt¯
(η)
. (6.2)
Finally, the number of measured W → e + ν is estimated by multiplying this number
with the number of positrons (or electrons) recorded from the data in each bin of electron
pseudorapidity.
In order to minimize the influence of tails on either end of the peak within the 6ET
distribution, where the relative amount of W signal is low and data/MC agreement suffers
from finite statistics, fEWK is estimated by limiting the fit to a signal region centered around
the peak. It follows that the aforementioned QCD constraint only applies to the signal
region as well. For the inclusive measurement, this region is chosen as 6ET ∈ [20, 60] GeV,
while for the measurements with one reconstructed jet the signal region is defined to be
6ET ∈ [5, 70] GeV in order to accommodate the broader 6ET peak. In each case, the full
spectrum is considered in order to calculate the relative W event yields as described above.
6.4 Fit Results
The number of signal and background events estimated for each electron pseudorapidity
bin, along with the measured W charge asymmetry A, is listed in Table 6.2 for the inclusive
W production, and Table 6.3 for the W + 1 jet case. The values are the result of a fit
performed for the entire 2011 dataset. As a consistency check, the fits are performed
separately for 2011A and 2011B as well, with these results listed in Appendix B. The
measured charge asymmetry is corrected for charge mis-identification effects within each
η bin as described in Section 5.4.7. The value obtained for A in corresponding opposite
sites of the detector are averaged in order to present a measurement of the asymmetry as
a function of the absolute value of the pseudorapidity A(|η|). Since the systematic errors
are assumed to be independent for opposing η bins, these are added in quadrature for each
|η| bin. Fig. 6.9 overlays the results of the fitting procedure for the inclusive electronic W
decay, with predictions for various PDF sets that have been calculated with the FEWZ
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Run 2011 (inclusive)
η bin Q NData NW χ
2 / NDF A (%) ± (stat) ± (sys)
0.00 ≤ η < 0.20 + 207982± 456 203845± 656 1.14 10.814± 0.238± 0.289- 167769± 410 164069± 587 1.23
−0.20 ≤ η < 0.00 + 196652± 443 192889± 638 1.13 9.591± 0.244± 0.291- 162808± 403 159133± 579 1.19
0.20 ≤ η < 0.40 + 220980± 470 216500± 675 1.25 11.220± 0.231± 0.323- 176878± 421 172824± 603 1.15
−0.40 ≤ η < −0.20 + 210420± 459 206312± 660 1.08 9.822± 0.236± 0.277- 173320± 416 169425± 597 1.16
0.40 ≤ η < 0.60 + 217655± 467 213379± 671 1.01 11.377± 0.233± 0.269- 173845± 417 169800± 598 1.08
−0.60 ≤ η < −0.40 + 211243± 460 207190± 661 1.00 10.072± 0.235± 0.247- 173152± 416 169280± 597 1.23
0.60 ≤ η < 0.80 + 217072± 466 212590± 670 1.11 12.056± 0.234± 0.305- 170941± 413 166859± 592 1.33
−0.80 ≤ η < −0.60 + 211676± 460 207432± 662 1.09 11.049± 0.236± 0.266- 170006± 412 166163± 591 1.43
0.80 ≤ η < 1.00 + 218968± 468 214300± 672 1.08 12.855± 0.233± 0.280- 169743± 412 165496± 590 1.22
−1.00 ≤ η < −0.80 + 216124± 465 211674± 668 1.09 11.932± 0.234± 0.261- 170780± 413 166560± 591 1.15
1.00 ≤ η < 1.20 + 192072± 438 187819± 629 1.01 13.603± 0.250± 0.301- 146661± 383 142866± 548 1.35
−1.20 ≤ η < −1.00 + 194384± 441 190298± 634 1.17 13.266± 0.248± 0.275- 149602± 387 145760± 553 1.28
1.20 ≤ η < 1.40 + 181471± 426 177332± 611 1.09 14.733± 0.258± 0.373- 135810± 369 131847± 526 1.52
−1.40 ≤ η < −1.20 + 181711± 426 177564± 612 1.24 14.515± 0.258± 0.321- 136462± 369 132587± 527 1.46
1.60 ≤ η < 1.85 + 145024± 381 140946± 544 1.40 17.508± 0.292± 0.574- 102886± 321 99147± 454 1.33
−1.85 ≤ η < −1.60 + 145976± 382 142119± 547 1.30 17.867± 0.292± 0.617- 102909± 321 99314± 455 1.43
1.85 ≤ η < 2.10 + 144288± 380 140034± 539 1.43 18.923± 0.292± 0.626- 99747± 316 95638± 443 1.28
−2.10 ≤ η < −1.85 + 148911± 386 144700± 549 1.43 19.573± 0.288± 0.570- 101467± 319 97524± 448 1.30
2.10 ≤ η < 2.40 + 110580± 333 106993± 470 1.24 19.584± 0.333± 0.853- 75767± 275 72077± 383 1.40
−2.40 ≤ η < −2.10 + 112477± 335 108876± 474 1.48 20.081± 0.332± 0.737- 76120± 276 72627± 385 1.39
Table 6.2: Estimated signal yield for inclusive W charge asymmetry measurement. The
reduced χ2 for each fit is listed as well as the resulting asymmetry value.
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Run 2011 (n = 1 jet)
η bin Q NData NW χ
2 / NDF A (%) ± (stat) ± (sys)
0.00 ≤ η < 0.20 + 28847± 170 26024± 258 1.32 8.500± 0.733± 0.782- 24669± 157 21947± 240 1.16
−0.20 ≤ η < 0.00 + 27399± 166 24607± 251 1.39 7.810± 0.751± 0.403- 23821± 154 21042± 235 1.56
0.20 ≤ η < 0.40 + 30596± 175 27829± 263 1.38 9.047± 0.701± 0.366- 25847± 161 23212± 244 1.21
−0.40 ≤ η < −0.20 + 29394± 171 26323± 257 1.32 8.743± 0.723± 0.792- 25102± 158 22092± 238 0.93
0.40 ≤ η < 0.60 + 29724± 172 26544± 257 1.29 8.760± 0.716± 0.475- 25436± 159 22270± 238 0.96
−0.60 ≤ η < −0.40 + 29482± 172 26706± 260 1.09 8.638± 0.717± 0.533- 25190± 159 22460± 240 1.31
0.60 ≤ η < 0.80 + 29955± 173 26648± 257 1.20 10.013± 0.717± 0.398- 25023± 158 21798± 235 1.23
−0.80 ≤ η < −0.60 + 28859± 170 25482± 251 1.24 8.784± 0.730± 0.624- 24657± 157 21368± 233 1.00
0.80 ≤ η < 1.00 + 29617± 172 26040± 250 1.28 9.129± 0.710± 0.792- 25136± 159 21685± 230 1.13
−1.00 ≤ η < −0.80 + 29442± 172 25997± 251 1.24 9.212± 0.715± 0.387- 25027± 158 21613± 231 1.35
1.00 ≤ η < 1.20 + 26310± 162 23289± 236 1.08 9.791± 0.752± 0.344- 22057± 149 19138± 216 1.16
−1.20 ≤ η < −1.00 + 26903± 164 23794± 239 1.12 10.733± 0.750± 1.060- 22219± 149 19185± 218 1.60
1.20 ≤ η < 1.40 + 24858± 158 21604± 227 1.07 10.481± 0.782± 0.626- 20681± 144 17510± 206 1.18
−1.40 ≤ η < −1.20 + 24892± 158 21644± 228 1.10 9.958± 0.781± 0.367- 20890± 145 17727± 207 1.25
1.60 ≤ η < 1.85 + 19120± 138 16372± 197 1.31 9.794± 0.895± 0.506- 16209± 127 13466± 180 1.35
−1.85 ≤ η < −1.60 + 19368± 139 16253± 197 1.61 10.420± 0.902± 0.571- 16277± 128 13207± 177 1.67
1.85 ≤ η < 2.10 + 17801± 133 15046± 183 1.35 10.098± 0.906± 0.519- 15053± 123 12297± 167 1.45
−2.10 ≤ η < −1.85 + 18252± 135 15627± 187 1.96 11.307± 0.897± 0.573- 15129± 123 12466± 169 1.20
2.10 ≤ η < 2.40 + 13792± 117 11519± 162 1.54 7.356± 1.029± 0.538- 12173± 110 9947± 150 1.43
−2.40 ≤ η < −2.10 + 13889± 118 11633± 162 1.57 8.485± 1.029± 0.548- 12039± 110 9822± 149 1.61
Table 6.3: Estimated signal yield for W+1 jet charge asymmetry measurement. The reduced
χ2 for each fit is listed as well as the resulting asymmetry value.
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inclusive A (%) n = 1 jet A (%)
|η| bin MSTW 2008 NNPDF 2.1 CTEQ 10 MSTW 2008 NNPDF 2.1 CTEQ 10
[0.00, 0.20) 8.59+0.30−0.41 11.03
+1.14
−1.14 10.84
+0.87
−0.79 8.53
+0.33
−0.39 9.80
+0.62
−0.62 10.18
+0.80
−0.86
[0.20, 0.40) 8.80+0.30−0.41 11.04
+1.07
−1.07 10.95
+0.87
−0.80 8.74
+0.34
−0.39 9.98
+0.61
−0.61 10.35
+0.81
−0.88
[0.40, 0.60) 9.48+0.31−0.42 11.66
+0.98
−0.98 11.49
+0.87
−0.82 9.15
+0.35
−0.38 10.36
+0.59
−0.59 10.71
+0.84
−0.93
[0.60, 0.80) 10.12+0.32−0.43 12.24
+0.91
−0.91 12.23
+0.88
−0.88 9.76
+0.37
−0.38 10.94
+0.58
−0.58 11.21
+0.89
−1.00
[0.80, 1.00) 11.22+0.35−0.45 13.16
+0.89
−0.89 13.33
+0.91
−0.96 10.50
+0.40
−0.38 11.62
+0.58
−0.58 11.81
+0.95
−1.10
[1.00, 1.20) 12.62+0.39−0.47 14.31
+0.91
−0.91 14.56
+0.98
−1.07 11.45
+0.44
−0.38 12.51
+0.58
−0.58 12.59
+1.01
−1.21
[1.20, 1.40) 14.12+0.43−0.48 15.59
+0.92
−0.92 15.82
+1.08
−1.22 12.41
+0.50
−0.38 13.39
+0.60
−0.60 13.38
+1.08
−1.35
[1.60, 1.85) 18.40+0.53−0.47 19.61
+0.85
−0.85 19.61
+1.30
−1.57 14.20
+0.64
−0.44 14.99
+0.69
−0.69 14.72
+1.25
−1.68
[1.85, 2.10) 20.90+0.62−0.47 21.97
+0.78
−0.78 21.73
+1.39
−1.77 14.85
+0.72
−0.51 15.49
+0.77
−0.77 15.20
+1.43
−1.91
[2.10, 2.40) 23.39+0.72−0.51 24.21
+0.73
−0.73 24.00
+1.44
−1.95 14.81
+0.80
−0.61 15.29
+0.90
−0.90 15.07
+1.82
−2.26
Table 6.4: Theoretical predictions of the W→ `+ν charge asymmetry. Values are calculated
with FEWZ at NLO with 68% CL for the inclusive W production as well as the associated
n = 1 jet production. The uncertainties quoted with the asymmetry value represent the
PDF uncertainty determined by each PDF model.
software package. The W + 1 jet results are compared to these theoretical predictions in
Fig. 6.10. A detailed listing of the theoretical predictions is provided in Table 6.4.
The overall performance of the fitting procedure is discussed below. The QCD estimation
is examined and comparisons to theoretical predictions as well as other experimental results
are provided. A full treatment of observed discrepancies and conclusions drawn upon the
results are found in Chapter 8.
6.4.1 Fit Performance
The performance of the fitting procedure is evaluated by overlaying the 6ET spectrum mea-
sured in the data sample with the EWK MC and anti-selection QCD templates that have
been rescaled based on the fit results. Fig. 6.11 depicts such graphs for the inclusive W
production in representative bins of the ECAL endcap and barrel. The W + 1 jet case is
displayed in Fig. 6.12. Graphs for all η bins are listed in Appendix C. The goodness of
the fit is determined by calculating a χ2 value between the data and summed MC template
distributions. These values are listed with the results for each η bin in Tables 6.2 and 6.3.
An examination of the tables reveals very satisfactory performance for the fit in each bin.
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Figure 6.9: W charge asymmetry for the inclusive electron decay as measured with the
2011 CMS data. The measured results are overlaid with theoretical predictions for various
leading PDF sets.
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Figure 6.10: W charge asymmetry for the electron decay in association with n = 1 recon-
structed jet, as measured with the 2011 CMS data. The measured results are overlaid with
theoretical predictions for various leading PDF sets.
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Figure 6.11: Fit of the 6ET distribution for inclusive W production in the electron and
positron decay channels. Representative electron SC η bins bins are displayed for the
ECAL barrel (top row) and endcap (bottom row).
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Figure 6.12: Fit of the 6ET distribution for W+1 jet production in the electron and positron
decay channels. Representative electron SC η bins bins are displayed for the ECAL barrel
(top row) and endcap (bottom row).
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6.4.2 QCD Estimation
The fractional contribution attributed to QCD processes within each electron SC η and
charge bin is provided by the fitting procedure. For the inclusive W production case, this
fraction is estimated to be approximately with 0.3% in all η bins. This result can be
explained by considering the MT > 55 GeV threshold. In QCD processes with no strong
clustering of hadronic activity (jets), very little true 6ET is produced. As a consequence, such
events do not contain large amounts of MT. Therefore, the transverse mass requirement
serves to clean the event selection of the majority of QCD events, and the fit results reflect
this.
In contrast, QCD events where at least one jet with high transverse momentum is re-
constructed tend to have larger measurable 6ET due to the increased
∑
ET of such events.
Therefore, a fake electron is more likely to produce a larger MT. It follows that the afore-
mentioned MT selection is no longer as effective at removing QCD interactions from the
selected data sample. The results of the fitting procedure show that the QCD contamina-
tion in the n = 1 jet case is estimated to lie between approximately 5–15%, depending on
the η bin. Predictably, the fraction is higher in the endcap, where the electron identification
efficiency is lower and PU effects are more noticeable. It should be noted that the n = 1
jet sample has an order of magnitude fewer events than the inclusive sample, and therefore
does not represent a contradiction to the inclusive results listed above.
6.4.3 Comparison to Theory and Early CMS Results
As discussed in Chapter 1, theoretical predictions are calculated for different PDF sets
via the FEWZ software package. These values are calculated to NLO in perturbative
QCD terms at the 68% CL with full propagation of the underlying PDF uncertainties. For
convenience, the inclusive fit results have been overlaid with these predictions and displayed
alongside the results from the previous W → e + ν charge asymmetry measurement with
CMS [16] in Fig. 6.13.
The previous CMS analysis found excellent agreement between the measured charge
asymmetry and the values predicted via the CTEQ10 and NNPDF models in the barrel.
In that analysis, the theoretical predictions were calculated using the MCFM software
package. Although the associated uncertainties differ, the predictions based on the FEWZ
calculations agree with the MCFM predictions. It follows that inspection of the results
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The systematic uncertainty due to the modelling of
Drell-Yan production, t!t, and W ! !" is estimated by
varying the relative normalization of the EW backgrounds
to the W ! e" yield by the uncertainty on the Drell-Yan
production and t!t cross sections, and the effect on the
observed asymmetry is negligible. The values of N! from
the fitting procedure are insensitive to the presence of
pileup interactions because the 6ET distributions are ob-
tained from data.
In order to compare our results directly to theoretical
predictions, the observed charge asymmetry is corrected
for three detector effects: (1) electron energy scale and
resolution, (2) relative detection efficiency of positrons and
electrons, and (3) electron charge misidentification.
The electron energy scale and resolution can bias the
asymmetry because of the effect on electrons with trans-
verse momentum close to the threshold value of 35 GeV.
The electron energy scale and resolution are determined
directly from the Z=#" ! eþe$ data and are used to adjust
the simulated electron energy at the generator level. The
correction to the measured charge asymmetry is estimated
in each pseudorapidity bin by comparing the charge asym-
metry as determined in the simulation with the resulting
asymmetry after smearing. The corrections for the electron
energy scale and resolution are found to fall between
$4:4% 10$3 and 0:2% 10$3. The uncertainties on the
energy scale and resolutions are taken as sources for sys-
tematic uncertainties. The charge asymmetry is also cor-
rected for final-state radiation, and the uncertainty on the
correction is taken as an additional systematic uncertainty,
which is summed in quadrature with the uncertainty on the
electron energy scale and resolution.
Any efficiency difference between electrons and
positrons would bias the measured charge asymmetry.
The total electron efficiency (including electron
reconstruction, identification, and trigger efficiencies) in
each pseudorapidity bin is measured using the Z=#" !
eþe$ data, separately for e$ and eþ, using the tag-and-
probe method [1]. The efficiency ratio is calculated and
found to be between 0.96 and 1.03; the statistical uncertain-
ties on the efficiency ratios (0.01–0.03) are treated as sys-
tematic uncertainties. This is the dominant systematic
uncertainty in all the pseudorapidity bins.
The true charge asymmetry A is diluted because of
charge misidentification, resulting in an observed asym-
metryAobs ¼Að1$ 2wÞ. The electron charge misiden-
tification probability w is measured using Z=#" ! eþe$
events in data. The observed electron charge asymmetry is
corrected for the charge misidentification probability as a
function of j$j. The statistical uncertainty on the charge
misidentification probability is taken as the systematic
uncertainty.
Table I summarizes the systematic uncertainties in all
the electron pseudorapidity bins. The full systematic co-
variance matrix is given in Table II.
The measured charge asymmetry results are summa-
rized in Table III with both statistical and systematic un-
certainties shown. The statistical uncertainties in the
various pseudorapidity bins are uncorrelated.
The experimental results are compared in Table III and
in Fig. 2 to theoretical predictions obtained with the NLO
MCFM [24] generator interfaced with CT10 [3],
HERAPDF [4], NNPDF [5], and MSTW2008NLO [2]
PDF models. The theoretical errors are estimated using
the PDF reweighting technique [25]. The experimental
data are in agreement with the predictions from CT10,
NNPDF, and HERAPDF, while the predictions from
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FIG. 2 (color online). Comparison of the measured electron
asymmetry to the predictions of different PDF models for the
electron pT > 35 GeV. The error bars include both statistical
and systematic uncertainties. The data points are placed in the
center of the j$j bins. The PDF uncertainty bands are estimated
using the PDF reweighting technique and correspond to a 68%
confidence level.
TABLE III. Summary of the measured charge asymmetry re-
sults. The first uncertainty is statistical and the second is system-
atic. The theoretical predictions are obtained using MCFM
interfaced with four different PDF models. The PDF uncertain-
ties are estimated using the PDF reweighting technique. All
values are in units of 10$3.
j$j bin Measured Theoretical predictions
Asymmetry A CT10 HERAPDF MSTW NNPDF
[0.0, 0.2] 102! 3! 5 109! 5 106þ4$8 87þ3$5 107! 5
[0.2, 0.4] 111! 3! 5 114! 5 110þ4$8 89þ3$5 110! 5
[0.4, 0.6] 116! 3! 5 119! 5 115þ4$8 98þ3$5 116! 5
[0.6, 0.8] 123! 3! 5 126! 5 122þ4$8 103þ3$5 123! 5
[0.8, 1.0] 133! 3! 5 138þ5$6 132þ4$8 115þ4$5 134! 5
[1.0, 1.2] 136! 3! 6 146! 6 140þ5$8 128þ4$5 145! 5
[1.2, 1.4] 156! 3! 6 164þ6$7 153þ5$7 144! 5 158! 5
[1.6, 1.8] 166! 3! 10 195þ8$9 181! 5 179! 5 190! 4
[1.8, 2.0] 197! 3! 9 207þ8$10 196þ4$3 200þ6$5 206! 4
[2.0, 2.2] 224! 3! 11 224þ8$11 211þ5$3 213þ6$5 219! 4
[2.2, 2.4] 210! 4! 13 241þ8$12 225þ9$4 231þ6$5 231! 5
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Figure 6.13: Comparison of inclusive W → e + ν charge asymmetry with previous results.
The results from the earlier CMS measurement (left) were produced with data corresponding
to n integr ted lum o ity of 840 pb−1 [16].
of this analysis in the barrel reveals that the measured asymmetry values stand in good
agreement with the previous results, albeit systematically lower.
In the endcap region (|η| > 1.6), the earlier measurement based on 840 pb−1 of 2011 data
lacked enough statistical power to draw any strong conclusions in the high η region. Two
of the four data points agree with all PDF models considered, while the other two show a
deviation towards decreased asymmetry that lies on the edge of the associated uncertainties.
In contrast, the results of this study indicate a significant deviation from all PDF models
that increases with pseudorapidity in this region.
For the W + 1 jet production mode, no similar measurement of the charge asymmetry
within this channel exists to date. Therefore, these data can be utilized to refine the PDF
models. Looking at Fig. 6.10, it is clear that the results of this analysis show a strong
deviation towards a flatter, decreased W charge asymmetry compared with the predictions
computed with the FEWZ software package. It is worth pointing out that an examination
of Fig. B.2 reveals that the fit results produce a very smooth distribution in 2011B, while
the choppiness appears to be an artifact introduced by the 2011A data. Recalling that the
2011A data was collected with two very different online triggering schemes (see Section 5.1.3
for details), it is possible that the different HLT menu of 2011A had an effect on the W+1 jet
sample.
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6.4.4 Comparison to W→ µ+ ν Results
In parallel to this analysis, an independent group of researchers within the CMS Collabora-
tion have been preparing a W→ µ+ ν charge asymmetry measurement, based on 4.7 pb−1
of the
√
s = 7 TeV 2011 LHC data [62]. From a theoretical point of view, there is no reason
to expect a difference in the W charge asymmetry with respect to the leptonic decay mode
of the W boson. In addition, the technical obstacles and challenges present in experimen-
tally measuring muons with the CMS detector are very different from those encountered
with electrons (identification, isolation, charge determination, etc.) Therefore, the muon
charge asymmetry study forms a very useful consistency check for this analysis.
Critical differences still exist between the two analyses however. Due to differences in
online triggering conditions for muons in the 2011 data collection period, no threshold is
placed on the MT of the events in the muon analysis. The consequence of this difference is
that the muon study is thus performed with a different region of phase space, where QCD
processes have a stronger presence. Additionally, the W → µ+ ν charge asymmetry study
is only performed in the inclusive W production channel.
A direct comparison to the inclusive muon results is provided in Fig. 6.14. In direct
contrast to the results of this study, the muon asymmetry results demonstrate excellent
agreement with the CTEQ10 PDF model at low pseudorapidity (|η| < 1.4). Even more
striking is the fact that this agreement continues throughout the η range probed by the
studies. While the W → µ + ν asymmetry value in the highest η bin shows a slight
flattening on the lower end of the CTEQ10 systematic band, the values demonstrate a very
good agreement with the CTEQ10 PDF model.
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Figure 7: Comparison of the measured muon charge asymmetries to predictions with CT10 [3],
NNPDF2.3 [36], HERAPDF1.5 [37], MSTW2008 [2], and MSTW2008CPDEUT [14] NLO PDF
models. Results for muon pT > 25 GeV and muon pT > 35 GeV are shown in sub-figure (a)
and (b), respectively. The error bars include both statistical and systematic uncertainties. The
PDF uncertainty band corresponds to 68% confidence level (C.L.). The data points are shown
at the center of each pseudorapidity bin. The theoretical predictions are calculated using the
FEWZ 3.1 [31] MC.
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Figure 6.14: Comparison of inclusive W → e + ν charge asymmetry with results from
independe t W→ µ+ν study. The results from the muon measurement (left) were produced
by an independent CMS analysis group with data corresponding to an integrated luminosity
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Chapter 7
Systematic Uncertainties
The technique used to estimate the W signal yield is subject to influences incurred due
to the finite measurement resolution of the various physics objects utilized, as well as the
uncertainty of correction factors employed. Various sources of systematic effects are con-
sidered for this analysis. In order to estimate the magnitude of the impact that a given
systematic effect has on the measurement, the source of the effect is varied independently
from all other factors which contribute to the measurement and the results are compared
to the central value obtained from the standard fitting procedure. The uncertainties are
computed in the same electron SC η bins used for the analysis and then combined (via a
squared summation) into bins of |η|. The results for the charge asymmetry measurement in
the inclusive W→ e + ν decay channel are summarized in Table 7.1. For the charge asym-
metry measurement in the presence of n = 1 reconstructed jet, the results are presented in
Table 7.2. A breakdown of estimated systematic uncertainties for fits performed separately
in the 2011A and 2011B run periods is provided in Appendix B. The potential impact of
each effect, and the methodology employed to estimate the uncertainty, are described in the
sections below.
7.1 Relative Charge Efficiency
The absolute efficiency corrections derived in Section 5.4.3 are designed to calibrate the sim-
ulated detector response to the actual conditions measured within the data. While these
corrections are derived independently for electrons and positrons, they do not account for
any bias in the overall detection efficiency of positrons versus electrons R = +/−. Even
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Figure 7.1: Relative charge efficiency R = +/− as a function of electron SC η measured
in 2011A and 2011B.
with identical initial kinematic conditions, electrons and positrons will traverse different
parts of the detector due to the influence of the magnetic field. Since the W charge asym-
metry measurement relies on accurately counting the relative rates of W+ → e+ + ν and
W− → e− + ν events, the measurement is naturally very sensitive to deviations in the
relative charge efficiency R.
The relative charge efficiency R is evaluated by examining the ratio of the total efficien-
cies derived in Section 5.4.3:
R =
+Reco × +ID × +HLT
−Reco × −ID × −HLT
=
+
−
(7.1)
The calculation is performed separately for the 2011A and 2011B run periods. Fig. 7.1
shows the results of this measurement. The majority of the measured values are consistent
with unity. In addition, it is stressed that the values are derived from the Z → ee sample,
which contains statistics that are an order of magnitude lower due to the lower SM Z cross-
section. Thus, it is decided to not correct the resultant central values from the yield fits,
as this would apply a potentially low quality correction value at the cost of dramatically
increasing the propagated error.
Instead, the potential charge measurement bias is treated as a systematic effect and
the uncertainty attributable to it is estimated based on the measurement error of the
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relative charge asymmetry R. Extending the ansatz from Eq. 5.15, the true number of
positrons/electrons is expressed as a function of the measured yields via the expressions
N+true = 
+
[
(1− ω)N+M + ωN−M
]
(7.2)
N−true = −
[
(1− ω)N−M + ωN+M
]
, (7.3)
where ω represents the charge mis-identification probability derived in Section 5.4.7. This
allows Eq. 5.17 to be re-written as
Atrue = 1
1− 2ω
AM (R+ 1)− (R− 1)
(R+ 1)−AM (R− 1) (7.4)
which expresses the true bias-corrected electron charge asymmetry Atrue in terms of the
measured asymmetry AM [15]. The central asymmetry values from the fits are corrected
with this expression in 1,000 independent calculations, where the relative charge efficiency
R in each bin is smeared within its measured error for each calculation. The RMS of the
results are interpreted as the uncertainty attributed to a charge dependent measurement
bias of the detector.
The relative charge dependent measurement efficiency is the dominant source of sys-
tematic uncertainty for this measurement. Part of the difficulty in adequately quantifying
this effect comes from the fact that the Z → ee sample employed to study the efficiencies
suffers from an order of magnitude lower statistics than the W analysis sample, due to the
lower production cross-section of the Z boson. This fact provides an intrinsic limitation
on the resolving power of the relative response R and is responsible for the relatively large
error bars in Fig. 7.1 that dictate the level of smearing utilized in the evaluation of this
effect. Furthermore, leptonic Z decays carry no true 6ET and thus have no true measurable
MT. Therefore, the MT cut necessitated by the event selection for the analysis pushes the
asymmetry measurement into a region of phase space that may not be well represented by
the Z sample.
7.2 Trigger and Reconstruction Efficiency
As described in Section 5.4.3, the simulated online and offline detector response in the MC
samples is tuned to the real detector response, as evaluated via the tag and probe method
with the Z→ ee sample. With the W signal yield ultimately determined via 6ET shapes in
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the MC samples, this tuning can have an impact on the measured charge asymmetry. One
hundred pseudo-experiments are run to quantify the magnitude of this effect. Within each
pseudo-experiment, the measured efficiency values of each step (reconstruction, electron
identification, and HLT) are smeared within their errors and a new electron SC ET and η
dependent event weight (Data/MC) is calculated. The full fitting procedure is run with the
re-weighted MC samples just as before. The systematic uncertainty attributed to the MC
efficiency tuning within each η bin is interpreted to be the RMS of the resulting asymmetry
values measured within these pseudo-experiments.
7.3 Electron Energy Scale and Resolution
The electron energy resolution for the CMS detector is quoted as being 0.6% in the ECAL
barrel and 1.5% in the endcap for the 2011 data taking period. The influence of this finite
measurement resolution on the W → e + ν charge asymmetry measurement are studied
by smearing the electron ET in both data and MC. A series of 100 pseudo-experiments
are performed and within each the electron ET is smeared within the quoted resolution.
Since the electron is utilized to calculate the 6ET in each event, the 6ET is subsequently
adjusted for the smearing by adding the measured electron ET back in to the 6ET sum, and
subtracting the smeared ET. The transverse mass of the event is then recalculated and all
event selection criteria are applied. In each pseudo-experiment the fitting procedure is then
performed with the smeared data and MC samples. The charge asymmetry is evaluated
in each η bin and corrected for effects of charge mis-identification. Finally, the systematic
error attributed to the electron energy resolution is taken to be the RMS of the measured
asymmetry within each bin.
7.4 Jet Energy Scale and Resolution
The JES of the CMS detector affects the charge asymmetry measurement in two ways.
First, recall that the 6ET is evaluated as the negative sum of all physics objects (electrons,
jets, etc.) within each event. Thus, the ability of the detector to accurately evaluate the
energy of a jet has an impact on both the magnitude and the direction of the calculated 6ET.
Even though a threshold of pT > 30 GeV is employed for jet counting within this analysis,
for the sake of 6ET resolution considerations, the CMS Collaboration considers jets down
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to pT > 15 GeV, with the remainder treated as unclustered energy (see Section 7.5 below).
Therefore, mismeasured jets below the 30 GeV threshold can affect the 6ET determination,
even in the inclusive W production bin of this analysis.
Furthermore, the jet energy scale and resolution plays a role for the jet counting of
the analysis. An incorrect measurement of the energy for a jet which sits near the 30 GeV
counting threshold can carry the consequence of moving the jet either in or out of the total
jet count, thereby altering the jet multiplicity for a given event. This latter effect only has
an impact for the n = 1 jet W production bin of the analysis.
In order to study both aspects of the impact of the jet energy scale and resolution on
the analysis, one hundred pseudo-experiments are run. For both data and MC, the pT
of all jets within an event are smeared by their respective uncertainty. This uncertainty
value is determined by the group within the CMS Collaboration that is responsible for jet
performance. The values are dependent on jet pT and η and represent the total (JES +
resolution) uncertainty for each jet. Subsequently, the 6ET summation is adjusted by adding
the original jet objects back in to the sum and removing the smeared jets. Finally, the
fitting procedure is performed as per usual and the charge asymmetry is evaluated in each
electron SC η bin. The uncertainty attributed to the jet energy scale and resolution is
evaluated as the RMS of the charge asymmetry resulting from these pseudo-experiments.
7.5 Unclustered 6ET
Unclustered 6ET is defined as the contribution to the energy sum that is not attributed
to a reconstructed physics object (loose HCAL deposits or tracks for example). These
contributions can be very difficult to discern from random detector noise and therefore
present the greatest difficulty in accurately measuring the 6ET of each event. For the sake
of systematic studies at CMS, the unclustered 6ET is taken to be the reconstructed 6ET with
all physics objects removed. This is achieved by adding in the vector sum of their combined
ET. The CMS Collaboration quotes the measurement uncertainty of unclustered 6ET as
10%.
In order to evaluate the impact of this uncertainty on the asymmetry measurement,
one hundred pseudo-experiments are run. Within each, the 6ET is adjusted in all data and
MC samples. The procedure is to add the reconstructed electron back in to the 6ET sum,
as well as all jets above pT > 15 GeV. The remaining 6ET is treated as unclustered and is
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Process Cross-Section σ [pb] Theoretical Error PDF Error Total Error
W→ `ν +X 31,314 ±407 ±1,504 ±1,558
DY → `ν +X 3,048 ±34 ±128 ±132
tt¯→ X 165 - - ±10
Table 7.3: Listing of EWK process cross-sections with uncertainties. Values taken from [63]
and [64].
smeared within the 10% uncertainty. Finally, the jets and electron are added back to the
6ET by subtracting the vector sum of their ET and the fitting procedure is performed to
obtain the W yields. For each η bin, the RMS of the asymmetry values resulting from the
pseudo-experiments is interpreted as the systematic error attributed to this effect.
7.6 Monte Carlo Normalization
Within each electron SC η bin, the W signal yield is ultimately estimated by fitting to a
template of the 6ET shape simulated by EWK MC processes, and utilizing the ratio of W
events within this template (see Section 6.3 for details). These MC samples are normalized
to their respective production cross-sections as listed in Table 5.2 which are taken from a
list that is published by the CMS Collaboration [63]. A full breakdown of the cross-section
values relevant to the fitting procedure, and their respective estimated errors, is provided in
Table 7.3. The value utilized for the tt¯ normalization is taken from an updated calculation
published elsewhere [64]. As the normalization of each process directly affects the relative
amount of events which contribute to the 6ET template utilized for the fit, the systematic
effect of the MC normalization is examined in detail. For each process the cross-section
σ is independently shifted both up and down by its error, prior to performing the fitting
procedure. The W charge asymmetry A is calculated in each electron SC η bin and the
maximum deviation from the default value ofA is assigned as the systematic error attributed
to the MC normalization for the process under investigation.
7.7 Hadronic Recoil Correction
The agreement between data and MC is greatly improved via the introduction of the
hadronic recoil corrections (Section 5.4.5). The corrections effectively calibrate the de-
tector’s response to the measured 6ET in events where a electroweak boson is present. In
order to estimate the systematic errors introduced by this correction, the measured recoil
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response and resolution parameters are statistically smeared within their uncertainties, tak-
ing into account the correlations between them. The fits to extract the signal yields are
performed 100 times, each with a different initial seed for the random number generator
responsible for the smearing. The RMS of each η bin is calculated and used to assign a
systematic error for this effect.
7.8 Correction of φ Modulation in Missing ET
In order to further improve the agreement in the 6ET spectrum between data and MC, a
correction for the φ modulation was introduced. This correction mitigates a known issue
with detector mis-alignment in the tracker of CMS. The systematic error associated with
this correction is evaluated by repeating the analysis without the modulation correction.
The charge asymmetry is measured in each η bin and compared to the values measured by
the default analysis. The differences form the maximum systematic error attributed to this
effect within each bin.
7.9 Vertex Re-weighting
Residual differences between data and MC PU distributions are evaluated and corrected
via the distribution of reconstructed vertices as outlined in Section 5.4.6. The uncertainty
introduced by this correction is evaluated by running the full analysis procedure without
re-weighing the MC samples with the vertex multiplicity correction factors. The resulting
charge asymmetry values A are compared to the default values of the analysis and the
difference is interpreted as the systematic error attributed to this correction factor.
7.10 Pileup Modeling
As already demonstrated when discussing the hadronic recoil corrections in Section 5.4.5,
the 6ET distributions are very sensitive to the number of interactions per collision. Thus,
variations in the modeling of the effects which scale with pileup (PU) can have a significant
impact on the results of this analysis. The baseline method for calibrating the PU scenario
in MC to the observed spectrum in data is described in Section 5.4.1. Precise measurement
of the observed distribution in data is to finite measurement resolution of the average total
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inelastic cross-section of p+p collisions at
√
s = 7 TeV, as well as the uncertainty associated
with the measurement of the instantaneous luminosity in each Luminosity Section (LS). The
former has been measured with 2011 data at CMS [65] to be 68.0± 4.5 mb, while the latter
has a measurement uncertainty on the order of 2.2% [66]. Therefore, the uncertainty for the
estimated number of interactions per bunch crossing is quoted by the CMS Collaboration
to be 3.6% for the 2011 dataset.
Even with the average number of interactions per collision accurately calibrated between
MC and data, there is no guarantee that the MC generator accurately reproduces physical
observables (particle multiplicity, momentum spectra, angular distributions, etc.) as a
function of the PU. To date, no extensive studies of the detailed PU modeling exist for
any of the event generators used by CMS. Additionally, there are known effects which are
present in the operation of the LHC, which are not modeled in MC. For example, over time
the proton bunches tend to spread along the z-axis. This leads to PU interactions happening
at a larger distance from the interaction vertex, thus rendering the tracks associated with
the hardest scattering process easier to distinguish. In total, the CMS Collaboration has
decided to assign a 3% uncertainty to cover such unknown effects.
The combined uncertainty on the shape of the PU distribution is on the order of 5%
for the 2011 dataset. The systematic effects of the PU modeling are therefore studied
by shifting the observed PU distributions by ±5% and re-weighting the MC sets prior to
performing the fits to extract the event yields. The largest difference with respect to the
default unshifted value is used to assign a systematic uncertainty for the PU modeling in
each η bin.
7.11 Charge Mis-identification
The corrections introduced in order to mitigate failures in correctly measuring the electron
charge are subject to a significant measurement uncertainty due to the relatively rare occur-
rence of such events. The systematic effect of these corrections is studying by calculating
the correction 1,000 times, where the charge mis-identification probability ω is smeared
within the errors determined by the fit for each iteration. The RMS of the calculations
within each |η| bin are utilized to estimate the uncertainty attributed to this effect. These
values are negligible for the barrel (< 0.02%) and reach up to 0.1% for the endcaps, where
the mis-identification effect is the strongest.
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7.12 PDF Uncertainty
The MadGraph samples used to generate the MC events in the EWK templates used
for the fitting procedure are based on the CTEQ6L1 [13] PDF model. The theoretical
uncertainty inherent to this PDF model are expected to have a small but measurable impact
on the distributions of physical observables in these MC sets. Since this effect is expected
to be small, and dominated by many of the sources listed above, the magnitude of the PDF
uncertainty on the measured charge asymmetry A is adopted from a parallel analysis within
CMS that measures the W→ µ+ν charge asymmetry with the same 2011 dataset [62]. This
analysis follows a standard set of recommended procedures as defined by the PDF4LHC
Working Group [67]. All simulated events are re-weighted at generator level to reflect the
output of a given PDF model. The W→ µ+ν analysis is run once more on the re-weighted
samples, and the full-width of the maximum deviation is interpreted as the systematic
uncertainty for each η bin. As generator level PDF influences are independent of the W
decay mode, the eventual differences in electron and muon detector response is assumed to
be negligible for the purposes of evaluating this effect. Thus, it is presumed that the PDF
uncertainty values derived for the W → µ + ν analysis are representative values for this
study.
7.13 W & Z Transverse Momentum Tuning
The transverse momentum distributions for the W and Z samples is tuned to the pT distri-
bution of the Z, measured in data via a process outlined in Section 5.4.4. This procedure
relies on a set of event weights that are derived via an iterative process which seeks to flatten
the the data / MC ratio of the Z pT distribution. In order to estimate the error that is
intrinsic to this procedure, the analysis is rerun with events derived from neighboring itera-
tions (n+1 and n−1). The resulting charge asymmetry A is compared to the default values
obtained with the unmodified analysis. The largest deviation within each electron SC η bin
is assigned as the systematic error introduced by the EWK boson transverse momentum
tuning.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions
The results of this W → e + ν charge asymmetry study are presented in the final sections
of Chapter 6. Comparisons to similar experimental measurements made with CMS are
provided, as well as comparisons to theoretical predictions that have been calculated with
different PDF models. Several critical discrepancies within the results of this analysis are
identified for both the inclusive W charge asymmetry, and the W + 1 jet charge asymmetry.
It is the aim of this chapter to discuss possible shortcomings in the analysis technique or
justify the hypothetical disagreements observed in the results.
8.1 Discussion of Inclusive W Charge Asymmetry Results
The results of this analysis indicate a measured inclusive W charge asymmetry A that is
systematically lower compared to theoretical predictions (see Section 6.4.3), the previous
CMS electron results, and the results from the parallel muon analysis (see Section 6.4.4).
Despite the fact that the previous electron measurement [16] and the muon measurement [62]
do not utilize the transverse mass threshold employed by this analysis, it is noted that the
theoretical calculations conducted with the FEWZ software package do include this event
selection criteria. Furthermore, the dominant effect of the MT requirement is to remove a
region of phase space where QCD influence dominates the event yield.
QCD Contamination
For this study, the QCD background is assumed to be charge symmetric. That is, the total
amount of fake events generated from QCD processes in each electron charge bin is presumed
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to be constant. It is possible that the CMS detector possesses charge measurement biases
that affect the observations of the theoretically symmetric QCD events. An investigation
of such a bias for the measurement of muons in CMS was performed for the W → µ + ν
charge asymmetry study [62], where the ratio of of positrons to electrons was measured to
be approximately QCD+/QCD− ∼ 0.95±0.1. While this ratio is not necessarily reflective of
the electron case, the consistency with unity is an indication that the effect, while potentially
present, is not a dominant one. Given the low QCD contamination in the inclusive channel
of this analysis, a charge measurement bias within the irreducible QCD background is
expected to have a negligible effect on the result.
Drell-Yan Veto
Without rejecting events in which a second electron is reconstructed, the expected contri-
bution from Z→ ee can be estimated via the relative EWK boson production cross-sections
and is on the order of 10%. Even with the Drell-Yan veto in place (see Section 5.3.4),
electrons from the second leg of the Z decay can be lost outside of the acceptance of the
detector. Therefore, the actual predicted background reaches about 2% in the highest η
bins, where the acceptance effect is the greatest. Since the kinematics of the Z decays are
well simulated, this prediction is expected to be fairly reliable.
Difficulty is encountered when considering the case of a Z boson decaying within the
detector, but due to reasons of finite detector efficiency, the second electron is not identified
despite being within acceptance. The simple calculations above do not take such effects into
account, nor do they consider the general differences observed between real and simulated
detector response. In Section 5.4.3, the overall measurement (reconstruction + identifica-
tion) efficiency for electrons is discussed in detail for the 2011 data and CMS simulation.
Three key facts are deduced from the efficiency analysis:
1. The electron measurement efficiency of the data is consistently lower than simulated
via MC
2. The electron measurement efficiency decreases significantly at high η
3. The decrease at high η is worse in later data collection periods (2011B)
A decreased response R = Data/MC leads to a decreased efficacy of the Drell-Yan re-
jection in the data. In other words, in such regions the data will contain more Z → ee
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contamination compared to the predictions based on the MC samples. Such a Z contam-
ination has the effect of suppressing the measured charge asymmetry since the relative
fraction of W events in the EWK 6ET spectrum is decreased. This effect is predicted to
have a stronger influence at higher pseudorapidity, where the η of the sub-leading electron
is expected to be high as well, thus increasing the probability that the electron will not be
properly reconstructed or identified. Furthermore, additional Z contamination in the data
is anticipated to be stronger in the later data runs (2011B), due to the decreased electron
efficiency with respect to earlier data taking periods.
Taking the effect of increased Z → ee contamination into consideration, it is evident
that all three facts listed above are consistent with the observed discrepancies of the results.
The latter point is made particularly clear by examining the highest η bins of the inclusive
charge asymmetry measurements performed in the 2011A and 2011B data periods separately
via Fig. B.1. The decreased charge asymmetry observed in the 2011B measurement is
consistent with the hypothesized higher Z → ee contamination due to electron efficiency
issues. In addition to being consistent with the discrepancies noted for the results, the
electron efficiency hypothesis outlined above provides a complete explanation for all of the
deviations listed for the measurement. It is therefore postulated that excess Drell-Yan
contamination in the data is responsible for the poor theoretical agreement of the inclusive
W charge asymmetry measurement of this study.
8.2 Discussion of W+ 1 jet Charge Asymmetry Results
The results of the W + 1 jet study demonstrate a measured charge asymmetry that is
significantly lower than theoretically predicted values (see Fig. 6.10). Recall from Chapter 1
that the shape of the charge asymmetry distribution A is directly influenced by the proton
PDF model. Historically, the fits utilized to derive such models have used inclusive W→ `+
ν charge asymmetry measurements as inputs [13]. Therefore, the models are not expected to
be directly tuned to reproduce the asymmetry ratios observed in associated jet production.
A charge asymmetry spectrum that is flatter than predicted has the potential to indicate
that this region of phase space is not accurately described by the models. Decreased asym-
metry could be attributed to a combination of two different effects that are related to the
production modes of the W + jet system. As outlined in Section 1.2.3, the gluon diagrams
represent the dominant production modes, leading to decreased values of asymmetry coming
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from the u/d PDF difference in the valance quarks with lower parton momentum fraction
x. It is possible that this splitting is in fact lower than modeled. However, this explanation
is not likely do to the fact that the proton PDF is well measured and understood at lower
x.
Direct qq¯ → W + jet production, where one of the quarks radiates a gluon to produce
a jet, must be considered as well. While it is not expected to occur as frequently as the
aforementioned gluon production (due to the high PDF curve of the gluon), the quark-quark
production is still present and results in a strong charge asymmetry due to the large u/d
ratio of quarks at high x. Any model must accurately weight these (and other higher order)
production modes in order to reproduce a realistic spectrum of the predicted W charge
asymmetry. Thus, a decreased and flatter measured spectrum of A could be an indication
that the relative weighting of the production diagrams is not well calibrated. However, prior
to drawing any conclusions based on the discrepancies, all sources which may contribute to
the observed deviation must be considered.
QCD Contamination
More QCD contamination is expected with increased jet multiplicity due to reasons outlined
in Section 6.4.2. However, because of the larger presence of irreducible QCD background, a
fit performed to the 6ET shape is expected to be more accurate due to the increased statistics.
Therefore, it is less clear that a charge bias within QCD processes would have an effect on
the measured W charge asymmetry via this method. A simple calculation can be conducted
to demonstrate the influence of such a bias. In the case of the associated jet production, an
over-estimated 5% measurement bias (i.e. QCD+/QCD− ∼ 0.9), is estimated to have a 0.5
percent-point effect on A in the barrel and a 1.0 percent-point effect in the endcap.
Drell-Yan Veto
The same Drell-Yan contamination issues discussed in the aforementioned section are ex-
pected to have a strong influence on the W + 1 jet results. It is instructive to perform a
hypothetical calculation which assumes that the deviation of the inclusive results are com-
pletely attributed to under-estimated Drell-Yan contributions. As an illustrative example
in the inclusive W production, if the Drell-Yan contamination is artificially increased by a
factor of ∼ 4.0 in the η ∈ (1.85, 2.1] bin, the resulting charge asymmetry is estimated at
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A ∼ 0.213 and brought to consistency with the FEWZ based predictions. Applying an
identical artificial increase in the same η bin for the W + 1 jet results shifts the asymmetry
value to A ∼ 0.142, which is also consistent with the FEWZ predictions.
8.3 Summary
While the irreducible QCD background has the potential to have a measurable effect on
the W + 1 jet charge asymmetry, it is clear that residual Drell-Yan contamination is a
dominant source contributing towards suppression of the measured charge asymmetry in
either production channel. Despite the fact that the significant deviation observed in the
W+1 jet charge asymmetry could have very interesting implications for future PDF models,
it is difficult to draw any consequential conclusions with this study. The consistency of a
Drell-Yan contamination hypothesis with the inclusive W charge asymmetry results prevents
statements being made about incompleteness or inaccurate descriptions of PDF models.
The potential of the inclusive W charge asymmetry measurement at high statistics, or
measurement of W+1 jet charge asymmetry, to have a strong impact on future PDF models
is present. However, more work is needed to bring this analysis to such a point. A detailed
study of the Drell-Yan veto efficiency is recommended to eliminate the dominant uncer-
tainty introduced by this effect. By measuring the data / MC difference in reconstruction
and identification efficiency of the sub-leading electron from Z → ee decays, it would be
possible to further tune the MC simulations to more accurately represent expected Drell-
Yan contamination in each electron η bin. With a more complete description of the Z→ ee
events which pass the selection criteria in the measured data, a more accurate estimation
of the total W yield in each η bin can be achieved.
In closing, this study outlines an inclusive W → e + ν charge asymmetry measurement
that utilizes the largest dataset used to-date for such a study within CMS, and one of the
first detailed studies of W + 1 jet charge asymmetry. A total of L = 5 fb−1 of data collected
at
√
s = 7 TeV with the LHC are analyzed. Full procedures for calibrating MC samples
for the purposes of such a study are documented and a method of estimating the W signal
yield is described. The results are compared to theoretical predictions and previous exper-
iments. The measured asymmetry distributions are found to have considerable deviations
from predicted values and outstanding analysis procedures necessary for better measure-
ment performance are characterized and detailed. While interpretations of the observed
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deviations in the charge asymmetry are made, further study is necessary in order to detail
consequential statements based on the measurement results.
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Appendices
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Appendix A
Analysis Software Configuration
Parameters
Version 4.4.4 of the CMSSW is used in this analysis. A list of the CVS tags for all CMSSW
plugins utilized is provided in Table A.1. Frontier Condition Global Tag GR R 44 V15 is used
for data samples and START44 V13 for all MC samples.
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Package Name CVS Tag
CommonTools/ParticleFlow V00-03-05-10
CondFormats/DataRecord V06-23-01
CondFormats/EcalObjects V01-02-13
CondFormats/EgammaObjects V00-04-00
DPGAnalysis/Skims V00-02-01
DataFormats/CaloRecHit V02-05-11
DataFormats/PatCandidates V06-04-40
EgammaAnalysis/ElectronTools V00-00-05-44X
FWCore/GuiBrowsers V00-00-70
PhysicsTools/PatAlgos V08-07-53
PhysicsTools/PatUtils V03-09-18-03
PhysicsTools/SelectorUtils V00-03-24-01
PhysicsTools/TagAndProbe V04-02-00
RecoEcal/EgammaCoreTools V05-08-24
RecoEgamma/EgammaTools V08-11-10-02
RecoLuminosity/LumiDB V04-02-02
Table A.1: CVS tags for CMSSW framework plugins
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Appendix B
Fit Results for 2011A and 2011B
As a consistency check, the fit procedure to estimate the signal yield, outlined in Section 6.3,
is performed on the mtually independent 2011A and 2011B data samples separately. This
is instructive, as many of the LHC and CMS conditions vary greatly between the two data
taking periods. Details of these differences are outlined in Chapter 5. The estimated W
signal yield for the inclusive W production is detailed in Tables B.1 and B.2. Results
for the W + 1 jet production mode are listed in Tables B.3 and B.4. Overlays with the
theoretical predictions calculated via the FEWZ software package are demonstrated in
Figures B.1 andB.2.
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Run 2011A (inclusive)
η bin Q NData NW χ
2 / NDF A (%) ± (stat) ± (sys)
0.00 ≤ η < 0.20 + 104893± 324 103026± 463 0.98 10.615± 0.332± 0.373- 84930± 291 83258± 416 1.44
−0.20 ≤ η < 0.00 + 98911± 315 97241± 450 1.12 9.760± 0.341± 0.344- 81566± 286 79951± 408 1.46
0.20 ≤ η < 0.40 + 111266± 334 109263± 477 1.47 11.398± 0.324± 0.295- 88692± 298 86908± 425 1.37
−0.40 ≤ η < −0.20 + 106054± 326 104236± 466 1.12 10.007± 0.330± 0.308- 86999± 295 85280± 421 1.48
0.40 ≤ η < 0.60 + 109087± 330 107205± 472 1.11 11.398± 0.327± 0.282- 87060± 295 85273± 421 1.61
−0.60 ≤ η < −0.40 + 105606± 325 103805± 465 1.13 9.984± 0.331± 0.309- 86667± 294 84963± 420 1.73
0.60 ≤ η < 0.80 + 108126± 329 106172± 471 1.20 11.865± 0.329± 0.334- 85467± 292 83656± 417 1.92
−0.80 ≤ η < −0.60 + 105716± 325 103822± 465 1.18 11.115± 0.332± 0.280- 84726± 291 83055± 416 1.65
0.80 ≤ η < 1.00 + 108957± 330 106924± 472 1.18 12.784± 0.329± 0.302- 84566± 291 82693± 414 1.59
−1.00 ≤ η < −0.80 + 107380± 328 105463± 469 1.09 11.954± 0.330± 0.322- 84777± 291 82949± 415 1.77
1.00 ≤ η < 1.20 + 96438± 311 94566± 444 1.18 13.699± 0.350± 0.402- 73464± 271 71792± 386 1.58
−1.20 ≤ η < −1.00 + 96899± 311 95103± 445 1.20 13.158± 0.349± 0.331- 74680± 273 73006± 389 1.64
1.20 ≤ η < 1.40 + 90532± 301 88772± 430 1.29 14.611± 0.363± 0.380- 67834± 260 66168± 371 1.67
−1.40 ≤ η < −1.20 + 90488± 301 88746± 430 1.08 14.555± 0.363± 0.531- 67843± 260 66213± 371 1.66
1.60 ≤ η < 1.85 + 79428± 282 77580± 402 1.22 17.653± 0.392± 0.631- 56180± 237 54411± 335 1.41
−1.85 ≤ η < −1.60 + 79132± 281 77403± 402 1.46 18.170± 0.394± 0.610- 55361± 235 53755± 333 1.51
1.85 ≤ η < 2.10 + 86525± 294 84463± 418 1.25 19.561± 0.376± 0.596- 58940± 243 56930± 341 1.62
−2.10 ≤ η < −1.85 + 88120± 297 86140± 422 1.37 19.671± 0.373± 0.603- 59844± 245 57938± 345 1.56
2.10 ≤ η < 2.40 + 78695± 281 76750± 398 1.44 20.304± 0.394± 0.773- 52967± 230 50938± 322 1.27
−2.40 ≤ η < −2.10 + 78672± 280 76715± 398 1.24 20.472± 0.395± 0.799- 52810± 230 50760± 322 1.51
Table B.1: Estimated signal yield for inclusive 2011A sample. The reduced χ2 for each fit
is listed as well as the resulting asymmetry value.
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Run 2011B (inclusive)
η bin Q NData NW χ
2 / NDF A (%) ± (stat) ± (sys)
0.00 ≤ η < 0.20 + 103094± 321 100803± 464 1.17 11.020± 0.341± 0.446- 82849± 288 80796± 415 1.39
−0.20 ≤ η < 0.00 + 97724± 313 95613± 452 1.09 9.372± 0.348± 0.398- 81262± 285 79230± 411 1.21
0.20 ≤ η < 0.40 + 109762± 331 107293± 479 1.21 11.062± 0.330± 0.329- 88188± 297 85923± 428 1.27
−0.40 ≤ η < −0.20 + 104340± 323 102031± 467 1.10 9.625± 0.337± 0.369- 86330± 294 84122± 423 1.32
0.40 ≤ η < 0.60 + 108550± 329 106167± 476 1.13 11.310± 0.332± 0.378- 86818± 295 84599± 424 1.39
−0.60 ≤ η < −0.40 + 105641± 325 103408± 470 0.98 10.203± 0.335± 0.331- 86484± 294 84264± 423 1.53
0.60 ≤ η < 0.80 + 108935± 330 106383± 477 1.23 12.246± 0.333± 0.378- 85466± 292 83176± 421 1.42
−0.80 ≤ η < −0.60 + 105966± 326 103608± 471 1.23 11.016± 0.336± 0.395- 85256± 292 83051± 421 1.54
0.80 ≤ η < 1.00 + 109997± 332 107331± 478 1.18 12.910± 0.332± 0.552- 85143± 292 82795± 420 1.13
−1.00 ≤ η < −0.80 + 108739± 330 106224± 476 1.09 11.898± 0.333± 0.399- 86014± 293 83643± 421 1.42
1.00 ≤ η < 1.20 + 95654± 309 93277± 446 1.12 13.539± 0.357± 0.476- 73183± 271 71044± 388 1.64
−1.20 ≤ η < −1.00 + 97518± 312 95207± 451 1.16 13.389± 0.353± 0.411- 74918± 274 72743± 393 1.29
1.20 ≤ η < 1.40 + 90906± 302 88517± 434 1.19 14.825± 0.368± 0.494- 67991± 261 65689± 373 1.41
−1.40 ≤ η < −1.20 + 91236± 302 88865± 436 1.21 14.500± 0.367± 0.452- 68623± 262 66376± 375 1.72
1.60 ≤ η < 1.85 + 65597± 256 63442± 367 1.52 17.370± 0.438± 0.708- 46716± 216 44754± 307 1.49
−1.85 ≤ η < −1.60 + 66854± 259 64781± 371 1.24 17.499± 0.434± 1.224- 47560± 218 45612± 310 1.43
1.85 ≤ η < 2.10 + 57770± 240 55678± 342 1.40 17.960± 0.464± 1.047- 40782± 202 38788± 284 1.45
−2.10 ≤ η < −1.85 + 60791± 247 58694± 352 1.51 19.449± 0.455± 1.897- 41599± 204 39660± 287 1.50
2.10 ≤ η < 2.40 + 31890± 179 30518± 253 1.60 17.643± 0.625± 0.927- 22803± 151 21399± 210 1.40
−2.40 ≤ η < −2.10 + 33816± 184 32430± 261 1.52 19.428± 0.609± 1.039- 23297± 153 21927± 212 1.52
Table B.2: Estimated signal yield for inclusive 2011B sample. The reduced χ2 for each fit
is listed as well as the resulting asymmetry value.
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Run 2011A (n = 1 jet)
η bin Q NData NW χ
2 / NDF A (%) ± (stat) ± (sys)
0.00 ≤ η < 0.20 + 13969± 118 12692± 178 1.11 8.507± 1.036± 0.835- 11935± 109 10702± 165 1.36
−0.20 ≤ η < 0.00 + 13326± 115 11950± 175 1.18 7.799± 1.075± 0.508- 11574± 108 10221± 163 1.10
0.20 ≤ η < 0.40 + 14901± 122 13869± 186 1.11 9.590± 0.995± 0.387- 12437± 112 11442± 171 1.42
−0.40 ≤ η < −0.20 + 14300± 120 12937± 179 1.01 8.870± 1.027± 0.841- 12158± 110 10830± 166 1.21
0.40 ≤ η < 0.60 + 14272± 119 12811± 177 1.33 8.558± 1.023± 0.985- 12251± 111 10792± 165 1.46
−0.60 ≤ η < −0.40 + 14097± 119 12715± 179 1.07 7.869± 1.031± 0.477- 12204± 110 10860± 166 1.24
0.60 ≤ η < 0.80 + 14506± 120 12968± 179 1.05 9.982± 1.024± 0.405- 12089± 110 10615± 164 1.34
−0.80 ≤ η < −0.60 + 13913± 118 12350± 175 1.12 8.975± 1.051± 1.220- 11808± 109 10316± 162 1.17
0.80 ≤ η < 1.00 + 14155± 119 12530± 174 1.37 7.857± 1.019± 0.797- 12258± 111 10705± 161 1.36
−1.00 ≤ η < −0.80 + 14152± 119 12459± 173 0.98 9.310± 1.030± 0.867- 12022± 110 10338± 160 1.32
1.00 ≤ η < 1.20 + 12782± 113 11188± 163 1.24 10.214± 1.086± 0.429- 10706± 103 9115± 150 1.16
−1.20 ≤ η < −1.00 + 13069± 114 11661± 166 1.45 11.159± 1.063± 0.509- 10705± 103 9322± 150 1.29
1.20 ≤ η < 1.40 + 11898± 109 10318± 156 0.81 9.771± 1.123± 0.840- 10029± 100 8483± 143 1.49
−1.40 ≤ η < −1.20 + 11842± 109 10345± 157 1.07 9.758± 1.127± 0.447- 9991± 100 8507± 144 1.43
1.60 ≤ η < 1.85 + 10022± 100 8436± 141 1.50 9.414± 1.242± 0.542- 8521± 92 6992± 129 1.38
−1.85 ≤ η < −1.60 + 10084± 100 8431± 141 1.18 11.153± 1.253± 0.622- 8380± 92 6751± 127 1.51
1.85 ≤ η < 2.10 + 9995± 100 8324± 136 1.39 11.506± 1.222± 0.526- 8278± 91 6613± 122 1.54
−2.10 ≤ η < −1.85 + 10169± 101 8530± 138 1.51 11.687± 1.217± 0.623- 8425± 92 6753± 124 1.96
2.10 ≤ η < 2.40 + 8902± 94 7230± 127 1.00 8.602± 1.305± 0.611- 7715± 88 6089± 118 1.14
−2.40 ≤ η < −2.10 + 8952± 95 7453± 129 1.32 9.066± 1.286± 0.727- 7708± 88 6220± 119 1.34
Table B.3: Estimated signal yield for n = 1 jet 2011A sample. The reduced χ2 for each fit
is listed as well as the resulting asymmetry value.
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Run 2011B (n = 1 jet)
η bin Q NData NW χ
2 / NDF A (%) ± (stat) ± (sys)
0.00 ≤ η < 0.20 + 13969± 118 12692± 178 1.11 8.507± 1.036± 0.835- 11935± 109 10702± 165 1.36
−0.20 ≤ η < 0.00 + 13326± 115 11950± 175 1.18 7.799± 1.075± 0.508- 11574± 108 10221± 163 1.10
0.20 ≤ η < 0.40 + 14901± 122 13869± 186 1.11 9.590± 0.995± 0.387- 12437± 112 11442± 171 1.42
−0.40 ≤ η < −0.20 + 14300± 120 12937± 179 1.01 8.870± 1.027± 0.841- 12158± 110 10830± 166 1.21
0.40 ≤ η < 0.60 + 14272± 119 12811± 177 1.33 8.558± 1.023± 0.985- 12251± 111 10792± 165 1.46
−0.60 ≤ η < −0.40 + 14097± 119 12715± 179 1.07 7.869± 1.031± 0.477- 12204± 110 10860± 166 1.24
0.60 ≤ η < 0.80 + 14506± 120 12968± 179 1.05 9.982± 1.024± 0.405- 12089± 110 10615± 164 1.34
−0.80 ≤ η < −0.60 + 13913± 118 12350± 175 1.12 8.975± 1.051± 1.220- 11808± 109 10316± 162 1.17
0.80 ≤ η < 1.00 + 14155± 119 12530± 174 1.37 7.857± 1.019± 0.797- 12258± 111 10705± 161 1.36
−1.00 ≤ η < −0.80 + 14152± 119 12459± 173 0.98 9.310± 1.030± 0.867- 12022± 110 10338± 160 1.32
1.00 ≤ η < 1.20 + 12782± 113 11188± 163 1.24 10.214± 1.086± 0.429- 10706± 103 9115± 150 1.16
−1.20 ≤ η < −1.00 + 13069± 114 11661± 166 1.45 11.159± 1.063± 0.509- 10705± 103 9322± 150 1.29
1.20 ≤ η < 1.40 + 11898± 109 10318± 156 0.81 9.771± 1.123± 0.840- 10029± 100 8483± 143 1.49
−1.40 ≤ η < −1.20 + 11842± 109 10345± 157 1.07 9.758± 1.127± 0.447- 9991± 100 8507± 144 1.43
1.60 ≤ η < 1.85 + 10022± 100 8436± 141 1.50 9.414± 1.242± 0.542- 8521± 92 6992± 129 1.38
−1.85 ≤ η < −1.60 + 10084± 100 8431± 141 1.18 11.153± 1.253± 0.622- 8380± 92 6751± 127 1.51
1.85 ≤ η < 2.10 + 9995± 100 8324± 136 1.39 11.506± 1.222± 0.526- 8278± 91 6613± 122 1.54
−2.10 ≤ η < −1.85 + 10169± 101 8530± 138 1.51 11.687± 1.217± 0.623- 8425± 92 6753± 124 1.96
2.10 ≤ η < 2.40 + 8902± 94 7230± 127 1.00 8.602± 1.305± 0.611- 7715± 88 6089± 118 1.14
−2.40 ≤ η < −2.10 + 8952± 95 7453± 129 1.32 9.066± 1.286± 0.727- 7708± 88 6220± 119 1.34
Table B.4: Estimated signal yield for n = 1 jet 2011B sample. The reduced χ2 for each fit
is listed as well as the resulting asymmetry value.
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Figure B.1: W charge asymmetry for the inclusive electron decay as measured with the
2011A and 2011B datasets. The measured results are overlaid with theoretical predictions
for various leading PDF sets.
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Figure B.2: W charge asymmetry for the electron decay in association with n = 1 recon-
structed jet, as measured with the 2011A and 2011B datasets. The measured results are
overlaid with theoretical predictions for various leading PDF sets.
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Appendix C
Control Plots for Signal Yield Fitting
Procedure
A full description of the fitting procedure used to estimate the W signal yield in each electron
η and charge bin is provided in Section 6.3. The procedure relies on a unbinned maximum
likelihood fit to the measured 6ET spectrum. Figures C.1 and C.2 depict results of the 6ET
fit for the 2011A inclusive measurement. The fit performance for 2011B is demonstrated in
Figures C.3 and C.4. For the n = 1 jet production mode, the same performance plots are
shown in Figures C.5 and C.6 for 2011A, and C.7 and C.8 for 2011B. Each plot displays the
6ET spectrum for a given electron SC η and charge bin, along with the goodness of the fit as
evaluated by a χ2/NDF calculation, as well as the fraction of QCD events that is estimated
by the fitting procedure for that bin. The light blue QCD contribution in the plots is
the 6ET shape that is estimated from the data using the anti-selection method described in
Section 5.3.5. All other process shapes are derived from the MC utilized for the analysis.
The normalization of all samples relative to the measured data is calculated via the fitting
procedure. For clarity, the data points overlaid on the simulated distributions have been
plotted without error-bars.
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